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This issue is in two parts. A
cakndar of events in academe
in the fall and winter of 19861987 will be fol!nd in a pull-out
section following Page 40.

L-----------~
Ar 1;cles on ,ns,de pages

Research shows that ag.ing is often a gr.itifying experience, sociologist~ say. Story on Page 4.

Psychologists should pay more
allention 10 evidence and less to ide•
ology in their research. a social-scienc:e panel says. Story on Page 4.
Tax-reform legislation would
have an impact on loans for educa•
rionaJ expenses and scholarship aid

to students. Stories on Page I J.

This fall's ballOl!J in several

states contain proposals that could

meaq cuts iri spending on higher edu•
·
cation. Story on page 11.
T

Han·ard University celebrated

11s 350th birthJay with entertainment

and ceremony. Story on P-Jge 40.

A Harvard aJumnu., criticizes

some of the university's financial
policies and procedures in a new

.
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TOMORROW'S PROFESSORIATE

VJinnen F"lock to Graduate School in RecordNu11tbers,
but Feu,er Blacks Are Entering; the Acade1n.ic Pipeline
Blacks
By SCOIT HELLER

If ever there were a time for colleges and

universities lo increase the number of mi•
nority-group members on their facultiesespecially blacks-this is it.
Chances arc it won't happen.
Instead, the new generation of professors that will oversee America's college
classrooms by the year 2000 could be as
homogeneous as previous generations,
even lhough, in some states, the majority
of srudents they teach will come from minority groups.
One-third or more of the profcssoriate
will have to be replaced by the end of the
century. In the process, many college and
university officials would like to remedy
the present dearth of minority-group members.
Yet when they look ahead at the potential pool of applicants-the graduate stu•

Minoritic:s and Women
in Graduate School
11116-n

11184..5

Cha-

Blacks

65,352

52.634

-19.2%

Hispanics

20.274

24.402

.. 20.4¾

Asians

lil.437

28.543

+54.4%

Women

467.155

503.525

+ 7.8%

Note: Figures inctude u S ot,zl!r:.:.. oruy.
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dents who are now entering doctoral programs-they see f,:wcr memb.:rs of cenain
underrepresented minority groups.
Graduate deans and affirmative-action
officers call it "the pipeline problem." and
it's getting worse.
· "We have the potential for achieving
parity for minorily faculty. but if we don't
Continued ,m Page• U, Column I

\Vomen
By LIZ McMILLEN
No one in academe has more potential
for advancement today than young female
scholars. But some obscl'\·ers fear th::
tential may not be realized.
Women are flocking to graduate school
in record numbers, and many are specializing in fields that were dominated by men a
dozen years ago. Today. women are earning one-third of all the doctoral degrees
awarded.
As a resulc, when higher-education institutions look for replacements for the large
number of senior professors who ~ii! retire
\\ilhin the ne.tt 15 years. plenty of female
faculty members will be a\'ailable.
Many academic administrator-; ~onsider
the future job market a "golden opponunity" for uni\'en.ities to incn:a.~e the representation of women on their faculties. That

Continued on Page Z5. Column I

White Campuses in SouthAfrica Fear Ne,v Levels of Violence
By HELEN ZILLE
CAPE TOWN

A day-long series of confrontations between student protesters at the University

The conflict erupted after some 600 stu•
dents attended a campus meeting organized by the Black Students Society 10
mourn !he de

government. was hacked to d~ath by the
angry crowd.
After the
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l Fewer Blacks Are

l'Ek.S(JNAJJ e1 PROFESSIONAL

Entering

:the Academic Pipeline
Continued from Po Kt' I
have the faculty there to hire, then
the chance will be lost," warns Reginald Wilson, director of the Office of
Minority Concerns at the American
Council on Education. "Unless there
is a substantial change in the production of black and Hispanic Ph.D.'s,
that parity won't be achieved."
Blacks made up 4 per cent of the
nation's faculty members in 1983,
down from 4.3 per cent in 1977, according to a forthcoming report by
the council. Hispanics accounte<.I for
1.8 percent, and Asians 3.5'per cent.
According to the Department of
Edu,ation's Center for Stati~tics,
blacks made up 4.8 per cent of gr.iduatc•school enrollments in 1984, down
from 6 per cent in 1976.
In the same period, the proportion
of Hispanics rose from 1.8 to 2.2 per
cent, although it has leveled off recently, The proportion of Asians was
up-from I. 7 lo 2.6 per cent.
The number of blacks earning doctorates has held steady through the
l980's, accordir.g to the National Research Council, In 1985, 909 black
Americans received Ph.D. 's, compared with 20,641 whites. In addition, doctorates were awarded to
about 500 blacks from other countries.
Few of those degrees, however,
were awarded in the natural or physical sciences, where the shortages or
faculty members are most severeand where academe must compete
with high-paying industry for talent.
More than half of the degrees were
earned in education.

Moral and. Social Support
Recognizing that today's graduate
. student is tomorrow's professor,
· some institutions have begun work•
· ing to convince minority-group members that faculty careers will, in the
· future, bt prestigious, rewarding,
and available.
' Their efforts center on increased
financial support in the form of graduate and postdoctoral fellowships.
. They are also becoming more sensitive to the moral and social support
, needed to encouruge such students lo
persevere through a completed de. gree.
> In their book Amnican Profes•

sors: A Natfonal R,·source lmpl'Ted, Howard R. Bo\len and Jack H.

Schuster call for a wide-ranging national fellowship program to identify
unu support mmorny s1uuc111~ 1111i;;1•
cstcd in academic careers.
"Unless this is done," they write,
"affirmative-action policies, even if
carried out in good faith by campuses, will be inadequate to prevent serious erosion in the numbers and quali•
ty of minorities in the academic profession."
No such program has been creat•
cd, and affirmadve•action officers
widely bemoan the lack of national
leadership on the matter. Still, they
do sec signs of hope in model pro•
grams, consortium arrangements,
and foundation support.
Rccehing high praise is the
McKnight Foundation's Black Doctonll Fellowship Program, which
provides$ I!S,000 in annual support to
each or 25 black students seeking to
attend docturate•srunling inslitu•
. tions In Aorlda. The pmgrum cmphaalzcs study in the arts and science,,
, buainess, and C01ineeri111·
• .The SUCCCtiS of the rrogram' which
,be~· In 1984, h111 been 11nmcdiatc,
·~r.ording to its executive director,
._,,.,

L

L
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Israel Tribble. While Florida's public
institutions have produced une black
engineering Ph.D. in the la\t five
years, he says, the McKnight program is now sponsoring 11 ~tudcnts
in engineering programs.
"That is the kind or consi~tcnt out•
put that will make a difference, at
least in the pool" of minority
Ph.D.'s, says Mr. Tribble. "I can't
guarantee that higher cd is going 10
hire them all, because I don't know if
higher ed is willing to match their offers from private industry."
Support for the fellowship pro•
gram, as well as for several other programs sponsored by the Minnesota•
based foundation, will shiri lo the
Florida state government in 1987. By
then the program's endowment will
exceed $15-million.
Legislatures in Connecticut, Michigan, and New Jersey have made
money available for new graduate
fellowships, as well. New Jersey's
Minority Academic Career Program
is seen as a model, because ii forgives students one-quarter of their
lonns for each year they teach in the
state after receiving their degree.
Says an enthusiastic Mr. Wilson;
"They're trying to build professors.
They're not just trying to build
Ph.D.'s,"
Last year the Ford Foundation and
the National Research Counc\l an•
nounced a $9-million fellowship program to support I ZO minority-group
doctoral candidates over a five-year
period. The fellowships will include
an annual stipend of $10,000 and an
additional $6,000 for tuition and fees,
The foundation continues to sup•
[>Ori a postdoctoral program to help
those and other students become
more competitive for tor faculty
jobs.
"The postdoctoral progmm helps
minority scholars who have already
embarked upon academic careers,"
says Franklin A. Thomas, the foundation's president. "Our new pro•
gram moves farther back along the
educational pipeline."
Such progrums join such well-established fcdcml efforts as lhc Department of Education's Graduate
Professional Opportunities Program,
and those supported by the National
Science Foundation in such fields as
environmental hiology and engineering.
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18rael Tribble: "Most black
students, unless they come from

a very affiuent family, don't know
anything about graduate school."

velopmcnt Program lo encourage
young, minority scholars to consider
faculty careers.
The system will identify talented
college juniors and seniors and alert
them to the opportunities in graduate
education.
Faculty mentors will try to publish
jointly with graduate students and
urge them to stay visible within the
discipline-anything, Ms. Zak says,
"to help develop attractive candidates for that ultimate faculty position."
"What we're hoping," she adds,
"is that we will identify students at
age 19 and 20 and provide the constant support and mentoring that will
keep them going through the whole
grind."
Since 1978, the Committee on Institutional Cooperation, made up of
representatives from the Big IO universities plus the University of Chicago, has sponsored a fellowship
program that has helped support 330
minority students through graduate
programs in science, engineering,
and mathematics.
"There is something or a growing
sense of crisis about minority faculty
within our institutions-that the levels, instead of growing, are slipping a
little bit," says Roger G. Clark, exec•
11tivc director of the committee.
"This is not a recruiting device for
our institutions' faculty. But lhc larger the national pool, the more our
own instilnlions will get.''
The Hedgling N:1tional Consortium
for Educational ,\cccss intemh to
identify minority undergraduates al
Exchanging Names
211 historically black colleges and
Individual univers111cs and consu: • help suppurt them through Ph.D.
tia are investigating the issue as well, programs at nme rc~eurch universi•
beginning by exchanging the names ties. Located mostly in the South, the
of promising minority doctoml stu• research institutions arc Atlanta Uni•
dents. Interest is high in California, vcrsity, Duke University, the Uni•
where minority-group members arc versity of Georgia. Georgia Institute
expected 10 outnumber whites by the of Technology, Howard University,
the tum of the century.
the University of Massachusetts at
The University of California has Amherst, the University or North
"come to grips with the realization Carolina at Chapel Hill, the Universi•
that the next couple of decndcs will ty of Pittsburgh, and Texus Southern
provide the first opportunity that University.
American universities will have to
The consortium will also recruit
change the demographic profile of black professors without d11ctoratcs
the faculty," says Michele W. Zak, from the historically hlack campuses
director of faculty development and and place them in Ph.D. programs at
affirmative action. "We look at that the rcscnrch institutions, II will pro•
and look at the profile of the l'h.Ll. '\, vide them with S5 ,000 a year in addi•
and we n:ali1.ethnt we'll lose that op• tion to the fcllc,wships sponsored by
portunily unless we lnke very spccir- their universities, Suppurt for under•
h: actions in th~ near future."
graduates entering the program will
The system expects more than total $3,000 u year.
6,IIOO faculty retirements by W04,
In 1985-86, eight professors und
Ms. 7.1tk says, To insure that minor• three xtuJcnt\ begun do~tornl pro•
ity-group members are among the f-'T.tm~ thmt11th the cun,ortium. This
new professor~ hired a~ rcplacc- year the conw11ium hu\ identified
mi:nt!>, this foll the university wi11 p111 I 77 ~1uJc11ts with ~urnl i:r,u.li:s 1111d
. into ctfccl the Acm.ltmic Cim-cr lk· forw:1n.lcd thdr name~ II> thL? graJu•

AMEllCAN COUNCIL OP' EDUCATION

Reginald Wilson: "They're
trying to build professors,
They're not just trying
to build Ph.D.'s,"

ate institutions. The goal is to enroll
at least 25 students and 10 faculty
members in fall 1987, says Leroy Er•
vin, who directs the program from
the University of Georgia. ·
While the program is dc!signed to
"strengthen and preserve" the his•
torically black colleges, it will in the
long run increase the pool of poten•
tial black professors for institutions
nationwide, Mr. Ervin says.
Professors who emerge with doctorates, he adds, will "tum out a better undergrnduatc, and more of those
students will ultimately be accepted
into better graduate programs."
A Cyclical Endeavor

Trying to increase the number of
minority professors is a cyclical endeavor. Yet, some recruiters say, the
challenge means going further back
in the pipeline-to high school and to
families.
"Most black students, unless they
come from a very amuenl family,
don't know anything about graduate
school," explains Mr. Tribble of the
McKnight program. "They don't
know that no one in this country pays
the full costs to get a Ph.D.
"When they're asked, 'Whal
about getting a Ph.D.'!' they think
about all the debt they .ilready have
and the debt they're going to have,
and say, •No, l can't handle that.' "
He adds: "You've got to try to tell
them, 'You are not limited to just
your teaching salary. There will be
consulting opportunities out there.'
You've got a real educational job lo
do on a lot of our students 10 tell them
what graduate school is ull about.''
Ms. Zilk of the U111vers1iy or'C.:alifomia believes that higher education
must be more sensitive to the sacrifices made by minority studenls who
select academic careers.
"There's a real problem with
young people from socioeconomically deprived circumstances, whom
we're asking to tum their backs on
their cultures," she says. "The academic community has to offer them
an alternative community, an alternative system of support."
Without such efforts-both flnnn•
ciul und personal support-higher
cduca1ior1 will have failed to meet
one of its major challenges, says Ms,
7.uk.
"Whu1•~ this country going to l<1ok
like in the next couple of dec11dcs if
we have u population that's !'iS or f.0
per cent non-white, and oil the cJu.
coted people, ull the leaders, nre
white'!" ahe says.
"We'n: goin11 ro have i. r,eriouN
sen~e of soc:illl dMocution, Jn higher
education we 1.:1111'1 juM s11y, 'Whul
ii'/' "
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NEW YQRK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

\

To:

'

Juanita Hunter

From:Barbara Van Nortwlck

I thought that you might be interested in
the articles In the most recent Issue of
Imprint.
If you wish, I will be happy to make copies
for you when you are here for the Board
of Di rectors meeting next week.
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.· · to the problem of
itmmt and reten. Malhio1 and Ninan
: l) a seminar for minorestablished hr facuh}· to
an opponunity to di~·uss
eir coni:erru: l) minority
selors be: hirec.l 10 :.en.·e as
d infom1a1ion sources. i.e .•
. .· ;.3) students be encour.igcd 10
courses t.iught by professors
· be fntettsred in tht:ir recruit,, \ritcntion in thc progr.1m anc.l

.,_ ·d avail thcmsdn·s m hdp MU·

, _ · · _ clng ac2dcmic diffii:uh y. 11
·
t alls for more n.-se-.in·h to
'.po the basic auitudes and probkms
c:k studenL'i, to aid in the dc,·dop-

_J
_J

_J

·.• .:7 .·. '
gram,;. By sue~ I ffiC2JI satisf.u:tory completion of a nursing program and the de-

broad area5: personal. famil}'/soci2J. and

:ictdcmic.

I

•

J

;f I
1

•
I

c::.,~

tion21 programs. These pc:r.;ons ;d.<;o may
bcable 10 give students 2dvicc and support
:md 3Jsl> pro,·ide contacts to help develop
:and implement thrir fflllcational plan,;.
Professioiul black nu=· a.•1soc:ia1i11n,;,.
contemporary literature. and lielllin:us
provide dtu reganling the current i.tatu,and comnnu1inns of minontio in nur.-in~
Prnspectivc students can nuke ;ippointment.'i with the dean or other Jppropriatc school officfals to d i ~ the progr:un. how minoritr students fare in rhe
p « ~ . .ind m rcqucs1 an immduction
to minurit}· smdems f~rith the ~ludenr~·
pcrmi.,;_~ionJ for the purpo~ of di,cu-.~ini:
nursing 211d sharing p,i.-rcc:ptions ahout hcing a minonr~· in nul'!ling.

velopment of behaviors to aid in go:il attainmrnt Strategies for success as a minoritt· 'itudmt delineated here focus on three:

j

7

PERSONAL
First. each minority student must luvc

a posith·c concept of self rel:nive 10 nursinii and society as a whole, and be comlunahle with and proud of this self-concept. Such :t concept can be de,·cloped in
part hy heing knowledge:1ble of fY.151 and
pr<.'Selll rnntrihutions made: by mc:mbcrs of
the parti•·ular minority group to nursing
spt·ciflc..--all~-. and to health care generally.
81:ick hi.'itory literature is an excellent re1,ource for finding specific past contributions that blacks have m:ide to nursing.
Minoritr nurses and health care pro\"iders c:an be sought out in the community
by minority group students :a.,d queried as
to how they succeeded in their educ-

Second. it

J

'

c. irnpera1i,·e to dc,·dop :1

style of self-presentation that stimula_tc.
others to desire to affiliate with ~·ou. The
style should include good grammar. pronunciation. enunciation. anicub.tion. and
,..oice modulation. A h:i.sic course ia ~p<."t"<·h
comrnuni...-:ztion :ind/or voi<·e and aniculation would be a good im.·esuncn1. Listen
atlenth·c:ly IO others. Be con.,idcr.ue of
others and their opinions. although you
may not agree with them. Be diplomatic
in your r~ponsc:s to o,hcrs. Be wellgrooml"d with clothes in good repair :md
dean: they need not be the la1cs1 or designer fashion.". A semin:u- on dnc-.sini,: for
success m2y be beneficial. Be congcni:11 in
interpersonal communication and rc:1:1tionships.
Third. remember to ;;srume rr-rmn-.ibilit}· for }'OUT bcha,·:ur. ,·ou W:lll' HI he
successful and it is p,ur n:spon.,ihili1y m
achieve that goal with the aid of other.,.
but you must he the principal pcr-.c,n implementing your plan. Remain confidr:nt
in youl" abilities and goals for succes,-

FAMILY/SOCIAL

m•·m ul more mtrrr;i,:ial and hammniuu!>
atmmphi.Tc in nursing eduction pro~um~ ;ind 1hc proft-·ssion. Minorilks
,, , •uld 1hcn ht- nudr: 10 frd wckumed in

li\-e in domu1ories to get away from poor
home siluatiO!l.,; s<:> they can devdop good
study tuhits an.I ha~·e an atm05phere con-

Brown uric•~ fandt}' tn obtain sugges11om lrom minoruy !,IUdt·nt!> a-. 10 how

The proposed solutions relegate minoril}' Mudcms 10 a nurginal position
while others du the 3Sselising. planning.

nur-,~rnt,.:. i:

lt-:i, hm,: str:llt-gk'S and 1:urli~1.dum COnlt'TII
,·..m ht· impnl\·ed 10 better meet 1hdr
nn.·1.b. " 1•

TuwriaJ a.,sist:m•·c ottered

10

prc:-nur.,ing minurit],· siudccnb ~·ill C1Uble
thnn UJ ma1 :ulmis-.ion
with the
r~uirnl ..1,;m, to begin nun.ing cour..es.
Rohin~,n m::ornmmds thll: l) special
pn ~r.1nb ht· t"!itablishnl to rrcruir :ind rel.A.in minnriry !>tudnus: 2) nursing pro~r.m1, Ul.t.· admission risks. and provide
mncdial won; and rutors; and 3) !iWdmts
(18

ducin.· 10 smdy."

.. _.,
'

0

This anick stati:s explicitly the inter•
,·anions minorirr studcnrs can use to enhance rhe recruitment, admission. retention. self-esteem, and success of minority
group srudents in nursing education pro-

NSNA
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implementing. and e\ :.duating measures
dc:signccl to incre-.tSe minority represenration in nursing. Insufficient empha!>is,
huwn·cc. has been pla.t.--ed on v.·ha1 minor•
it)' studm!S an do to help themliCln:s
with al·cess lO necc:ssa11· resources.

/

/·•
'

IMPRINT

fi.r.;t, identify suppon elements in
your environment (friends. fa-nHy.
church, neighbors. teachers. coun.... ~Jor,)
and inform them of }·our plan. Keep them
abreast of devdopments. Sccun.- their suppon of you and wlut you want to accomplish. They may be able to help you with
family ropoosibilitics, provide soci.J OUl·
kts, and nurture your self-esicem :ind selfconfidmce.
Second. rcciproe2te &vors for :ind
support of people who have 5Cn'cd 25 resource :md suppon people for you. Reciprocity is a means of dcmomtrating appn:ciation and helps to sust.un a productive, positive rcb.tionsrup.
..
Third, identify th~ people you
would like to suppon you bot who :ire not
supportive, but do not tcy· to force them
into a suppoc ting ,'Cbtioosbip. Aet.-epr reality. Avoid 3550Ciation ~ith people who
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think you will fall :and who seek to make
you aware of these thoughts. This type of
rd2tionship may damage yoursdf~ccm
:and sabouJ:• · -rour plan for success.
Founl, ,,,: comfort2bkandarl'25Cin
interracial .llUnospbctts. Comfort and case
imy be developed by ancnding and participating in interracial community affairs.
For example. fund r:lising events, k:ctun:s.
soc:i2I dimrB :and teas. YWCA events, and
p-.,r,·nrs and rcacbcrs ~ - Rcmc:mfler nun.ing is an intcmtcw apc:rimcc.
flfth, orgmitt )'OUf lllSks to include I ~
for social i:vmL"i with family and friends,
2."i ,--d) as rdll:ltion t ~ just for yourself.
lmpkmmtinR }·our plan ID.I}' at times be
sucss provoking and socializing is a mc2llS
of suns ~ t ; it ht-IP' to pn:scrve
oo;cai\iq· and ptT5UVcnna:. In addition.
timr and CflCl'g)' must be allocucd to manother roponsibilitics outside nursing.

ACADEMIC

First, dcn·lop the ncccs.qry skills and
pcnonal network for acadnnk success.
Know the criteria for admission to the
nursing p r ~ and try to surpass them.
Seek out a c,mn.,;clor at the school or program ,. ho d,·.-il spccificall)· with nursinR.
2!i he '111,ill "·" c the btcst infonnation about
rhr progum Meet periodically with lhc:
o,un~lor c,, rl:'icw and rn·i"I: your pl;m
and irs impkmnmuion ~lativc: to targc:t
d.lto. Tock to ha,·c: him pa-cch·e you 2S
.an indnidual. nor merely as just another
~udcnt.
T2lk '111.-ith studcmsmrollcd in rhc program and dncrminc: the facult)" rnnnhcrs
'111.'00atr ~,,achmlc and intcre,.ted in rcauiring minoritptudcnts. Then 1112kc: 2n
2JJPOinuncm 1'ith that person. During the
appoinUDc:nt ~ate: your studc:ot nursing
goabmd 5tt whal ad\'U bc:1sbc CID offi:r
ro facilitate fC(T.d achic:vc:mcnt. At the: end
or the appoiormc:nt thmk himlhc:r for sccinJ )·ou 3lld be SUK to send a tl12nk-you
notr btn-.
Ar the beginning of thc: school tcnn
ask all profCS'IOf'S 1'iJat tutori2J sc:rviccs arc:
:rv;illabk, whn'c. :rnd time. This is part of
being prcp:m·d in thc: event you expc:ricncc: difficull'y in the: cbss, not an admission that )"OU forcsc:c difficulty or failure
fnr cauin. If J'OU do apcric:ncc diftkulty
ma course:. aJc:rt the professor :rs soon as
p0§5iblc: and be able to identify the problc:rn. At this time: lhc professor can make
Olhcr suggt:"I i• ms and resources :rr.ill:rblc:
to }·ou such as .additional individual instruction or aid from the: profC"SSOr.
Ask indhidual professors for SUJl8C:Stions 2S to how 10 study for thdr courses
in order to g:rin and rm.in knowledge. not
just to pass (hr tCSIS. As :rppropri2tc:, share

IMPRINT

your cv:duation of the: course: :rod professor with the professor. Tc:U him/her thOSC'

behaviors that bdl!utcd your IC2ming :rnd
why. Offer SUAACStions rhat m:ry benc:fit
future ,rodents' learning.
Demonstr.Uc: intcn:st In all courses by

your participation in dass discussions.

good pc:rfonnance on ass.ignmaus. :md
adhcrancc to deadlines for :rssignmcnts.
Identify professors intett'sted in aiding you
to be successful and continue the: studenttc:rcha rcl:rtionship evc-11 aftc:r the: course:
ends. You rmy need remediation in that
2J'CI later. Such a professor rmy also !iCt"Ve
as a pc:rson:rl/profc:ssional men1or for you.
Once: you have had sufficient time: to
make: an assc:ssmmt of nursing fa(.'lllty
basnf on your intc:r:actions with and ob5c:r·
vations of them. and from data gathered
from rc:liablc: 50Un'CS, Sttk 001 a faculty advisor 10 give you guid2nce, suppon. and
c:ncounagcmc:nr. This advisor does not
have robe the one: formally appoinred by
the: program. It CUJ be an informal mutual
agrccmc:nt hrtwcm you and the: professor.
Mtc:r rhc rd:rtionship lus bc:m established
continue: to share your progress and problems with him/her. As thc: need arises enlist
the: aid of minority fac:ulty to share with
you some of their eAperic:ncc:s in nursing,
bow they :achieved succ~. and allow you
to van fcdings, thoughts. and frustrations

In a ale envtronmc:nt.

Get into a study group with inldligc:nt,
productive. !>Crious students whose fl 'lats
arc similar to yours before: entering the
nursing program. Thcst groups persist
during the nursing program and many
times arc difflcult 10 join once mc:mhcrs
begin nuri:lng courses. M:rke contributions
to the: group- be a working mc:mbc:r, not
dJCrC to mcttly take the: thoughts of others
and lc:rvc. Be pn:scnt for group meetings
- this dcmoostratcs your sincc:tlty. Avoid
bo:rsting about your succc:sses to peers.
1bc:y may pm:dvc your success and
bc:mdngas indiatlon that they ha'n: &ilcd
and hence may suffer loss of sclf-cstc:cm
:rnd want to terminate: the: rclatiooship
with you, or saboagc your plan for suc-

cess.

Second, further dcvclop your intc:rpcrsooal and intffl:ildal skills and cstabiisb

conttcts to aid you to success. Participate

in student affilfrs at school and in the community. Identify md use: campus and comrounicy resources, for c:xample, sessions on
how to ukc: notes, how to decrea.~e tc:st
an det}'. how to take multiple choice-item
examinations. and how to interview for a
job. Volunteer to speak to and work with
incoming and potential nursing students.
especially minoricy students.
Third, given the implementation of
the above suggestions, always feel 1hat you
can and will ~1•c-ceed even when 01hers in
I, 1ft) position:. tell you that you cannot
succec:d, and thus try 10 stec:r you awar
from a career in nur.-ing.
In conclusion, minori1y smdet111> in
nursing can benefit from explicit suggestions as to how thc:y can succec:d in nursing. The: suggestions given here can he
used by minority and majority persons to
bc:ttc:r U.'IC resources to succeed in nursing,
develop a positive self-concept, and make
contributions to the community and profession. Faculty C2n helpstudc:nl~ to implement these suggestions and evaluate their
PfflWl"'S periodically, as well as offer other
suggestions.
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EAL1lf IS DEFINED as being: J) the
state of an organism functioning
normallr without disease or 2bnornulity,
2) any stare of oprimaJ functioning. well
being, or progn-ss, :md 3) oprinul functioning with fltttJom from disr2sc or abnomuliry.1 Howev«, what one indMdual, group. or society may consider to be
the norJN.I paamctcrs.ofhcalth, anorhcr
may believe an abnormality or illness.
Thus, to a large r.umt· .. Health" b
rally a subjccth~ term with its 2cccpcablc
panmcttrs ddiocd by 1hr: culrural values
of each group o r ~ - Cmainly what
Is COOSideffll ro hr a norma1stat&: ofhr..lllh
by the people JiYina in Cambodia, ladia,

or Mrica is not considered to be a normal
stare of health by people living in the
United Stares. Funhennore. a typical expected state of health will ,·ary tremendously even within our own countr;·
among Amerk:m bl:icks in the ghcuos of
New YorkCiry. Mexican immigrant farm
workers of Texas, American Indians nf a
rescrv:woo. or wbitc<olbr workers of Los
Angeles.•
Thus, if a definition ofheJllh is subjtttive, what are the primary causes of ill
health or disease in any indil'idu:d, race,
ethnic group, or society? Basically there
:are three major causes of disease: I) intrinsic factors (those gcncrkallr inherited ·
NSNA
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ENVIRONMENTAL CAUSES

f

b

ciency). All ofchesehnl1h problems have
been proved to have a g1 ne1ic dominant
or n:cac;lvc basic; :imong hlack people. For
,:-xample. if two bbck individuals with
i.1d·lc-<ell disease prrx!ucc .:hildren. their
ofl:.pring may alsohan: this disease. If one
of 1hc black pan:nts has thl· actual disease
and the othc:r parent i, only :1 c:irrier for
the di~:isc tr:iit (h:is the gene bur mit the
disclsc:). one-half or all their offspring will
h:ive the risk of h:iving this p:iinfully disabling disease, which will prob:ibly prevent a nonn:il life, both in quality and
longnrity.• F,·en rn••n- common in Americm blacb is hyfl' 1< • · .,v,· dise:ise, which
auses a grater risk ,1, ·n in whites of:
strokes, hc:lrt :ittacks, hln ,,Jness, gangrene
of the limbs, and kidney tailurc. •
Ethnic groups h:i,·e also been found to
suffer from gem:tically tr.msmitted disc:ises. For example, there is a rclath-cly·
high frequency of Tay S:ichs dis«:ase
:unong the American Jewish popul:ition.
With this condition, the Jewish person
,-annol produce a specific enl}·me in his
body tha1 is neccss:iry for eliminating fats
safely. Consequently, these fats, derived
from foods, :ire deposited in the brain, resulting in blindness, p:ir:il}·sis, and death
usually before four ye:irs of age. The Jewish ethnic group :also surfers more frequently from other illnesses. such as 1halassnni:1 and Mediterranean fever. Other illnesses have been documented as predominant in specific ethnic groups. such :is:
cystic fibrosis in Nonhem Europeans,
Medi1erranean fc\·er in Armenians, and
:ic:ital:isi:i in the Japanesc. 6

.··,.
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Nurses of the future /Jave
an important role to play
in improving the health
status of the minorities,
both as groups and
individuals.

THE NURSE
AND
--·M··
MINORITY HEALIB
PROBLEMS

...

.. li ... •
.

Many minority racial and ethnic
groups suffer illness due to the environment in which they are forced to live crowded, '&plor:ible conditions of gbct,
10s, for example - for v:arious sodologic
and economic reasons. Faced with poverty, lack of knowledge and language
skills, :md he:llth resources they have :in
incre:ised incidence of disease, de:ith, and
infant mort:llity. Pregnant women receive
little, if any, medical or nursing supervision during ptt:g112Dcy. They m:ay even deliver their newborns alone at home, wider
poor coodi1ions within the s1Wll5. Their
newborns :md young children often do
not receive neccss:iry health supervision
and immuniza.tions. During their lifetimes,
many of these minority individuals have
poor nutritional h:ibits or .m:ilnutrition due
to a lack of knowledge or the high price
of prutl"in foods, fruits, and fresh veget:ahles. Li,•ing in a dirty, crowded environment of poverty, the ghetto inhabitant is
much more susceptible to infectious disea,e~. !ouch as tuberculosis, and to such
sodopsychologil'al disorder5 as alcohol•
ism and venere:il dise:ise as well as crime.7
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nr :acquin:d). 21 extrinsic factors (em;ronmcn12II}· produced). and. most common1,·•.'\I multif:a«."tor:d CIUSCS(resultsofthe in-

tt-r.ll."tion between genetic :ind emironmenral factors).'

GENmc CAUSATION OF ILLNESS
Roc:irch that indicates that geneticllly
:acquired d i ~ m2y be tr.ansmincd r:idallr or ethnic:aJlr concerns :all of us. Foe
~ k . ii h:isbttn ~ n 1hatAmaican
hlack people an: ;u risk for a number of

major health problems: sickle-ail .memia

diso.'IC. h~l>f:rlmsion, thalasxmia (a se-

,.nt' hemolrtic ancmi:i). diabetes mdlirus,
and diet.ar}· milk intolcrancc (bct2SC dcfi.

IN

nm·

UNITED STATES

MULTIFACTORAL CAUSES
Interaction between :m individual's
generic susceptibility to certain illnesses
and 1he effect of his immediate environment on his.body may induce:~- M:iny
diseases would nevB become physically
manifest in the :ibsencc of negative mvironmental stimuli. Examples of such
mul1ifactoral dise2scs :ire the: l) high cholesterol diet of the Amerian society wbkh
leads to :itherosclerosis, he:irt disease, and
stroke; 2) high mental suess level in the
present Americ:m society which le:&ds to
gastric ulcer, mental health problems, and
ulcer:iti\'e colitis, and 3) over consumptio~ of high c:arbohydratc diets by m:iny
Americans of poor economic status which
leads 10 obesity, hc:irt disc:asc:, and di.lbctes
mellitus.·In fact, most diseases :md health
problems tod:iy are considered to be the
rault of multif2c1oral auses. It is almost
impossible to think of individuals in complete isolation from the influences of their
environment.•
The nwsing significance of these thtt:c
major caus:tioos of illness - genetic, mvironment:il, and multif.lctor.al- is that all
three may be: prevented or reduced to a
great extent in both minority and majority
racial and ethnic groups. M:my of the gem:tic discascs may be: diagnosed and prevented prior to birth by simple blood and
mmiocentcsis tCSU, along with coumdi:ng
and client education. Other genetic diseases, such as lact2SC dcfidcncy in the
62
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black pcrsoq and PKU (phmylkctonuria)
in the Jewish. if di2gn05cd by family history or bbor2tory tests during prcgnzncy
or soon after lhc birth. may be tttatc:d 10
l)l"cnt serious illness or pcnmncm dam~-•
Of ctJUne. much prob:lbly could be
done 10 dcctt2sc W ctlYiroomt:nW
ants ofhalrh b)' inaczscd pub1k cduc:aoon and balm awareness, as well as political prasurc. Thus. the role of rhc nurse in
promoting optimal halth among racial
and ethnic minorities is by prnmwivc
nursing mcasma, public 2Dd iDdiYidml
client eduation. use ofoocsdf :as a hC2lth
role model, guidance and counsdlng, the
initi2tion :md impk:mcot2doo f)f community hC21rh progrml5. and the promodon

mz.

of hC21thful cnvironmcnt21 proceaion
However, when dcding with
the v:1rying human emotions, values, culrutts. 2nd prtjudicrs. rnmes should know
dW it takes both time and p:aticocetokc:q>
indmdmls motir.ttcd or groups to clmJsc
c:st2blishcd p:ancmsofbch2wior. Nmscsof
the futun: have m imponant role 10 play
in improving the hczlrh smus of the: mi•
noritics. both as groups and individmls.
Nuning could wdl be the major factor in
the ~ t of positive hcdtb care
practices, which will nstly inaclse a
pFNious norumtcrw wealth of life, that
of optimal physial and mental health for
the.- childn:n, adults, and families of minor-
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Nursing could well be the
major factor in the
establishment ofpositive

health care practices,
which will vastly increase

a precious nonmaterial
wealth of life, that of
optimal physical and
mental health for the

children:, adults, and

families of minority
group societies.
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EN ARE ENTERING the f"reld of
become more commonplace.
nursing in greater nwnhas each
Historically, nursing was considered :1
year. This is a recent phenomenon :md h2s
caused many people to reassess their alti· man's occupation. 1 In times of war and
tudcs toward men in a profession domi- plague, men cared for the sick and
wounded. A hospital to care for Chrbti:in
nated by women. Men nur:;es ha1·e gained
inettased acceptance .as their presence h2s pilgrim~ lo the Holy Lane.I was ei-tahlbhnf
about 1050 and dedicated 10 St . 1•1. llt:nedictine monks performed 1he care. s, •me
of the Crusaders, impressed br the qua lit 1·
of care provided at the ho~pital of St. John
joined its nursing forc..-c. llu:y latercrc-,m:d
their own military-nursing order. the
Knights HospitaJers of St. John of Jerusalem. The Middle Ages saw the growth of
hospitals developed by religious nursinf,?
orders for the care of the skk and a~nl.'
Even after public hospitals t·ame alon!{.
men provided the nursing care. As rht·
Florence Nightingale schools sprt~.id ;icrm,America during the nineteenth n:nrur~-.
nursing became largely a women·s proft·~sion.' From that dar until 1930. 1hen11111ber of men in nursing slt'adilr dedin::J. •
After 1930 the percentage of men in nur~ing has remained about two pcrn:m. In
1970 !he percentage of mm in nul'!iing had
increased 10 2.7 percent of all re.1:isterrd
by Chuck Vestal nurses and 3.6 percent of all practil·..tl
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MEN NlJRSES

WHO

NEEDS THEM?
AITITUDES TOWARD
MEN IN NlJRSING
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Family JXCSSUlO have been ooc of the
major blocks to men cnteting the nlll'Sing

· Our culture bas
stereotyped nursing as a
woman's role and men
are discouraged from
expressing the nurturing
qualities thought to be
characteristic of women
only.

profession. Some parents, C5pccially
fatbcn, cxcn ptCS5UIC to keep their sons
out of nwsing.6 Papcnming the sa-typcd
roles, boys arc given toy doctors' kits and
girls arc given toy nursc:s' kits. 7 One nurse
rcportcd his family's reaction this way,
"My folks were 5Ct on my being a doctor,
and they still don't spread it around that
their son Is a nurse:·•

Our culture has stereotyped nursing as
a woman's role 2nd men are discouraged
from expressing the nurturing qualities
thought to be characteristic of women
only.9 A commonly used psycbodl2gt10Stic

have been noted to choose nursing special·
ties where they were not readily identifiable as nurses. Specialties usually chosen
were anesthesiology, psychiatry. or urology where "hands on" nursing was not required 2nd nontraditional clothing could
be worn. o Pan of the responsibility for attitudes toward men nurses may re:;t with
how ther feel themselves. As one said:
"I used to get pretty disgusted when
l worked mostly with men nurses.
These guys Ulked consistently about
their hunting trips, baseball games,
2nd all the women they'd slept with.
It was so obviously a defense. This is
the pressure forced on us as a minority group in their profcssion." 14
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test, the Minntsot2 Multiptwic Personality
Test, rates interest in nursing as a fc:mlnine
indicator. 11' In a 1968 study by Dclorez
V»:, 506 high school students from Rhode
1>bnd and Mass:lchusetts r:ated nursing
lowest on a masculinity scale when compattd to other profcs.~ions. u PatnCia Bush
writes tbal suspicion surrounds 2ny man
who chooses 2n identity dw Is likdy to incur sanctions. 12 lbo5csanaionS consm of
bciDg 12bc:lcd a bomosc:xual. To cope with
adve.rsc rcacdons ro their profession. men
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Significantly, men in nursing are now
choosing specialties in areas clearly identifiable as nurses.ls The older preferences
come further down on the list of specialties. This change in attitudes has been attributed to a numbc:r of reasons: the
Wolllffl's l.ibention Mo\•ement, ,:hanging
perceptions of roles in society, men in
nursing roles through military experience,
changing opportunities in nursing, and the
belief that people are Jess likely to stereotype othcrs.16
NSNA

One of America's largest institutions,
the military, has been t1:igrant in its bw
against the man nurse. The Anny Nurse
Corps, organized in 1902, and the Navy
Nurse Corps. cre:ued in 1908. were legislated as exclusively female. As a result,
men were kept in enlisted grades while
women nun.es held relative r:mk, and finally regular rank. Many men were
assigned to nonnursing jobs. Despite a critical shortage of nurses, men srudent nurses
were unable to get deferments from draft
boards. 17 This situation remained unchanged until 1966 when the American
Nurses· Association brought pressure to
bear on the military and commissions
were then required to be awarded to men
nurses in the services . 18
Nursing schools train thousands of
nurses each year. The attitudes of those
who operate these schools have under•
gone drastic changes in the last decade or
so. Some schools refused to admit men
and other schools, while admitting men,
severely restricted the type of education
they received. The areas of obstetrics and
gynecology, so called touchingspectdtics,
are the areas where most men were restricted.19 Those men diat did have OB and
GYN training complained of spending
three months changing babies' diapers, but
not being allowed to have anything to do
with the care of the mothers. 20
In recent years, nursing schools have
tried to reverse this type of discrimination.
Men students feel that they are given more
respect from instructors and are treated
differently from (meaning better} than
women students. 21 Some nursing schools
have instituted special programs to attract
veterans and servicemen. 22 Policemen and
firemen who talu· early retirement are also
prime candidates for recruitment Into
nursing programs. 23 One study on the llgcs
of graduating men nurses shows that some
nursing schools arc actively recruiting and
attracting older men. According to the report. five percent of the men nursing gradu:ues were under the ~e of 21, 76 percent
were aged 21 through 30, and 19 percent
were age 31 or older. 24
A physicim's attitude toward nurses is
crucial. Once doctors become accustomed
to seeing men performing nursing functions, their attitudes may be more positive
towar<::I the man nurse. Initially, doctors
are suspicious of men who do women's
work. 25 This attitude changes to one of
mutual respect once they come to know
the nurse. 26 It is also 'cit that men nurses
might have a positive effect on a doctor's
attitude toward nurses in genen.l. Some
people believe that a man nurse would not
be bulldozed by a physician the way a
woman might t,c_v
IMPRINT

Nursei, as a whole, are nor overly conccmcd about men entering the numng
profession. Galer.ally, women nurses believe their men counterparts should work
in alJ 2reas of nur.;ing and not be n:stricted
to a spccialty.:ia It i'< fdt that men could
bring increasctl ~!. tus to the profession of
nursing, along with increased pay and
benefits. More men in the profession
wowd give v:ilidit; to the call of equal pay
for equal work. 19 Men bring physicJI
strength to nursing. They 2Jso bring
"fathering" to patient care. Fathering provided by a man nurse is equally viewed as
important as mothering provided by a
woman nursc. 30
Women in nursing who did express

concerns about men nurses felt that somt>

employer discrimination aisted farnring
the men." Some women nurses eicpfb.st"d
concern that men wc:rc powc:rdril-r.n and
wae in a field that they could c:-a.~ily dnminateY Myron Fott1cr·s study conclude.~.
"In sum. the vast majorirf of female nu=
want to pro'\idt ~uality of opponunit~
for males md w:mt to encour.igc mon·
males to enter the nursing profession.··••
The attitude of a patient toward hi,
nur:.e i,; of urmost imponance. If the nur.;c;
is to be effective, the patient mu,t have
confidence that the nurse is compctem.
Few p:rucnts are upset about luving a man
nurse. Some men nuf!ie<i con,;idered obstetrics and gynecology more appropriate
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mi"Uken for a doctor or a 13b technician.,.,.·-~ I'm a man, people: think
rm :a doctor. I spcnu lot of time correcting that impression," 5Ulcd nurse Anuro
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one. For a m:m, it may be more difficult.
A man in nursing faces some of the same
bmier., and ncg:.invc attitudes that women
have had to face when they enter traditional men's oa:upad005. Many of lhe bar·
riers have fallen and many of the animdcs
have changed - for both men and

'

women.
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Cortez in an intcrvicw.!8
It is difficult to enter nursing for any-

Gcrm;w,<>l''O, Md., Aspen SySlctrui, 1971!.
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for women nurses because women patir:nts mighr be UDe2Sf with a man Dut5C.'4
'Ihe only time some men were :.Ible to cate
for womro patients was when they were
needed to lift them out of a bathtub."
Other nurses sute that women prefer,
C\ cn request, men nurses. Men patients
have bttn known to subject their men
n = to a virility test. 'Ihe test is to determine if the nurse is in the prof~ion due
to praious masculine cxpc:ricncc or if the
intaesl in nursing is due to homoscxu:tlicy·."' Generally, men patients fdt more
comfol'Clble wilh men nul'5CS.
Probably the most common experience men nurses have had with patients is
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AN EDUCATION-

O YOU TfliNK you w20t challenge?
ObsucJcs arc there simply to be overcome? The experience of one educationally mobile handie:tppcd OUrliC suggests that

empathy in :action is difficult for institutional health cue providers and for supervisory nurses who need to "fit people into
the system." As this true story indicates,
students need to see this picture of nursing now- so rh:at, :as hc:aJth care providers
of the future, they c20 take :a holistic appro:ach to the handic:apped nu=.
We hc:2r :a lot about empathy, but not
usually in the contat ofsetting precedents
in a profession. Do nursing students pr:acTaylor & tice what they're raught, cspcci:IIJy if that's
conflict with bureaucratic norms? Does
S. Albert in
technology push feelings? Do nurses look
beyond the disease ro the afflicted person?
The story of Eddy Taylor addresses some
of these issues.
Eddy Taylor, a diabetic for 25 years, is
an A.O. in nursing graduate of Oklahoma
Stare University Technical Institute. He
had been an athletic tniner assistant while
5tudying biology earlier :n Central State
University. He was an emergency room
nurse for seven years, a supervisor of 2
COUOtywide p:tramedical ambulance 5Cr·
vice (An>Care) and a fidd invC!itigator with
the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner
for the state ol UkJahorna. His certifiClll~
were earned in C.P.R., C.P.R. Instructor,
and Advanced Cardiac Life Support
(A.C.L.S.) Eddy's hobbies included free.
Janee photogr:aphy and skydiving, in
which he held an Expert il:lting, with 450

ALLY MOBILE

HANDICAPPED

NURSE

by Eddy W.

Martha

Jumps.

CATASTROPHE OCCURS
With a stimulating can::cr 211d an Odl-

L
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ing life, Eddy was faced 21 27 years of age
with the onset of a handicap, diabcdc rctinoparby. As an mvestig:atorwith the med-
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ical cxamincr·s office, he could no longer
drive or examine bodi~, but he could
m2ke td,:phone calls and backlog inv~ti•
ptions •.As an emergency room nurse:, he
could still do ui2ge interviews, but could
nm :m:uratdy assess injuri~ (vital signs
were 2 rC2I problem).
Thr retinal changes which occurred
on:r six months resulted in lhrcc months
of hrmorrh2ges and bck of control over
bleeding. Surgery W:b performed and
Eddr was defined as legally blind (but with
limited vision). He lost his jobs beausc he

was Wl2hle to do theful/ spectrum of tasks
involved, although_ 2 redistribution of
nursing tll5ks would have allowed him to
complete full work days.
Work with the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation and State: Governmall (including the Spc2k:cr of the House
of Representative!>, Governor, :and legisla•
tors) rcguding funding of a position for a
visually handicapped person in the medial eX2mincr's office yielded no results,
presurn:ably for "economic l'C250ns." A
second operation was performed, a vitre-

...-.

Od~IET Foundation Ho§pital i:!ia 532-bed leaching hospital
and major refenal center. II " p;,11 ol an intemauonal medical

rnmpl.-~ .-ncompds.smg the Ochsner Clinic. an educational foundat .. ,11 d research
m,t1tute and our a,,.11 ho1d
\\he• mak..-s Uch;.nl.!r d,!f.,ll·nt 1> the vanely of patient~ that conw to us from throughout
th.> Unrted State;. and also from 5'!1.'t'ral foreign countries. At Och,11c1 vinually every type
of nursing specially is available to care for the vanl'ty of patients thdt are refened to us.
Ou, decen1rof1ud nursing dep<'lnment encourag<'S spt>c1alizat1on A few of the many
sp,malities ava1labl.. at Ochsner Foundation Hospital illl!' Oncology. Endocrinology.
<;..,,tn,ent.,mlO!ll,·. Urulog\.'. Onhof)t'd1cs. Neuru,;mgery. Psi,chiatry. ICU CCU Cardiology.
,•mcrgenq: room. o~tmg room. Pediatrics. Ob!.telrics. Pt!diiltnc ICU ilnd a lewl Ill
N._.onaldllCU
An importam lirs1 step for any nursing graduate is the right orientation to the Job
.<nd rhe o,gdnlldt1on
h,:liew "" can offer Y!JU the best of onent<111ons both in regard to
., inm ,,,; core om•ntat1on a, well dS an individuahzed onentalion hl ,.·,ur nUJ!iing unit.
\"-• ,·mploy Unn lnstruaors IA:ho onent ne1A: nursing employees to their Unit and serve as
.r.1

u..~,urce for ongoing m:,en,ce nt!eds.

1,"

C:X-hsnet Foundanon Hospital
leader in !>alilry and benefits programs. Vk n,,w offer
!( 1pd1d Jays off per ~ar 10 full lllOt' employees \l,k call this geneml 1,urp,.'SI? ttme. which can
h,: u,-e,d for vacat on. illness for your..ell or your family. or per..onal bu;iness. As an employee
• ,f Ochsn.-r Foun:l.,11011 Hospital. you would bt> eli91bl,: to bt,gin tal;ing paid Ja~'S off aher
,1"'1nonth!t

CAll ME ABOUT OUR NEW rumON WAN PAY-OFF PROGRAM
b..>t1d1ts 111.:lude. Blue Cross Health Insurance. a relocat-on dllowance. a credit
i;r,,r,n tu1t1011 reunbur...ml'nl. and rhe manydewlopmenr,11 programs 111i.-red by our Employee
[dueanon and Tra1n:ng 0..1)ar11llmt. l~ als.o off.,, d S1,,1,, Board H~,,._...,. Cour,e for new
\,-raduat" nu,.,..,,
Och,n~'T Foundation Hospual 1A.ishes ~o0u mud, ,u,(ess in 1,10t1r nursing carel'r At
(khsnt!l'. i.,e wanr '!/OU to ocl11,.,,., ~uur professional goals. Your ~ucces, 1s 1mpo1tdnt to
u, .md 10 our J)dl!ell!S
()tnt!f

Call or 1A.nte tod;sv

BRENDA. Nurse Recruiter

(504) 838-3601 colleo .
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octomy and scleral buckling procedure in
the Jeft eye. Eddy was still leg..lly blind.
At this point, he was finally angry, but
primarily at himself, and in rc:sponse to his
loss of independence and inabilit}' to earn
an income. He was unable to convince
prospective employers that even though
he could not function fully as a nurse, he
could think as effecti,•ely as ever. The state
health department would not hire him because job descriptions would have to be altered. No health care planning positions
would be reade available. Vocational Rehabilitation would have sc:nt him to a
school for the blind. Eddy would have become a low-level paper pusher and a non•
professional. Presumable options included
work in quality assurance, utilization review, nursing supervision, or edue:ttion,
but these were not available: het::mse of
educational barriers or thl· unwillingness
of institutions to employ a "blind"' nur~e.
Finally, a friend suggested that Eddy
enter the music indus1ry. where he would
be a professional even though blind. I or
two and a half months, Eddy attended
music engineering school in Florida in a
large, compkx recording studio. He ran
engineering consoles in an environment
where interpersonal skills were very important. This creative learning expniem:e
improved his self-concept. Without a rep-umion, employment in the music industry
was not immediately available. Eddy considered public assistance, but there was:.
"Catch 22" because eligibili1y was tied to
receipt of social security and social security rt quired 12 months ofuncmploymrnt.
Rehabilitation meant accep1ing a mindklill
clerical position.
At this point, Edd}"s vision irnpron:d
considerably, from the ability to see large
objects to 20/200 in one eye while the oth•
er is still useless. In familiar surrounding!>
and with renewed confidence, Eddy was
interviewed for health-related posi1ions
and was once 2g2in turned down by many
hospitals. He was then hired by Presbyterian Hospital as a nursing coordinawr and
is now 2SSistant to the narse n:auiter. w11h
an emphasis on nursing retention. The job
requires interaction with people in the ,·ariou.s nursing dep2rtmcnts and is the son .,f
job that can be done b}· a Juw vi~ion person. The job is in a creative environment
where problem identification and prohlrm
solving are imponant skills.
A period of professional integration
has followed. Edd)' now feds 1hat the Ill!>!>
oh•ision was a definitr benefit becauM- of
the insight he g-.unrd into himself and ot h ·
ers. "Sight does not mean seeing wilh lllr
eye," but the ability tri visualize in a more
complete gestalt. Anions and feelings are
more imponant than appearances. Eddy

NSNA

now believes that physical appearances
e\'oke responses more than other. more rcliahle indi<:ators of people'~ uniquenos.
What insights did Eddr get 1h21 might
he of ,·alue to nursing students? He
ha.~ learned that nursing te:iches us to look
at 1hc phrsical and at body langu2ge but
other methods of communication are also
highly significant. Nurses need to Stt 1he
whole pcr.;on, not simply 1he phrsical
manifestations.
CuiluraJ a,;sumptions related to vi~ion
should he: examined. Eddy opened P2ndora ·s box. Nurses are supposed to be
car~ivers. working long 20d turd 10 care
for others. They aren't supposed to become ill. If they do. they are expected to
fade ou1 of the profession. The message is
clear, Nurses help 1he handicapped - they
dmft hm•e handiaps. People's beliefs
al11mt joh nmu·nc an· 001 t.":L,t in stone hy
,1a1111t·; !hey arc expressions of cultural a'>sumptions .Eddy triumphed without a
professional support sysrem because he
w:1., pcr.i,1cnt. had a strong self-image. did
some crcati,·e planning. and could finallr
rake ath·anragc of lhc shortage of nurse ed·
11cawrladminis1rators in one creative
workplace.
The burden of proof th:u the:}' can
function is upon handicapped nur.;es. Being handk-appcd in our culture i,; still interprc1et1 by nurses as a pampered experience
for a woman and castrating experience for
a man. Thus. a self-fulfilling crde occurs.
Pcrhapr, tht· \'isibilin· of a handicapped
nurse is a threat; it makt-s obvious that
t'\'l'n nurses are not exemp1 from illness
and accident. Empathy would involve
hdping handicapped nurses, while sympathr often is seen as a fonn of condescension.
If nurs::s are to bridge the g:ip between
their rhct,iric and their behavior in the face
or handit':lppcd people, admission of their
own mortality is necessary. After all. doclOr.; and lawyers don't do every task in,,olved in 1heir professions. Trying to ''f'tt
someone into the system" is a bureaucratic
not a professional norm. Sensitivity and
perception are necessary to see beyond the
handkap lo the person.
Nurses may be more willing to recognize handicap. A recent Nursing '81
'"Newsmaker·· was Mary Esther McNamara, an RN in a wheel-chair (due to multiple: sclerosis) who is director of nurses at
Abington (IL) Nursing Center and also li,·es
a1 the facility. Her42 yearsofnursingpracticc ha'i not been lost 10 the profession.
Sun·ival for Eddy Taylor, too, resulted in
the mrichment of the profession and, ulti•
m:11dr. the benefit of patients.
A nursing student at our hospital concludL-d a description of the most difficult
IMPRINT

situation encountered in the junior y·c:ar in
this w:1y: ··1 fed th:it roo often. as nurses.
we 0011·1 fttl u·ilb our p:itic:nL'i - somr-·
thing we nttd to do is to know th:it we.
too. aK human 211d h;ivc fttlings. ·· A.'i we
reflected on thi,; sr:zrement. it oc,:urrnl m
U."i th:it nursn who cm kd u:itb p:itic.-nts
cm also fed uitb collragucs. Colleagues
may~ p:llicnL'i. 100. In 20 er.a of i11crr.1....
init rechnology. it i, c:-~,r to ulk :wout holistic nursinit. hut rc:1I rccoi;cnition of hum;m dilemma.,; re-qui~ Jtoing ~yond
burc:aucr.itic formubs 2nd exOlic p;uient

monitoringnuchinc:s. Holisti,: nur..ing re•
quirl·• rmp;uhy·. keling rl"itb :inotht·r
who« ~-ulncr.tflili1y· exp, r..cs 1hr n:uun.- of
thc human condition.
EDD>· JJ: T.-t HOR. RS. is pn-smrlr
.issistant Cuordi'lat,,r• .\"urst? Recruit•
ment/Retmtion. !It Presb_1·terim1 Ho.tpital. Okfab,,ma l"i~i•. OK..11.-IRTII.I

.5. ALBERT. Pb.D. is .-tdjtmt"f .-1.ssts-

tant Prr,f~,r at thf? 1 ·11in•Ntt_r 11/
.llexico \ R11hn-t ( J. .-t,ut,•rsm1
JcbtH,ls of .tl11na.~ement.
,\"er,•
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Thafs what we're all about. Our University Hospital
Is a part of Mississippi's only health sciences
campus. Our nurses continue learning as
members of one of the most progressive medical
centers In the nation. Consider the opportunities
- nursing grand rounds, internships for new
graduates, board reviews, oncampus education
programs and tuition reimbursements. Consider
Mississippi's University Hospital.
Join us...ln Jackson
Judy Gibson. Nurse Recruiter
Unlvenity Hospital
University of Mississippi Medk:al Center
2500 North State Street
Jackson. Mississippi 39216
Call (601) 987-3657 COiiect
Equal Oppor1unity Employer M/fN!H_
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Recruitment and Retention of
Disadvantaged Students in
Bacc~laureate Nursing Programs ·
.
by Kathleen Sward. EdD. RN

r-.:~1~!!f~f-~~~~-'

\Vhoarc the disadvantaged students in baccalaureate nursing programs? What is
their importance to nursing? What are we doing to assist them? What should we be
doing?Thescquestions led the NYSNA Committee on Human Rights to search for
information about disad,·antaged students in nursing from literature of the past few
years and from bac:calaurcatc programs in New York State.

o,•uvi~
One group of authors states succinctly
that the disadvantaged student is one
"'ho -docs not meet the traditional
middle-class standards that admission
boards are most familiar with. "I
Carnegie. in a landmark study about
disadvantaged students in nursing used
a definition that explains how the
socially disadvantaged fall shon of
middle class standards:
. . .people who differ from each other
in a number of ways but have in
common such characteristics as low
economic and social status. low educational achievement. tenuous or no
employment. limited panicipation in
community organizations. and limited
ready potential for upward mobility.
Variously referred to as the ·culturally
deprived,• the •socio-economically
deprived.• 'the chronically poor,· the
·poverty stricken: the 'culturally
alienated' and so on. these are people
handicapped not only by depressed

social and economic status. Predominantly Black, Puerto Rican,
Mexican. American Indian. southern
rural, or mountain white. they possess
cultural attitudes alien to those in the
broader community. and their childrenare educationally disadvantaged
because their culture has failed to
provide them with the experience
'nom1al' to the kinds of children the
schools are used to teaching. 2
The racial and ethnic i;roups named
in this definition illustrate why the terms
"disadvantaged groups" and "minority
groups" often seem to be used interchangeably in the literature. Underlying
such use may well ·be a realistic assess-
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mcnt of the continuing barriers that
result from discriminatory practices
against raciaJ and ethnic groups. Not all
members of minority groups are socially
or educationally disadvantaged, how•
ever. and not all those who are disadvantaged fall into the usual racial and
ethnic groupings. Male nurses. for
example. are Gften included with racial
and ethnic minorities in data presented
about minorities in schools of nursing.
Males. the disadvantaged, ethnic and
racial groups. and others. are all encompassed in a broad American Nurses•
Association definition of minorities:
Those persons who arc unable to take
advantage of existing social, cultural
and economic opponunitics because
of systematic discrimination and exclusion or abridgement of rights
whether coven or oven on the basis
of race, color. ethnicity. religion, age,
sex. or life style.
While all of these defined minorities
may clearly be disadvantaged, the dis•
advantaged nursing student discussed in
the literature is likely to be from a racial
or ethnic minority. socio-economically
deprived. and educationally handica~
pcd.
It is interesting that many of the
projects. reports and studies about disadvantaged and minority students center
around the 1970s. A brief review of
statistics from that period shows that in
1976. 13.2% of the total U.S. resident
population of about 21S million were
members of racial/ethnic minori~ies.
The comparable figure for the registered nurse population at that time
was 62%. or 87.386 nurses. with Blacks
comprising 2.5%; Asians 2.1%; His•
panics 1.4%; and Native Americans
0.2%.3 The figure was somewhat higher
in nursing education programs with
raciali ethnic minorities representing
11% of the school population. This
contrasted with 9% for dentistry. 8% for
pharmacy and S.S% for medicine.•
10

Admissions to schools of nursing
throughout the country in 1977•78 were
about 7% for Blacks and less than 2%
each for Hispanic and Native American/
Oriental groups. Graduations for Blacks
in that year were only 4% while they
approximated admissions for the other
groups.s
Half of the nurses in the work force
who were of minority background were
located in the Pacific and Middle Atlan•
tic states. Fewer than 20% were graduates of baccalaureate programs. The
majority, about 60%, had received their
basic nursing education in diploma
programs, and the remainder in associate
degree programs. 6

.

·:

Disadvantaged Students
Why should nursing be interested in
the disadvantaged minority student?
Some reasons that have been set forth
are:
• Nursing views itself as a caring
profession.

•

Minorities are a resource for filling
the gap created by the "decline in
numbers of those who have traditionally turned to nursing as a career.7

• What are some of the reasons for the
difficulties experienced by minorities in
schools of nursing that make them educationally disadvantaged?
In one baccalaureate program faculty
members serving as volunteer academic
advisors to the educationally disad•
vantaged identified several problems: I)
unrealistic schedules which sometimes
included two or three science courses: 2)
financial problems often due to lack of
understanding and. thus. inability to
fully u~ available financial assistance
systems of the federal and state govern-
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ments; 3) personal needs and unrealistic
expectations of both students and parents in regard to academic achievement
and social and family roles; and 4)
problems with basic academic skills such
as time management. test taking. reading, writing, and computation.•
Overlapping with these faculty obser•
vations were reasons cited by minority
students in another project. They placed
greater emphasis on social and cultural
factors for the difficulties they experienced: I) a perception of negative self
images of minority groups in profes•
sional schools and the need for minoritv
role models; 2) inadequate preparatio~
and counseling in high schools and
deficiencies in science. mathematics. and
basic academic skills; 3) personal and
financial hardships and inadequate ·
knowledge of available resources; and 4)
cultural shock upon entering the school
of nursing. 9
What can be done to help? A variety
of studies and projects have been under•
taken to identify difficulties and to
develop models for providing effective
assistance. Efforts have ranged from
those undertaken by individuals to the
involvement of national organizations.
Since 1963. for example. the National
• Student Nurses• Association has been
engaged in its Breakthrough to Nursing
Project whose goals are to increase the
number of RNs from minority groups.
including men, and the number of
minority group leaders in nursing.lo
An imponant regional project. con•
ducted by the Southern Regional Education Board in the mid 1970s. aimed at

increasing opportunities in nursing for
disad.,-antagcd students. Three schools
of nursing in three different states were
supported in the development of models
for admitting and assisting toward
graduation disadvantaged students who
failed to meet the usual criteria for
admission. Oneoftheconclusionsofthe
study was that the disad.,-antaged student
was not the source of new problems in
education. but. instead. tended to make
underlying problems more visible.•'
A number of individual schools have
explored ways in which disadvantaged
students might be helped to achieve
educational goals. Among the better
known are:
• The Boston Odwin ( Opening Doors
Wider In Nursir.g) project. begun in
the 1960s bv the Boston Universitv
School of ;'iursing Alumni. to ai. quaint area Blacks with opportunities
in nursing; 12
• The I AM Project. at Ohio State
University. designed to enhance the
success of minority students through
preventive ratberthan remedial measures;13
• TheUCLASchoolof'.'rurnngprojcct
that followed the dual strategy of
utilizing existing university suppon
programs and initiating specific
School of Nursing suppon programs
where needed."

It is notable that associate degree
programs were among the first to initiate
projects to assist disadvantaged students
in the early 1970s; among them:
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• Bronx Community College. which
based student selection on motivation
and potential rather than grades;
• Washington Technical Institute,
which assigned every student to a
developmental advisor.
• Community College of Baltimore.
which fcatUR;d a Recruitmobile that
toured lhc inner-city arcas.' 5
Thestr:atcgicsused in these programs.
and others. span a broad range: I)
facultydC\-elopmentprogramsthatfocus
on techniques for working with disad,-antagcd students; 2) special noncredit courses in nursing that ease the
transition into the school of nursing; 3)
\-arious forms of direct assistance to
students ill different stages.
The assi:.~tancc has taken such forms
as: special ~"CCJ'Uitment, pre-admission
remedial pro1.v.ims. special diagnostic
and assistance rrograms. and the use of
contractual agrei:ments. Throughout the
student·s progr~s in the school of
nursing. there has been heavy emphasis
on support services such as tutoring and
personal financial and academic counseling. Before graduation. seniors have
been provided special preparation and
information in regard to state boards
and graduate studies. These and other
strategics have been developed to coordinate with differing institutional
situations and circumstances.
While each project has been unique.
some commonalities for the establishment of a successful program were identified by one group ofinvcstigators. These
arc: I} substantial financial aid. 2) comprchensive and empathetic counseling.
3) stable tutorial assistance. 4) help in
conceptualizing and problem solving. 16

CommittttonHumanRightsActi,•itit!S
How is the disadvantaged student

faring at this time in baccalaureate programs in New York State? What kinds
of assistance arc being provided? The
'.'i:YSXA Committee on Human Rights
12

...
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invitcdrcpresentativcsofvariousschools
to address these questions during a 1983
NYSNA Convention program and their
presentations arc included in this ./ournal. Also. the Committee conducted a
survey of all baccalaureate programs in
the state.
Survey questionnaires were sent to4 I
schools and 18 usable responses were
received. The responding schools fell
almost evenly into three size groups.
Seven schools. classified as small, had
student bodies of fewer than 200: five
medium size schools had between 200
and 499 students; and. six schools,
classified as large schools. had student
bodies ranging from 500 to 873. Four
upper division. RN-only. programs in
the response· group were in the small
school category; all other schools indicated that they had both generic and RN
students. Of the respondents. 12 were
private schools. mainly in the small and
large school categories. and 6 were public
institutions. represented by two schools
in each of the three size categories.
Disadvantaged students were found
in each of the three size categories and in
all of the medium size schools. Five
schools. including one large school.
stated that they had no disadvantaged
students. while another large school
kept no records in this area.
There was a total of 6.558 students in
the 18 responding schools and 5.246
students in the 12 schools that stated
• their enrollments included disadvantaged students. Approximately 960 stu~
dents. or 18%. of the latter group were
estimated to be disadvantaged, including
one large school in which 80% of the
student population was so viewed. For
the student body represented by the
other eleven schools. in which the number
of disadvantaged ranged from 1% to
IS%. the corresponding numbers were
295 students or 7% of the total.
The minority groups identified by the
18 respondents in the study group were:
males (6%); Blacks ( 10%); Hispanics
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Characteristics of Schools in Study Group
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Most schools did not identify groupings
of the disadvantaged. Of the seven which
did so, all named Black students. live
also named Hispanic students, and two
schools included Asian students. In
addition. Native •Americans. Educational Opportunity students. and graduates of the public school system were
each named once. (A breakdown of
respondents' program type. control and
disadvantaged students appears in Table

Detenntnenta of suc:ceu
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(3%): and Native Americans. Asians which used graduation as a measure of
and ..whites" with fewer than I% each. success. Other measures named by
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ol Special Programs
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• Personal- There is a need to assume
responsibility for one's behaviors. to
develop a personable style of self
preservation. and to cultivate a positive self concept by becoming knowledgeable of the contributions made
by minorities to health care and to
society. in general
• Family/ Social - It is impvrtant to
remember that nursing is an interracial experi:nce. to identify support
clements for one's effons. and to plan
time for social events. familv and
friends.
•
• Academic - Success in a nursing
program is related to the development
of academic skills. seeking out those
who are interested in providing assist-
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Especially pertinent to any discussion
of the recruitment and retention of
disadvantaged students in nursing arc
the roles of faculty and the disadvantaged students themselves.
Valerie Brown. in the anicle .. How to
Succeed as a Minority Student in
Nursing, "1 7 cites the lack of emphasis on
involvement of minority students in
helping themselves. She believes students
should have a definite role and be able to
view themselves as active participants
and she outlines three broad areas on
which students should focus:
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Eleven of the 18 schools. including all
of the mid-size schools. bad some type
of special activity or program aimed at
the educationally disadvantaged. All
engaged inat least two different activities
· with one ir. the special services category,
such as tutoring or counseling. Although
only four schools had activities which
centered around admission or the first
year of college. six had some type of
pre-admission activity and a like number
focused on progression and retention.
The programs in three schools involved
aspects of all of these. Funding for
activities most often came from federal
or state sources but some schools provided for the activities in their institutional budgets.
Special institution-wide learning center staff, counselors, academic advisors.
adjunct faculty.junior and senior student
volunteers, or laboratory assistants were
named more often than regular baccalaureate faculty as participants in
programs for the disadvantaged. When
faculty panicipated. it was usually on a
volunteer basis. For the others. panicipation appears to have been either an
expected aspect of their positions or
special monetary compensation was provided. Four schools provided monies
for the disadvantaged students themselves.
When asked to estimate the success
rate of their programs. the highest
estimate (7S-90%) was given by a school

various schools were: admission to the
school of nursing. improved skills.
progression in the school. and use of
special evaluation tests. Most schools
used a combination of these: Several
indicated it was too early to rate success
or that the degree of success was unknown. The school which provided the
lowest estimate of success (0-25%) used
both progression and graduation as measures. (A breakdown of respondents'
special programs and measures used to
determine success rate appears in Table.
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ance. identifying and using campus
and community resources and, above
all. believing that one can and will

succeed.
The role of faculty. according 10
Buckley. 11 is crucial. He believes that
remedial programs. flexible rcquir~
ments. and other innovative approaches
designed to assist the educationally disad1,-antagcd will be of little avail without
a firm commitm=nt on the part offaculty.
Although Buckley focuscd on one social
group. his views can be applied to all
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educationally disadvantaged groups. His
conclusion is distilled in the following
statement:

.. __
...._,

Then: can be no doubt that faculty
commitment to the education of disadvantaged students is the single most
determining factor of success in enrolling and retaining these students in
schools of nursing..•
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learning to Think Conceptually:
Metaknowledge and Metalearning
Strategies for Educationally
Disadvantaged Students in Nursing

reate nursing education seems clear.

by Kathleen Byrne Colling, MEd. RN
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During the nineteen seventies. nursing education. both in the private and public
sectors, initiated numerous projects designed to recruit, retain and graduate
educationally disadvantaged students. Despite concentrated funding and innovative
educational programming. it has become evident that nursing has not been totally
successful in retaining and graduating these students.

Transitional Year Program
The State University of New York at
Binghamton's Transitional Year Program. one component of the statewide
Educational Opponunity Program and
federal Special Services project, exists
to provide educationally disadvantaged
students with the opponunity to attend
college. Recruiters are sent to hig-h
schools throughout the state and potential students are encouraged to apply.
Diversity in culture. ethnic heritage and
geographical background of students is
emphasized. Students must be both
financially and academically eligible to
qualify for admission to the program.
State guidelines are followed to ascertain
financial need. Academically, the average student has a high school grade
point average between 75 and 78%. All
·applicants for admission must submit
SAT or ACT scores. Generally these
scores are below the mean SAT score of
I 120 which is required for generic admissions to the university. In addition.
an autobiographical sketch and two
letters of recommendation are required.
A personal interview is encouraged.

The program provides students "'ith
an opportunity to pursue a bachelor·s
degree in the field of their choice.
Assistance is given to promising students
who have potential not fully demonstrated through conventional methods
.·ofacademic evaluation. Since a student•s
academic ability is viewed as related to
motivation and maturity. several non-cognitive, non-academic criteria are used
to identify college potential. These
include: I) evidence of ability to handle
academic work, such as improvement in
grades or promising standardized scores;
2) emotional "toughness" and ability to
cope: 3) motivation to improve: 4) leadership potential: 5) capacity to think or
plan creatively: 6) a special talent or gift.
and/ or 7) willingness to accept some
measure of personal responsibility for
achievement or failure. Admission coordinators for the program and the
.\Is. CollinK is a .faculty m,mb,r a, SUNY
Binghamton School of Nursin.ff and also s,,,,,..s on
the ,VYSNA Counril rm Comim,ing Educa1;on
Central ,v,..,.. York Regional Re\·f,,.- Tram.
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university admissions committee review credit sophomore level transition courses
all applications and select candidates for designed to bridge the gap between
lower division general education courses
the program.
A six week summer academic devel- and the upper division professional bacopmental program is provided. Skill calaureate nursing major. Theoretical
da-elopmcnt courses in reading. writing. direction for the courses emanated from
mathematics. chemistry and biology are the philosophy and conceptual frameoffend. An iotcnsi.ve science and mathe- work of the School of Nursing. David
matics component with emphasis on the Ausubel's Assimilation Theory of Meanproblem-salving process is included. ingful learning. 1 D. Bob Gowin's
Summer school students receive room. Theory of Educating, 2 and Joseph
board. uansponation and a small sti- Novak·s Theory of Conceptual Educapend. Although this program is optional. tion}
Ausubel believes that concepts are of
a high percentage of students choose to
central importance to education because
ancnd.
A mandatoeysummcr orientation pro- meaningful learning takes place when
gram acquaints incoming students v.-ith new concepts arc assimilated with
ann-crsity sen-ices. Also. students meet existing relevant concepts in the cogni.nh their academic counselors to select tive structure. In deliberate learning.
and plan courses. A transitional focus is students act to reorganize old meanings
maintained during the first two semes- with the help of new mcan:ngs to make a
ters. with students panicipating in new pattern of relationships possible.
-dC\-clopmcnul- courses in matheGowin emphasizes the four commonmatics. chemistry. p~'Sics and biology places integral to every educative event:
that are designed to improve their teachers and teaching. curriculum. learnknov.icdgc base. I nstrw:tiona.l strategics ers and learning. and governance. Edufocus on linking content learning. rea- cating is seen as an eventful process
wh..~ changes the meaning of human
soning and problem-solving skills.
Suppon services and systems arc also experience by intervention with mean.n.lilable. Students may take ad'l.7mtage ingfu.1 materiaJs to develop thinking.
of the Unn~ Writing Center and feeling and acting as habitual disposiTutorial Center and indnidual tutors tions.
Gowin and No\.U advocate a metaarc a'l.-ailablc for specific subjcas. Psychologjcal Services offers persona.I coun- learning (lc:aming about learning) and
seling if necessary. Fmancial advisors mctak.nowlcdge {lcnowledgc about the
can assist in facilitating funding for nature of knowledge and knowing)
students. A suppon group and student approach which utilizes the tool of concounselors. who are aJso educationalJv cept mapping. a schematic dc\.ice to
disadvantaged students. help with both represent a set of concept meanings
embedded in a framework of proposipersonal and academic problems.
tions. Through concept mapping. stuTnDISitioml Pn-!"I~ Co,zna
dents extract and differentiate hierDespite the uailability of academic archical from subordinate concepts and
ad"ising. personal counseling. devel- link them to form propositions thereby
opmental courses. tutoring and financial viewing the conceptual structure of
aid. the attrition rate for these students. knowledge. Meaningful learning occurs
once they entered the upper division as students actively reorganize existing
patterns of meaning. Using Gowin·s
major in nursing. was sixty pcrcenL
In an effon to promote mention. Vcc. a heuristic designed to help students
faculty developed two sequential. two- and educators penetrate the structure
18
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and meaning of knowledge, shared
meanings and shared feelings can be
explored.
Utilizing the Gowin-Novak framework. two courses (Conceptual Development for Professional Nursing I and II)
were piloted in the Spring and Fall of
1982. These were revised and offered
again in the Fall of 1982 and Spring
1983. Eight students participated in the
pilot program and twelve in the revised
courses. The courses were team taught
by three nursing faculty two hours each
week. This provided individual attention. opportunity for role modeling and
the development of mentor relationships.
..

·-·· -

Begin Where Learners Are: Learning

f

Faculty followed Ausubel's dictum:
"the single most factor influencing
learning is what the learner already
knows. Ascertain this and teach accordingly ...1
In ascertaining what learners already
knew about their own learning. recognition was given to identifying those
elements already in the learners·existing
knowledge stores that were relevant to
what we hoped to teach. This was investigated in a three pan sequence.
First. students completed the follow•ing written essay during the first class:
Of the following two examples.
which ""-ay is closest to the way you
arc most comfortable learning?
{check one)
Example A
Reading a book. Taking notes on the
information. Memorizing notes. Answering questions that derive from facts
and other information in the book.

Example B
Reading a book. Thinking up analogous
situations or problems that derive from
situations in the book. Relating material
in that book to what you already know.
Answering questions on application of
the information.
What are some of the reasons why
you arc most comfortable with
this approach? Please be honest
and frank.
(Example 'A· was designed to exemplify a rote mode approach to
learning, while •s• exemplified a
more meaningful approach.)
Written responses were reviewed
and followed by an audio taped clinical
interview between instructor and student. During this time students talked
. about their views on learning in general
and clarified any essay responses which
were unclear. Thev verbalized difficulties they had exirienccd with college
learning either in the past or at present.
The instructor used open-ended questions and other communication techniques designed to foster communication
with a supportive environment. The
value of beginning where the learners
"were,. in relation to learning was
emphasized and students seemed genuinely interested in expressing their
views. It was as if no one had ever asked
them this before.
These clinical interviews were in keeping with the Gowin-~ovak framework
in which interviews were used to look
into students' cognitive structures to
identify existing concepts and propositions in relation to learning. These
dialogues helped to identify difficulties
experienced with educative events in the
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past and began to suggest implications
for changes necessary to integrate thinking. feeling and acting in the context of
educating.
The audio tapes were then reviewed
and a concept map of each student's
response was constructed. These maps
assisted in transforming data from a
linear sequence of written and verbal
conc:q,ts and propositions to a more
hicran:hicaJ. holistic representation of
students' ways of learning. Three other
essay questions were also asked:
r) P ~ identify and describe the most
mcaningful learning experience you
havecverhad.
2) WhaL for you. would be an ideal
learning experience?
3) \\'hat has been your most meaningful
laboratory experience?
Answers to these questions were re\-iewcd using thematic analyses and
calculating the numbers of students
sharing the same or similar responses.
This was done not only as an assessment
stratcg)'. but also to see the effects which
the courses would have on student responses to these questions at the completion of courses.
In analyzing the students• written
responses. it was evident that an but one
student were essentially rote mode
learners. !1-fost checked example 'A·.
For those that checked 'B'. it became
apparent. when interviewed, that they
actually were memorizing in a rote son
of way.
Figure I is a concept map of 4 taped
interview. lt illustrates both in a visual
and hierarchically conceptually organized manner. the integration of thinking. feeling and acting as it relates to a
student involved in past educative events
as she tries to understand her own way
of learning. Feelings surfaced which
wen: integral to thinking and acting.
The dimensions of thinking. feeling and
acting in relation to learning were
extrapolated and analyzed along with
20

educative actions to promote meaningful learning.
All students were assessed in this
manner and were able to intelligently
articulate their views regarding their
own learning. The lhree step assessment
process of essays, clinical interviews and
concept maps ofinterview data provided
an abundant source of concepts relevant
to students' ways of learning.
The majority of students used predominately rote mode ways of learning
including such tricks of memorization
as word associations and rhymes. They
recognized the limitations and experienced anxiety and frustration in those
courses which demanded this approach.
No student was devoid of the ability to
link new knowledge to what was known
but this was done to memorize because
no alternatives were available. The students' choice of way to learn was influenced by personal preference. course
content and the instructor.
Feelings about past and present learning experiences influenced thinking and
acting in relation to present learning.
Concept maps revealed. in every instance, the integration.of thinking. feeling and acting in relation to learning and
idiosyncratic nature of learning.
Though students had been at SUNY
Binghamton for two years, none mentioned university }earning as most meaningful. Experiences related to nursing,
medicine and hospitals were seen as
most meaningful by a majoriry of students. All experiences selected by students as meaningful were interpersonal
in nature.
Ideal learning was seen by half the
students as relating to nursing experiences. Others saw ideal learning in a
philosophical way such as coming from
within oneself. It was seen as a lone
activity such as observation or practice.
Students were adept at identifying problems associated with their learning but
metalearning was absent.
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MENTAL
IMAGE

Student c-o

Concept Mapped Interview - Student C-0
Thinking: Stude~t can·t think wit~ concepts because she needs a mental image. For example,
what 1s a mentc!I image of a mole in chemistry?

Feelln9= ~emorizi_ng feels co~fortable. Student is terrified of concepts. She can't think and
asks help m lowenng her anxiety so she can get a mental image.
Acting: ~he memorizes. preceded by reading to try and understand and get a mental image.
She realtzes that memorizing hi!$ limitations such as limited recall.
~n•l~s: Anxiety and powerlessness in coping with learning were prominent features of the
mtervrew. Student ~perienced health problems a_nd frequent absences from school. Focusing
o~ c~ncepts for which no concr~le. ~•sua! experiences were available prevented meat1ingful
learning. Dependence on memonzallon with subsequent limited recall contributed to powerlessness associated with learning.
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Educative Actlom: Acknowled~e probl~m areas in terms of thinking. feeling and acting.
Contrast components cf rote with ~enef,ts of meaningful learning. Explore the meaning of a
concept. Introduce concept mapping as a tool to visualize relationships between concepts.
Arrange f~r "make-up" time it absent from class. Introduce the general. more inclusive
concepts first making sure these are thoroughly understood before moving to less inclusive
more ~p~ific ones.later on. Support and acknowledge progress toward goals. Encourage
verbal1zat1on of teelmgs about self in relation to learning.
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Educativ~ Evmls
Conceptual Development for Prof~sional ~ursing I focused on five umt
topics which included: exploi:ation of
nursing. learning and self: movmg from
rote mode to conceptual learning: exaf!I•
ining the structure of knowledge !n
nursing; exploration of resources m
nursing: power over knowle_dge and
knowledge into power and action. .
Concept mapping was taught durmg
the second class: subsequent readings
were mapped and exami~ation que~tions
included concept mappmg. Cumcular
concept maps were direct:~ _toward
concept identification. acqu1smon and
application. Meaningful learni~g was
contrasted with rote mode learnmg and
the advantages and disadvantages of
each were discussed. Concept mapping
as a tool for assisting students toward
conceptual understanding of their nursing knowledge was emphasized.
Students were allowed to choose a
field trip to a nursing setting and a
nursing procedure to be taught each
semester. Thev chose a visit to a local
Birthing Ccnt~r and the procedure of
intramuscular injections. A concept map
demonstrating the relationships between
rcle\'ant concepts from anatomy. micro22

.

..

A majority of students . mentio~ed
disi.ection-rclatcd labor.nones as bemg
most meaningful and seemed to prefer
visual learning.
Assessment data became the starting
point from which t~ plan c~nccptual
curricular interventions designed to
move students toward more meaningful
learning.

I

..

.. .. -. ·.. :
..._

.-

b1ology, chemistry. physics. the social
and behavioral sciences and nursing was
used prior to demonstrating the procedure. Visual teaching tools such as
films. models and demonstrations
proved helpful in creating concrete props
to make abstract concepts more meaningful.
Conceptual Development for Professional Nursing II introduced students to
Gowin's heuristic Vee to study the
structure of knowledge in nursing. Curricular content focused on unit topics
which included: the nature of professional
nursing, preparation for the professional
role. the practice of professional nursing.
communication within the professional
role and the culture of nursing. Concept
mapping was used to teach nursing
process and to illustrate the linkage of
previously acquired and present concepts
of nursing exemplified during the field
trip to the Neonatal lntensiveCare Unit.
The topic .of ..Cultural Beliefs and
Norms: Implications for Role and Practice was examined through student
group presentations. Black American.
Chinese American. Mexican. Puerto
Rican and Afro-Caribbean ethnic groups
were discussed in relation to their beliefs
about health and illness with implications for the role of the nurse. Students
were surprised at how much they learned
as they explored these cultural beliefs.
In teaching courses. faculty attempted
to help students become aware of what
they already knl!w in an effort to_assist in
reorganizing old meanings with new
ones. Congruence of meaning between
students and teachers was accomplished
through listening and clarification. lnte•
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gration of thinking. feeling and acting in
teaching was role modeled through questioning. guiding. supporting and giving
of self. Facultv became role models and
became hliman props as they interacted
with students. Concepts of caring. communication. nursing and professionalism
could be seen in tbe behavior of the
teachers. Faculty modeled caring by
demonstrating caring for the students in
the same way they wished students to
care for themselves, each other, and
someday~their patients.
Changes In Student Learning

At the conclusion of these courses
questionnaire data revealed that a majority of students switched from preferring a rote memorization approach to
a more conceptual understanding of
their learning. For those two students
who still wished to memorize. it was
seen as a more ..comfortable" wav to
learn. Although the majority of
students changed their choice of ideal
learning experience. those. cited were
still essentially health and nursing related
in nature. After the courses. half the
students cited a meaningful learning
experience associated with the universitv.
setting, whereas before courses. none
did. Meaningful learning was idiosyncratic and viewed by students as a
challenge to be coped with. conquered
and eventaully overcome. Half the students changed their most meaningful
laboratory experience from dissectionrelated work to laboratory experiences
related to the nursing courses.
Concept mapping was evaluated by
students to be helpful with the following
learning tasks: I) picking out individual
concepts, 2) differentiating superordinate from subordinate concepts. 3) seeing the relationship between concepts
presented in the courses. 4) seeing new
meanings. and 5) incorporating old
meanings with new meanings. Identifying. organizing and relating were cited
as being more important than remem-

.

··----

•

bcring. Active participation in learning
through mapping gave a sense of grca1er
control over knowledge.

Corrc/usio,u
Pre-nursing courses foreduc,uionally
disadvantaged students can help them
to be better prepared to relate to the
conceptual nature of the nursing curriculum. Students can also explore the
many dimensions of a professional
nursing career which can then lead to a
more informed career choice. Mentor
relationships established early in the
program can provide valuable studentfaculty linkages. Familiarizing students
with educative events similar to those in
the nursing curriculum assist in orienting students to the professional nursing
student role.
If nursing is committed to conceptual
frameworks in governing curricula. ways
must be utilized to assist students in
making a transition from a fact oriented
world to a ~onceptual one.Teachers can
no longer assume that all students are
capable of viewing the world conceptually. Students have problems with abstract ideas and tend to memorize
without understanding. Metalearning
and metaknowledge strategies such as
concept mapping and Vee mapping can
assist in moving students toward a more
meaningful conceptual approach to
learning.
Teachers must respect. the idiosyncratic nature of learning and treat all
students as individuals. not as collectives. Assessm~nt strategies prior to
implementation of courses help identify
learning problems and suggest educative
interventions. Leaming problems demonstrate the degree to which students have
been the victims of miseducating and
indicate the strong relationship between
thinking. feeling. acting and learning.
Problems inherent in the educational
system may be manifested by educationally disadvantaged students. but
such problems are indicative of difficul-
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or To Make A Contribution:
Nurses House. Inc.
10 Columbus Circle

New York. NY 10019
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•PosfflorllSaniilatJle in
Psydllatry, Gftiatric8 or
Medicine

• Full-Time, Part•Time Md Per
Diem scheduling
• Sta,11ng Alary range
$19,535-$22,363
• Ower 5 WNlcs wacaUon yearly
• Any alllte licenH IICC11tplable

VETERAN'S ADMINISTRATION
HOSPITAL
Montrose, N.Y. 10548
Contact Personnel:
(914, 737-4400, exL 2489

TIie VA Iii an £q1111 Opl>Qrtr,ruty EmplOyer

--- . . . .

As Beckes states. "In a time in which women arc finding occupational
opportunity in many new fields. hospitals arc hard put to attract nurses - most of
whom arc women - because of low salaries. disruptive working hours. emo1ionaJ
·bum out.· and the relati,·el~· low professional status of nurses as members of the
health care team."' Thus. many of us are ralizing that any future increases in our
nursing student populations may ,·cry •-ell come from more non-traditional
sources: minority populations. educatit>nally disadvantaged students. and older
students.
Increasing the numbers of students the major effon in identifying and
from these targeted groups will require recruiting these pet"Sons and. with help
that colleges and schools of nursing from the College of Xursing. enrolling
become more sensitive lo rhc social them in the nursing program. The Coleconomic and educational needs of these lege of Nursing·s major effort is exgroups. Assuming that student retenrion pended in retaining and graduating these
is of critical importance to a nursing individuals from the academic program.
program's continuing viability, how may
we assure that educationaJly. socially. Studn,tt, Goals mrd Ob,ittma
and culturally disadvantaged students
Students from disadvantaged backwill receive optimal chances for success grounds are identified by the University
in their nursing programs?
Office of Admissions and Financial Aid
Syracuse University and the College by means of the following categories:
of Nursing have long been committed to
rigorous efforts designed 10 identify.
recruit. enroll. retain, and graduate
persons from disadvantaged back- Dr. Group is lHan and Prof=or at S1·raC'USt'
grounds. The University itself expends l/nfrersi1_1•Collt'gt'ofNursing.
JOURNAL. N.Y.S.N.A., VOL. 15, NO. 2, JUNE 1984
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There is no doubt that competition for high school graduates by colleges and
universities will intcnsify ov~r the next several years and that schools and colleges of
nursing may expect to be at a disadvantage in competing for these students. We are
already suffering from a steady decline in nursing enrollments in many pans of the
nation.
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Table1
Number of Disadvantaged Students (Freshmen)
Socio-economically
Total
6
10
16
11
10
21

Academic Year
1915-n

Educationally

1978,-79

13
9

11
15

24
24

10
14

14
16

24
30

1977-78

1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83

10

14

". . .many of us are realizing
that any future increases in
our nursing student populations

may very well come from more

24
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4) During the 1978-79 academic year•. thedesiredoutcomesofthisprogram.A

. ·--·--.• ~.--~,..,.~--.JI• =•·w"•;.,.~U·.

• HEOP Students - eligibility deter- fully completed a segment of the nursing
mined from New York State economic program and help them to help a peer. to
assist disadvantaged students. new to
guidelines.
the College. in adapting to the stresses of
• Other students who evidence need for a new environment through the group
maximum financial aid include those
process.
who come from families with an
Since the inception of our program
annual income below a level based on several years ago. observable progress
low-income thresholds by family size has been made toward our stated goals
as published by the United States
and objectives:
Bureau of the Census.
I) Graduate student volunteers and
• Students who come from socially and undergraduate student volunteers from
educationally deprived backgrounds disadvantaged backgrounds. who are
as determined through interviews with achieving successfully. work cooperaOffice of Admissions personnel and tively with the new students and with
with SAT scores below the 350 level. those who arc experiencing difficulty in
Using these categories. Table I shows adjusting academically and socially. The
the number of Freshmen students from group is led jointly by a graduate student.
disadvantaged backgrounds enrolled in undergraduate student, and faculty
the College of Nursing for the past advisor.

several years.

Because the College of Nursing·s major effort is expended in retaining and
graduating studenlS from disadvantaged
backgrounds. our program goals and
objectives pertain primarily to those
factors. They arc: to assist students to
dC\·clop group cohesiveness in order to
enhance the students• adaptations and
achievements: to assist students in identif)ing other students from disadvan-

.
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cducationallv and soci~onomicallv
disad\.-antag~d. ('.'1=24). we achieved
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to assess the students' learning needs
and develop individual programs of
study. This program has helped the
disadvantaged students by providing
additional faculty and student suppon
systems and by providing a consistent
advising/ counseling system throughout
the length of the academic program.

2) Of the current Seniors. who as Freshmen in 1980-81 were categorized as

years.

_,... ..._. ~.-:-,;.

5) Groups of students and faculty meet

I) Students progress in the program
with less difficulty; particularly, the
transition from Sophomore to Junior
year is easier and more students have
been retained in the program to their
Junior year.

out the year (usually every week) and
participation in the meetings has increased significantly over the past two

-,

the students started their own .. Peer
Counseling Service" with the help of
facultyantiJunior/Seniorstudents who
had achieved successfully. The peer
counselors are available from two four hours every day to help primarily
the new. beginning disadvantaged stu. dents in terms of adjustment to their
academic and social environments.

The criteria used to measure progress
or evaluate the accomplishments include:

2} The group meets consistently through-

..:.

t

.
·.. ,:--:=::,-, I
- - ----:-~~."::'
.---. .-:~~:I
-

3) Tutorial assistance by upper-level
peers is provided on an ongoing basis.
Tutors arc paid through the 0.vision of
Student Services. Other rcmcdi.;l services are. of course. provided by the
taged backgrounds who have success- Univcrsity as well.

26
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non-traditional sources. . . "

retention rate of 70% compared to 55%
the previous year. Four of the students
transferred to another college in the
University due to severe academic problems in nursing. Achie,,ing and maintaining a rttention rate of at lcasr 80Ci,
from Freshmen to Senior }Ur is one of

retention rate of 84% has been achieved
for the student group who entered as
Freshman (N=24) in 1981-82 and are
now Juniors.
Verbal reports from the students
indicate a significant level of satisfaction
with the efforts expended on their behalf
as well as the opporunity they are given
to participate in their own programming
and activities.
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3)

4) The amount of part1c1pation and

contributions made hy the students are
measurable outcomes of the program
and continue to indicate a high level of
enthusiasm and commitment.
Our continuing goals for achievement
in future years include: achieving an
overall retention rate of at least 80%
from Freshman to Senior vear. continuation of efforts of the group and their
Peer Counseling Service to work more
cffectivelv with incoming Freshmenexpansio~ of tutorial services availabl;
to the disadvantaged students: continued
commitment to enrolling and retaining
disadvantaged students to the nursing

program.

Conclusions
Most importantly. for a program such
as ours 10 succeed. the entire faculty
must be committed to a philosophy
which includes four basic clements
mentioned by Bcc:kcs:
I. The administration and the faculty
must bclia·c that a-en· 51:udent
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importa,n as a person.· . .and that
there is a \.-aluable contribution thal
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the student can make to the general

welfare.
2. The administration and faculty must
believe that most students can learn.
given adequate time and the instructional support.
3. There must be a conviction that it is
unfair to permit a student to attempt
a course for which she/he is not
prepared.
4. Both students and faculty must be
convinced that finishing a particular
program in the traditional four or
eight semesters is not important. The
important thing is that the information is mastered and the educational goal attained.2
We are pleased that our efforts at
Svracuse University College of Nursing
h~ve significantly helped the majority of

our disadvantaged students to succeed
in their program of study. Of special
significance has been the peer counseling
effort. This portion of the program.
coupled with consistent faculty guidance
and a flexible curricular pattern. provides a multi-faceted approach to en.suring success for our students.
We are commiiicci ~o the continuance
of our program and would be pleased to
share our experiences and successes with
other nursing faculty who are interested
in developing similar opportunities for
their disadvantaged students.
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An Equ/11 Opponunity Employer

Annual Summer Symposia. Week
long seminars with eminent faculty
including Gertrude & Rubin
BLANCK, Anna & Paul ORNSTEIN, John GUNDERSON, Robert COLES. Gerald KLERMAN,
Myrna WEISSMAN. Donald
KLEIN, Rachel GITTELMAN, Frederick & Bunny DUHL, Richard
LAZARUS, Derek POLONSKY,
Steven LOCKE & Kenneth ROBSON. For more information contact Joni Fergus, New England
Educational Institute Inc., Bx 715.
Lenox, MA 01240 (413) 637-0101.
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Introduction
City College, which is located in Manhattan. is a senior college of The City
· University (CUNY) system. As a part of CUNY, CCNY has a modified open
admissions progam. This means that to be admitted to CCNY. a high school student
must.have graduated from the top I/ 3 of their class or attained an 80% average.
There is no differentiation made as to graduates from vocational. regular. academic
or special high schools. Students choose the type of program (major) they desire and
apply to a central admissions office. The students indicate a choice of three of the
eighteen CUNY units and are admitted to a given college through an allocation
process.
Students are admitted to CCNY School of Nursing as freshmen. Once admitted
all students take a series of examinations in basic reading, writing and mathematics.
Achievement on these examinations indicates whether or not the student requires
remedial work in any of these areas .
In New York City, nursing continues
We define the disadvantaged student
to appeal to the lower middle class as having the following characteristics:,
population; the traditional population
I) Limited knowledge and understandof nursing. In New York City this group
ing of the career opportunities in nursing;
is increasingly comprised of minority
2) Limited knowledge of the academic
and foreign students. Typically these
students have not had either adequate requirements in the study of professional
preparation for collegiate study nor have nursing;
they received appropriate guidance
3) Lack of confidence in their ability
about the requirements of academic to do post-secondary work;
nursing programs. They generally are
4) lnadeql!ate guidance in high schooi
not aware that optional paths are
to properly prepare for baccalaureate
available.
Given the lack of academic prepara- education;
tion and lack of knowledge of nursing
education. combined with economic,
social. and cultural factors. the School Dr. Pennington is a facult_,. mrmhe, at rhr Cit_,·
ofNursingat CCNY admits a significant Co/lq:rSt:hoolof:Vursing. Ci1_1· lJni,•rrsit_rofNrt<•
number of disadvantaged students.
York.
JOURNAL. N.Y.S.N.A.. VOL 15. NO. 2. JUNE 1984
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•Beckes. Issac K. •• ~Attracting and Retaining
Mon: Nursing Students.- ,'\iursing and H~alrh
Care I (December 1980). p. 243.
! Ibid.. pp. 243-244.
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by Elisabeth A. Pennington. EdD. RN
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NURSING FACULTY: position
for psychiatric/mental health specialist for Fall, 1984 in upperdivision NLN accredited baccalaureate program for RNs. Minimum
qualifications Master's degree and
experience in teaching in baccalaureate program. Submit letter
of application, curriculum vitae,
three letters of reference, transcripts to: Dr. Marie V. Tarpey,
Academic Dean/Search Committee Chair, Elmira College, Eimira,
N.V. 14901. Applications accepted
until position filled.
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RAIN :- A Successful Effort in ·the
Retention of Educationally
Disadvantaged Students
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--w~JOlll#I ,,_,;,, onln to
English;
6) Deficiencies 1n math and science

rolMJr t/u,njr,zglffffltal.

rather than waiting for the student to
seek assistance. ..,

skil~

7} A self concept that lim_its academic
motivation;
8} A lack ofunderstandingand fear of
iostitutional policies:

9) Poor study and test-taking skills;
10) Economic pressures which limit
opportunities for post-secondary education.

P,OQOIII wm eswntitd. ..

r;,e RAIN Pro,,,,.
RAIN (Retention Activities in ~ursing). funded by the Dcpanmcnt or

Health and Human Services Division of
Nursing - Special Projects. is a comprehensive group of support activities,
throughout the curriculum program,
with the purpose of assisting students to
successfully complete the program.
There are two major objectives:

Our ..typical" freshman student admitted to the School of Nursing: has • To increase the retention of students
from previous levels (approximately
graduated from a vocational high school:
has major family responsibilities. i.e. 35%) to 60%:
single parent or sole support of parent • -To provide students and guidance
or is in this country to earn money which
counselors with information regardis sent home: is the first person in a
ing professional nursing. academic
family to attend college; and requires
preparation and the program at City
remedial work in at least two of three
College.
areas. typically math and writing. About
Students
are chosen to join the RAIN
70~ of our students need remedial work
program based on the following criteria:
in all three areas.
Given all of these factors it is not I) Resident of New York City:
surprising that success rates of students 2) Demonstrated need for program
arc low. Retention studies have shown services based on educational backthat as the population of disadvantaged ground and scores on placement tests:
students increased. the retention rates
dropped. In 1979 this rate had dropped 3) Potential to gain from services offered
to a low of 35%. We felt that with this as determined by a personal interview:
level of success both the College and the 4) Willingness to participate in all
students were losers. The students losing aspects of the program.
time. monev and self-esteem. The ColThe group of supportive activities for
lege losing ·time. effort and goals. The
students
are focused on. but not exprofession of nursing was losing potenclusive to. the critical Freshman year. It
tial practitioners.
We reviewed the literature and con- is during this time that the student must
understand and adapt to the experience
sulted \\-ith existing SEEK and HEOP
of being a college level student, with all
programs. We found that in order to
of the responsibilities and rights inherent
assist high risk students to achieve in a
in that role. They generally don't have
college program a comprehensive. rather
than fragmented. program was essential. role models. don't have any notion of
MOffcring remedial courses. seminars the College experience. and frequently
and other facilities is not sufficient. don't know how to study. Our program
Even more. high risk or disadvantaged· focuses on the Freshman year through 4
students benefit the most by having a major activities:
30

as lrir" risk mu/orb
to~ in•~
pro,,.,, II comp,dtMsiv~.

staff that will monitor student progress
closely and v.ill seek out the students.
speaking to them about \"ariousconc:erns

5) Oefacienc:ies in written and spoken
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• Cou~e/ing Program - Students are
h was clear that all our students
requ,~ to sec a counselor once a needed s~pport activities. so we also put
week in the first semester and less supports in place for our upper dh'ision
?ften as t~ey prog~. The counseling students. Currently these are:
is proactive. talking about assignments. exams, follow up on attend- I) Keeping the learning Resource Center open two c,·enings a week and
ance. etc.
Saturday: these expanded hours allow
• Freshman Oriemation - a required for more individual study.
three hour session which meets once 2) Emp!oyinga part-time nurse-adjunct
pe! week. It includes the traditional to work tn the Leaming Resource Center
t~mgs found in a Freshman orienta- to as~ist cl!nical students with their
tt~n pr~gram: campus tour. library tcchmcal sk11ls practice (writing of care
onentat1on, study skills, and time plans. reviewing class content. etc.).
~an~gem_enL This Freshman orientation ts bemg used as a model for the 3) ~~culty are able to refer students for
development of an orientation pro- add1t1onal work. or supervised practice.
gram that will serve students in al) should a weakness be identified.
programs.

• Nursing ~9 - An Introduction to
Pre-Nursmg. This course is taught in
second semest_er of Freshman year;
The purpose is to give the second
sem~ster student some knowledge of
nu~m~. Course objectives focus on
c_lanfymg the levels of nursing practice, type~ _of education and career
opportumues. Students a.re also exposed to the conceptual framework
of the nursing curriculum. A laboratory experience and field trips accompany this course.
Tuto nng
.
• Tutoring Prooram
o
1s
oftered to RAIN students in the
s~tence courses. Graduate students in810!0~. Chemistry and Physics have
been hired as tutors. Students can
choose to be tutored or the RAIN
counsclor_can assign them to tutoring.
The tutonng program is well utilized.

Results
Currently_we are beginning the third
year offundmg. Since the first semester
. was a start-up period. a modified program was off~red that semester. The full
program has been operational for three
semesters. Therefore, it is really too
early to claim success. Nevertheless
there are some accomplishments which
speak well of the program.
-~II of the services offered are well
utih~ed by the RAIN students. All
services have been evaluated informally
by _the students and have received high
ratings. Requests for services from nonRAIN students have been received.
w_e are currently exceeding our retenu~n goal. In our proposal we stated
we wished to attain a 60% retention rate
O~er the four semesters we have ad:
m1tted ni~ety-five students. There are
current!Y sixty-four active students. This
results m a 63% retention rate.
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· Many of the students who left the
program did so by choice. They either recruitment activities. To date we have
transferred out of nursing or transfe~ed had a good response to this c~ntcs~. We
to another. more appropriate. nursing have found that just the notice. itself.
program. We consider these students as was a secondary recruitment vehicle.
successful in that the RAIN program
helped them to clarify their career g~als. Future Plans
The students currently in the program
We strongly believe that as the RAIN
are achieving at a ·rate that seems to students move into the upper division
bode well for continued success. Table I thev have a second adjustment phase.
displays the grade po~nt ~verages (gpa) Th;y have to adjust from takin¥ four~
for the sixtv-fourcontmumg students. A credit courses to one 12 credn course.
2.5 grade point average is requ!red to plus one 3 credit course in Research.
enter the upper division (64 credits). As Also. they must adjust to an integrat~
vou can see the gpa are increasing as the approach to a number of diverse topics
;tudents move toward the nursing major. and from a fairly concrete-type of
The cohort group of students between thinking to a more conceptual approach.
15 to 45 credits make up the bulk of the They also have to adjust from a simu.
continuing freshman students. Some of lated laboratory experience to the real
them have already achieved the 2.5 gpa. client setting.
many are close to it.
These adjustments will require new
Let me briefly mention progress time management skills. new selftoward our second goal, to provide assurance and new study skills. as well
students and guidance counselors with as additional suppon from the nursing
information regarding professional nurs- faculty. particularly in the clinical.area.
ing, academic preparation and the pro- We have requested additional funding
gram at City College. All of th~ Colle~e to continue the RAIN program through
material about nursing was revised so 11 1986 so that we can graduate a solid
is now accurate and portrays an image cohort group of RAIN students. It is
of professional nursing. Letters ha~e only then that we can truly determine
been sent to all high school counselors m • our success.
New York Citv explaining the role of the
We have been teased about our name
professional nurse and t~e preparation - RAIN students. We started with a
it requires. School of Nursmg counselors shower of students and have built into a
and faculty attend college fairs, ca~er thunderstorm ofactivity. Weare hoping
days and make class visits in the high that when the storm ceases.. with gradschools.
uation. that our students will have a
The most exciting activity in this area professional career full of rainbows.
is our poster contest. Brochures have
been sent to all art departments in t~e
REFER.E.'loiCES
high schools. The the~e of the con~est '!
"Nursing: The Helpmg Profession.
•Fn:idlandcr. Jack. -Arc College Sup~n ProC-ash prizes are being offered._ We plan grams and Scnices .Reaching High Risk StodC!lts?." Joumalo/CollegeStudent PenonM/21
to use the winning poster m future !January
1980), pp. 23-27.
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Striving for Professional Achievement
in Nursing (SP AN)

by Wilma Watts. MSN. RN
d
d. I .
f s

Sis H'olls is Clinicol A.uu1anl Pro_(essora1 SUN Y Buffalo and Dire,w,: of the Profe(t desrribed in 1his
~ - TM Projttl ,.-i:u 111pported b_,. • grant from 1he DMsion of Numng. U.S. Deparrmmt of Health
and Human~ (Granr .\·umbtr JD 19 NU11()J9..(}JJ.
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disadvantaged students applications to
the School of Nursing have been numerous over the years, but the applicants
were generally not prepared either academicaJly or emotionally for the rigors·
of a science-oriented major. .
Forthefouryears 1974-78. the School
Background
of Nursing elected to utilize a portion of
The State University of New York at Nursing Capitation Grant Funds
Buffalo and the School of Nursing has. (HRA-96) to employ a part-time staff
through its motto, .. Let Each Become member.in theOfficeofStudent Affairs.
All That He is Capable of Being." to work specifically with disadvantaged
articulated a philosophy of commitment students enrolled in the School of
to the education of minority and/ or Nursing. Unfortunately, this part-time
disadvantaged students. The SUNY position was eliminated due to a decrease
Buffalo School of Nursing has been in in Nursing Capitation Grant Funds.
operation for over thirty years. We
A dramatic drop in the number of
have, therefore, built up an academic minority and disadvantaged students
position in both the lay and professional admitted to the School of Nursing
community. We have long been sensitive occurred in 1977 and 1978. One major
to our geographic position in the center factor was the move to an upper division
of a unique amalgam of ethnic popu- major in the nursing program and the
lations. For example. we are geograph- concomitant increase in the number of
ically central to the largest Native prerequisite courses for beginning the
American population east of the Missis- Junior clinical courses.
In addition. at our School of Nursing
sippi River. a population whose health
statistics are disastrous.
·
the majority of disadvantaged applicants
University programs such as the Edu- came from the Educational Opportunity
cational Opportunity Program (EOP); Program and had educational deficienSearch for Education, Elevation. and. cies. These combined factors created a
Knowledge (SEEK): and Upward Bound recruitment and retention problem for
were established in 1969. A Leaming the School of Nursing. The need for a
Center was created to provide remedial specific individual to establish and
and support services for students to maintain contact with minority students
increase their competencies in communi- in the program, and to assist with active
cation, study skills and mathematics. recruitment efforts. was recognized. To
Work in small classes was supplemented fulfill this need, the Dean of the School
by regularly scheduled independent of Nursing was able, in September 1979.
study in the communication laboratory. to redistribute some funds to suppon a
Since 1969, the School of Nursing has minority faculty member who functioned
also been involved in ongoing activities in this role in addition to her teaching
geared toward the recruitment and re- responsibilities.
Recognizing the need for funding
tention of disadvantaged students in
support for a more comprehensive pronursing.
The most successful avenue of contact gram. a Nursing Special Project Grant
was Career Days sponsored by high Application was submitted to the Divischool counselors. These efforts served. sion of Nursing, Department of Health
to some extent. to acquaint high school and Human Services in November 1979.
students and counselors with profes- The project was funded in December
sional education in nursing. Among 1980.

the time the student is in college.
Communications. mathematics, reading
and writing skills must be improved. It is
essential that the right remedial and
developmental programs be found for
them. 5

Professional Nursing Career Program
For Disadvantaged Students:

In our society. an assumption is made that with i~crea_se me 1ca innova 10~
and expanded health services, the American ~ople will cnJOY better health. Cert~m
population groups. however, have not benefited from these advances. Our socioeconomic svstem has produced a sector of the popu!ation tha~ has become known as
disad,rantaged. and racial minorities constitute a dtsproporuonat~ly large sect_o~ of
this group. The disadvantaged population continues to have higher morb1d1ty,
mortality. and disability rates.
.
Special attention must be given to the fact that most of the_ providers of health
arc for the disadvantaged population arc not themselves d1sadvant~ged. Also,
most health-related institutions are not greatly influenced at the pohcy level by
persons who arc particularly knowledgeable_ about the problems or h~alth-related
behavior of this population. Therefore, apphca~ts from a broader social spectrum
must be encouraged to enter the health professions.
.
_
In a 19n survey. an estimated 6.2
andcom!°umtystruc!ure.mpatterns
percent of the total registered nurse
of lea~mg and their approach to
population had minority backgrounds.•
education . . . they_ may. ~e more
Black registered nurses constituted 2.5
anxious ab?ut their _pos1t1on _and
percent of this population. 1.4 percent
acceptance m the m~Jor ~mencan
culture than a~dem1c ~ch1eveme~t
were Hispanic and 0.2 percent were
American Indian. A central conclusion
and placement m relation to their
of a thrtt vear federally-financed study
peers.l
of nursing schools' effons to attract
A successful program desig~ed for
minority group students was that few disadvantaged students should mclu~e
schools of nursing are doing an effective "full information about the cha_ractcnsjob of recruiting.i
tics and demands of the specific eduThe need to increase the number of cation program. a _more ~han average
disad,rantagcd students in baccalaureate amount of financial ass1sta~cc. a~d
schools of nursing has been identified by counseling on a compreh~nsave basis,
a number of black nursing leaders as with generous _empathetic support.
well as faculty in academic seuings. Thro_ughout t~e1r pr?gram. they m~y
Thev have also identified several prob- requue tutorial ass1sta_nce. remedial
le~ indigenous to disadvantaged stu- work. and an opportun!lY to s_ee concrete examples of vanous kinds of
d ents..
.
. I
d
. t odels
generally the students can be wntten matena s an proJec m
~ha~cterizcd bv their 'less than• from which to draw inferences. "4 Seve~l
status Tbev differ according to the basic problems stem from academic
ethni~ group inareasoffamily. home deficiencies which cannot be resolved by
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..We luwr long bttn smsitive

to our 1ft1,raphic position

in tM ttnla of a uniq•

am,,/ftun of dhnic popullll.ions. n

The program is designed for the re•
cruitment and retention of environmentally or financially disadvantaged
high school students into the baccalaureate program in nursing. Through the
admission. retention. and graduation or
qualified individuals from various disadvantaged backgrounds it is hoped
that th~ quantity and quality of nursing
care to people currently underscrvcd
will be improved. The goal of the pro.
gram·s activities is to help each student
overcome those disadvantages related
to em·ironnient. education or financial

;

;' II

ii. I
!

The Reauitment and Retention Project

Project Staff
The project staff consists of: the
project director. three professional nurse
staff members, the assistant dean for
student affairs. a research methodologist. a data analyst/evaluator. tutors,
an administrative aide and a secretary.
Only the project director, professional
nurse staff and secretary function on a
full-time basis.
A unique feature of the project is the
presence of one Black. one Hispanic,
and one Native American -nurse on the
need. The program ojbectives are:
project staff who function as role models.
I) to develop appropriate materials and They arc graduates or our B.S.N.
plan programs for high school students. program.
counselors and teachers to acquaint
them with all aspects of professional Communin• Ad\•isorr Council
During the first y~ar of the project.
education in nursing;
contact was made with the most promi2} to implement the programs for stunent community organizations that serve
dents. counselors and teachers;
the disadvantaged population in Buffalo.
3) to identify and recruit those qualifa:d Representatives from each organization
students who show potential and motiva- are on our Community Advisory Countion to pursue professional nursing;
cil. A meeting with the assistant superin4) to provide assistance toward im- tendent of the Buffalo public school
proving the academic. financial and system resulted in the appointment of a
social preparedness of selected trainees liaison person who also serves on the
for entry at the pre-clinical phases of the Council. Other members or the Council
include a representative from District I,
nursing program;
NYSNA; three nurses working in the
S) to assist in the retention of discommunity with diverse ethnic backadvantaged students currently en-rolled grounds; a nursing student: a future
in the pre-clinical and clinical courses; nurse club member. and the parent of a
6) to evaluate the extent to which goals future nurse club member.
arc met through program efficacy and
Based on feedback from the Council.
student success.
a brochure and poster were developed
Trainees are selected from high and printed. These materials were deschools in the Buffalo public school signed to increase high school students'
system and from high schools in the awareness of baccalaureate nursing as a
Gowanda/ Salamanca school systems that career choice. Council members made
suggestions for and assisted in the
service Sative American students.
36
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distribution of these materials throughout the community. It was suggested
that the program description be translated into Spanish and Seneca. The
Spanish translation was done and distributed in neighborhoods and schools
with high concentrations of persons of
Hispanic origin. An unsuccessful attempt was made to obtain a translation
into Seneca. However. a Seneca trans·tation of the project slogan .. Be someone
special. bea nurse,"was obtained and is
on the program brochure. Council
members. also provided valuable input
on the development of the application
and reference forms used by summer
program applicants.
Changes in membership and new appointments to the Community Advisory
Council have occurred. The Council
meets approximately three times a year
and ·members are available for consultation as needed.
Future Nurse Clubs
By the time the three nurse members
of the project staff were hired and
oriented to their positions. the Spring
1981 school semester was well underway.
To lay the groundwork for the esta6lishment of future nurse clubs in the Fall
semester of 1981. presentations on nursing as a career and our special program
for disadvantaged students were presented in March and April 1981.
Sixty•six presentations were given to
the biology. chemistry and physics
classes in eight academic high schools in
Buffalo. Questionnaires were used to
obtain data for evaluation purposes
from 1,297 students and teachers. Demo·graphicdata. opinions about nursing. as
well as opinions about the effectiveness
of the presentations were obtained. An
article based on the results of the data
analysis is being prepared for publication.
A week following the pre:;entations.
sessions were held in each school 10
advise students on an individual basis

and to determine students' interest in
joining a future nurse club. Considerable
interest was evidenced and the Buffalo
public schools requested that clubs be
established in each of the eight high
schools offering college preparatory
courses. Communication with principals, counselors and teachers resulted in
the appointment of faculty advisors for
each club. It is a requirement of the
school system that all regular school
clubs have a ceacher or counselor as club
advisor. In the Gowanda and Salamanca
high schools. which service Native
American students from the Seneca
Nation Indian reservations. we work
through the Title IV program.
Materials and written information
related to the future nurse clubs have
been developed. Activities include: field
trips to the School of Nursing and to
area hospitals. training in taking TPRs
and emergency first aid procedures. as
well as academic advisement and assistance in applying to the University. We
are in the process of refining the written
materials and developing them into an
. instructional package to be used by
nursing students or othervolunteerclub
leaders. It is anticipated that one of the
activities of the School of Nursing
Student Organization will be to assist
with the continuation of club activities
after the funding period. Volunteers
from the student body have assisted us
in the past.
Two hundred students received certificates for having attended four or
more club meetings during the 1981-82
school year and 109 certificates were
awarded for the 1982-83 school vear. A
questionnaire was designed and iitilized
both years to determine the effectiveness
of the future nurse clubs. Responses
were very positive.
Since one of the most pressing needs
of disadvantaged students is financial
aid. an information booklet on viable
sources of funds for students was developed. This has been revised yearly
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integration of personal and academic
skills. and an introduction to nursing.
Diagnostic tests were developed and
administered in the areas of matheSummer Preparatory Programs
Potential applicants for the summer matics. science and communication
preparatory programs were recruited skills. All incomingfreshmenat SUNY
from the future nurse clubs. Thirty-nine Buffalo are now required to demonstrate
high school students submitted appli- college writing and mathematical skills.
Through communication with the cocations for the first summer program.
An interview guide and student selec- ordinator of the Freshman Testing Protion profile were developed and utilized gram. scores obtained by our project
in the admission process. A question- students were made available to project
naire was also dcveioped to give addi- staff. These scores. along with scores
tional information relating to financial obtained from our diagnostic tests. were
and cn.ironmcntal disadvantage. Of the used as a basis for the development of
thiny-nine applicants. twenty-one were the academic skills component of the
accepted. These applicants met the summer program. Non-cognitive perrequirements for admission to the Uni- sonal skills development/ activities were
vcrsitv and were financially and/ or planned and implemented. A questioncm-ironmentally disad\·antagcd. Other naire was also developed and adminiscriteria used in the selection process tered for the purpose of determining the
included interviews conducted by the students· attitudes concerning academic
project staff. letters of recommendation and social success.
Lines of communication were estabfrom bigh-i>ehool teachers. overall grade
point average and SAT scores. Of the lished with the Office of Admissions and
twenty-one accepted students. eighteen Records. the Financial Aid Office. the
aaually panicipated in the first program. Educational Opportunity Program. the
In an effort to eliminate the need for Director of Freshman Orientation. and
pan-time employment. stipends were the coordinator of the College Skills
offered to the trainees. on a need analysis Testing Program. A curriculum for the
basis. for the six-week summer program summer program was developed and a
and the freshman year. Since the stipend student contract was devised which each
did not cover tuition, required fees. student was required to sign. Instructors
books or supplies, other sources of who had prior experience working with
financial aid were coordinated through students from disadvantaged backthe Office of Financial Aid to Students. grounds were hired. Communication
These financial aid resources will also be with University personnel working in
utilized to assist students for the re- selected areas resulted in the particimaining three years of the U ndcrgrad- pation of guest lecturers which enriched
the program by giving the students the
uatc Nursing Program.
The six-week summer preparatory opportunity to meet and interact with
program was developed to provide in- faculty from other departments.
As plans for the first summer program
dividualized remediation or enrichment.
evolved.
project staff decided to adopt
as indicated. in order to prepare the
trainees for the critical courses taken in the title ..Striving for Professional
the pre-clinical years. The program was Achievement in :'.'lursing.. (SPAN) to
also designed to provide acculturation replace MProfessional Nursing Career
into the Univcrsitv environment. Other Program for Disadvantaged Students, ..
major components of the program in- as students did not like being labelled
duded academic skills development. an disadvantaged. An open house was held

and distributed· to high school and
Uni~-ersity students.
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at t~e Sc~~ol of~ ursing for trainees and m~nications and less on oral presentheir fam1hes.
tations. (The first science course the
. ~e ~rst su_mmer program progressed students are advised to take is chemistrv
Wit a ew minor problems which were
and the majority of the pre-reguisit~
resolve~. Two formal sessions and c_ourses. are taught in large lecture secseveral informal sessions gave students tions with evaluations based ori written
and st~ff the opportunity to Mair" some tests and term papers.)
of th:1r problems and concerns and
The evaluation tools were revised ac;
cont~buted greatly to a better under- necessary and all students showed gains
standt~g between faculty and students on post-test scores. Their evaluation of
regardmg performance expectations. On the ~>V:rall program was very positive.
the final day of the program. certificates Stausucal analysis of data is in process.
were awarded to the student trainees A
local newspaper as well as the Univers.it
Rerenrion Actfriries
newspaper covered the event.
y
Since the beginning of the project
Student evaluations of the summer
sta~f
have been involved in activiti~
program revealed that. on the whole. the
d~s1gned to assist in the retention of
program was successful, especiallv in
~1sadvantaged students who are enrolled
the area of meeting the general goais of
m the pre-clinical and clinical nursing
the program and specific goals related to
co~rses.
These activities relate to three
persona! skills development. The promaJor ~reas of assistance: supportive,
gra~ was Ie~s successful in the area of academic. and financial.
m:etmg specific goals related to science
Supportive activities include a oneskills.
to-one counseling program. formal
I?uring the Fall semester. individual
monthly meetings and informal getassistance was given as needed. and
toget~ers. Peer support and group
referr~ls were made to the University cohes10n are encouraged
Learnmg Center. Students also reAcademic assista'nc~ is provided
quested additional help in the areas of
through tutoring programs (in nursing
test-t~king skills and memorization .
and the basic sciences) and the developtechniques. A two-day workshop was
held during the semester break. in men~ of a system for faculty early identification ~nd. referral to project staff of
January _1983, to meet these requests
stu~ents m difficulty. Assistance is made
and to r~mforce other study skills such
av~d~ble _to all nursing students. with
as :eadmg comprehension and note
pnonty given to those from disadvantakm~. A lecturer in the University
t~ged
backgrounds. In order to establish
Learmng Center conducted the workd1sadrantaged status. the personal data
shop: Evaluations of the workshop were
for~ IS us~d. Each student who receives
posmve.
assistance I~ aske? to complete the form.
_On the basis of the trainees· evaluquest10nna1re was designed and
at1~n. of the first summer program ( 1982).
uuhzed t_o determine the effectiveness of
'.ev1s1ons and modifications were made the tutonng service. These tools continue
m the seco~d summer program ( 1983). to be used. All of the students tutored
An emp_has1s on study skills, with struc- h~ve reported some progress in identitured re1~forcement throughout the six.- fymg and overcoming their academic
week period. was provided. The science proble~s. S_tudent referrals are made to
~omponent focused soley on chemistry, th
~ Umv:rsit~ learning Center and to
instead of. bei~g a survey course. and the otner mvers1ty rsources. Project staff
commumcat1ons skills component have identified contact persons for
placed more emphasis on written com- School of Nursing faculty and students
JOURNAL. N.Y.S.N.A.• VOL 15. NO. 2. JUNE 1984
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each semester. Scl'lool of Sursing faailty
are assuming more responsibility for
referring students directly.
The need for financial assistance is
determined as soon as possible. Students
are n:fem:d to the Office of Financial
Aid and! or they are directed to appra.
priat.c sources of financial assis_tance.
Tbev arc assisted. as necessary. with the
appiication. Additional ~ur~ of financial aid continue to be identified and
frequent personal con~ct is mai~tain~
with our liaison person m the Umversity
Financial Aid Office.
Information about all of our retention
aai,itics is con,-eyed to students verbally
and in writing. A questionnaire is utilized
each semester to obtain feedback on the
effectiveness of our retention activities.
Retention efforts involving the faculty
of the School of Nursing have included
co-sponsoring two workshops with the
Affirmative Action Committee of the
School of Xursing. The workshop leader.
on both occasions. was Dr. Jean Saunders of the Medical College of Virginia.
The purpose of the first wor~hop_
to assist faculty to develop their skill in
identifying and treating l~rning pr~blcms related to differences m processing
information both on the pan of students
and faculty. A follow-up workshop was
held at the request of faculty. The topic
was -Meeting the :--.eeds of Disadvantaged Students Through Effective Lecturing and Teaching Methods." Both
workshops were: very well received. A
questionnaire based on bchav~oral objectives was used for evaluauon purposes.
Open lines of communication with
the faculty regarding project activities
have been maintained. Monthly meetings arc held with th~ undergraduate
chairperson. the assistant dean for
student affairs and the undergraduate
academiccoordinator. Periodic progress
reports are given at undergraduate
department meetings. all faculty meet40

ings and at meetings with the Dean of
the School of Nursing.
A resource center containing literature
and references related to cultural and
ethnic diversity wi,h implications for
nursing and health has been established
for student and faculty use.

.-.-.

Evaluation Activities

The success of our program has been
measured at intervals as deemed appropriate by the Research Methodolo¥ist.
The systematic quantitative analy~is ?f
the evaluation data collected 1s m
process. Some preliminary de~criptive
analysis of some of the evaluation d~ta
has been accomplished on an ongoing
basis and has provided feedback on ~he
extent to which our objectives are bemg
met and on student-perceived problems.
So far these analyses have disclosed no
major problems of sufficient significance
to warrant changing our basic program
goals or the ways we are implementing
them. In general. the student comments
have been highly positive and no truly
negative comments have bee~ made. .
Program effective~ess will be evidenced in the increase in numbers of
applications from disadvanfagl!d students and in the increase in the number
of students admitted to and retained in
the School of Nursing. Records arc
being maintained to document the~e
results and to build a data base. This
data base will also include student
profiles developed ~hr:ough !he _examination of the adm1ss1on cntena. The
Project Staff will determine to what
extent this data predicts success in the
nursing program through quantification
of each of the admission criteria.

Challmres in Project Implementation

Our original grant application ~as
submitted in November 1979, action
was deferred in May 1980. In October
1980. the application was approved and
the grant award was made in D~~mber
1980. Whilethischangedcuranttc1pated
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starting time. it did give us better
grounding in the establishment of our
future nurse clubs and in the establishment of lines of communication with
key persons in the community and the
Universitv.
As the~e are no similar programs in
the Western New York area. we were
not aware of all the ramifications of
program implementation. Working with
a large city public school system presented many challenges. We found that
the reorganization of schools and the
elimination of positions due to budget
cuts had considerable impact on our
future nurse dub activities.
Within the University. the constraints
of the State University application
system prevented us from identifying all
of the potential nursing students in the
Universitywhoaredisadvantaged. lnan
attempt to resolve the dilemma, we
initiated a system with the Educational
Opportunity Program for identifying
potential and actual nursing students
who are participants in their program.
We also acquainted our total nursing
student bod,· with the services available
for disadva~taged students and developed and administered the financial and.
environmental disadvantage questionnaire. TheSchoolofNursingadmissions
materials now include questions which
serve to establish the disadvantaged
status of new students.
Another challenge presented itself
during the second year when project
funding was decreased by thirty percent.
This resulted in a necessary reduction of
staff and a reassignment of duties.
Requests for assistance were made to
the School of Nursing alumnae and
members of Sigma Theta Tau. the nursing honor society. One volunteer was
obtained who participated in future
nurse club activities.
In relation to our SPAN students.
applicants selected for our first summer
program had participated in a futu.rc
nurse club for oneyearonly(as Seniors).

Because of this limitation. project staff
were unable. in the majority of cases. to
meet the objectives of the clubs with this
group. As a result. the applicant pool for
the first summer program ( 1982) consisted of students who had gr~ter academic disadvantages than anticipated.
The majority were accepted into the
University under the auspices of the
Educational Opportunity Program.
The applicant pool for the second
summer preparatory program ( 1983)
consisted of students the project staff
had worked with over a two-year period
in the future nurse clubs. Based on
knowledge of the personal and academic
problems encountered by the SPAN
1982 students during their freshman
year. and on the increased competition
for University admission. we decided to
accept only those students whose credentials showed a high potential for success
in the University. As a consequence only
thineen studer.ts were accepted.
Effons are currently being directed
toward integrating program activities
more thoroughly into the existing administrative and organizational structures of the School of Nursing for
continuation after completion of the
grant. It is hoped that this program will
serve as a model for continuation of the
preparation of disadvantaged students
in the School of Nursing and in the
University.

"

,.......__
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Recruiting minorities requires commitment, Green emphasizes
..

f

f

A

By CONNIE OSWALD STOFKO

dmitting that it's a "bloody
issue," Dr. Roosevelt Green
of Pennsylvania State University this week told of efforts
there to make minority recruitment a
requirement for tenure.
•
Green, assistant to the dean of the
graduate school for minority affairs at
Penn State, was invited to U B by the
President's Advisory Committee on
Equal Opportunity and Affirmative
Action.
Green reported that it has been
recommended to the president of Penn
State that minority recruitment and
retention efforts become pan and parcel
of tenure, promotion and raise considerations, just as teaching, research, and
publication are now considered.
Green is doubtful the proposal will be
enacted, he said, but he still keeps
plugging the idea.
"There are no incentives now other
than one's good feelings and thoughts."
Green said. "And you know how far that
goes at the supermarket."
Pennsylvania is one of six or seven
states included in a civil rights order to
desegregate its universities.
Penn State has about 61,000 or 62,000
students total, Green said. Of ,hose, there
are between 1,500 and 2,000 minority
students.
Green's goal is to double the current
black graduate and undergraduate
enrollment.
"Leadership is the key ingredient in
minority recruitment and retention," he
said. "Minority persons must make sure
that the issue doesn't drift to the back
burner.
~1 do recruitment at the request of the
dean of the graduate school.. His
commitment is understood by the other
deans. That's important because unless
you have strong definition at the top in
terms of minority· recruitment, you will
have problems."
Financial aid is another important
aspect.
..Show me your budget and I'll show
you your commitment," Green repeated
throughout his talk. Talking about
minority recruitment without backing it
up financially is "magical thinking," he

white institutions are hostile environ-

ments for minorities. In an effort to avoid
confrontation. Penn State has an annual
fall orientation which explains resources
in the community such as which whit\!
barbers will cut black hair. Green said.•

minority students feel isolated
S ome
and alienated, he noted.
lh~y

should be encouraged to part1c1pa1c _m
university-wide events as well as in
minority activities.
He encourages minority student
networking so they get to k~ow the
minority faculty and staff. He said that a
significant number of minority students
will stop by his office not because they
have a problem, but to meet with another
minority person.
The school is only 4 to 5 per cent black
and there's no black community in town.
Green said.
Green finds that recruiting through
black churches, fraternities. and sororities has paid off handsomely. The
upwardly mobile blacks are often found
in the churches, he has discovered.
Role models are important to minority
students.
"If a student aspires to be president of

SUNY/Buffalo, he needs to believe it can
be achieved," Green said. But if he
·doesn't see any minority person close to
that position. he has to wonder if it's
possible.
"We need to get away from these
'assistant to• positions. like the one I
have," Green argued. They need to be
changed to positions with power. ·
In the meantime, Green has learned to
make us of others' power.
.. You have to learn to make use of
power you don't have." he told his UB
audience. "I have the ear of the president
and the dean and it has a rippling effect.,.
When it comes to recruiting. Green
finds the personal approach is best.
He sends out mass mailings to targeted
students, but takes a tip from sweepstakes programs and inserts the student's
name in the copy through word
processing.
"They get tons of mail, .. he asserted.
"Most they don't even bother to answer.
Personalizing is important."
Green ran a workshop for college
placement directors and each director
had to bring five students. It gave Penn
State qualified students to recruit; it gave

said.

"Magical thinking is okay for the
psychotic, but it docsn 't help the sane," he
said.
Green said that many predominantly ..

L

L··

Dr. Green ol Penn Slats..

placement directors personal contact
with the campus. and it made the
directors think of placing students in
graduate school. not just in business and
industry, Green said.
He also travels to career days at black
and non-black colleges.
reen uses minoritv students to recG ruit
other minoritv students and has

found recruitment to b-e most effective in
departments headed by a minority
person.
One exception came in the psychology
department where there had been a high
recruitment and retention rate. But as the
department got more Mack faculty
members, the number of minority
students actually decreased. Green said.
The black faculty are very bright
research people, so they spend their time
doing research.
"That's the name of the game," Green
said.
Recruitment has traditionallv been
aimed at high school seniors. but greater
effons are needed to reach the students
earlier, he contended. He'd like to talk to
them in eighth or ninth grade.
"If you wait until senior year. it's too
late," he said. "They don't have the right
courses and they won't do well."
He also wants to 'develop a sound
program based on merit because people
often assume black students are needy.
"There's a significant pom of well
qualified black and minority students
that predominantly white institutions fail
to recruit," Green stated ... They say.
'Hatvard and Yale will get those.' When
everybody says that, what happens by
default?"
Green also fears the type of education
that stresses job skills over social
consciousness.
A black student at Penn State told him
that apartheid in South Africa should
remain until blacks learn re~ponsibility.
Several other students didn't know who
Martin Luther King was.
"l don't think they're atypical." Green
said.
Today's students are more concerned
with becoming "marketable" than with
social issues. he contended.
"I tell them. 'Your ancestors were marketable.·"
Green holds a B.A. from Paine College.
a master of divinity from Morehouse
College. an M.S. W. from the University
of Georgia. and a Ph.D. from Penn
State.
... . . .
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BE SOMEONE SPECIAL,
BEA NURSE!

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO
OF HEALTH SCIENCES
FACUL
SCHOOL OF NURSING
815 Stockton-Kimball Tower
Department of Undergraduate Nurse Education
(716) 831-2137
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Special Project
1.

7

Complete a Professional Nursin}! Career

Program for the Disadvantaged Studenl Information Form and return to the School of
:\"ursing. 815 Stockton-Kimba11 Tower. l'\.foin

Street Campus.
Xm,· York 14214.

SU'.\JY /Buffalo.

Buffalo,

Submit at least two letters of recommendation from lwo nf your high school teachers
to the Sdmul of :--.:ursing at the abo\'e addr,;ss.
Compl1!lerl information forms and letten; of
recommendation should be suhmilled by

January 5.

In accordance with regulations of the United
States Federal Government, vou are hereln·
notified that no person in what~\·er relationship
with SU:-.:Y /Buffalo shall be subject to discrimination on the basis of race. ethnic background.
national origin. religion. color. age. sex. condition
of handicap or status as a veteran of United States
military sen1 ice.

The School of Nursing reserves the right to
make changes in programs. policy and regulations
as circumstances dictate, subsequent lo this printing.

For further information please contact:
Professional Nursing Career Program
for Disadvantaged Students
815 Stockton-Kimball Tower
State University of New York
al Buffalo

Buffalo. New York 14214
Telephone: (716) 831-2137
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO
Faculty of Health Sciences

SCHOOL OF NURSING

STRIVING FOR PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT IN NURSING
(Professional Nursing Career Program for Disadvantaged Students)

2

B.

Retention Activities
1.

PURPOSE AND PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS
To increase the enrollment and retention of qualified disadvantaged individuals

in a Baccalaureate Program in Nursing.

Academic Assistance Activities
a.

Development of a system for faculty identification and referral
of students in difficulty.

b.

Individualized and group tutoring in the science and nursing
courses.
Referral to the Learning Center and other University resources
as necessary.

c.

2.

To prepare appropriate materials and programs for the recruitment of qualified
di.sadvantaged individuals.

Supportive Activities

a.

One-to-one counseling.

b.

Participation in the Minority Nursing Student Organization.
1. Informal get-togethers arranged by students.

The Program will:

2.

1.

assist in the retention of disadvantaged students enrolled in the pre-clinical
and clinical courses,

2.

assist in the recruitment of University disadvantaged students who are potential nursing students,

3.

work directly with community experts and high school counselors and teachers
to prepare and test out appropriate materials and programs to be used for the
recruitme:nt of qualified disadvantaged high school students,

4.

identify and recruit as trainees those high school students who show potential
and motivation to pursue professional nursing,

3.

b.

increasing awareness of and sensitivity to disadvantaged students'
concerns.
a. Co-sponsored with the Affirmative Action Committee of the School
of Nursing, a workshop for faculty on Nay 27, 1981. The focus
was on differences in processing information and the effect on
teaching/learning styles. The workshop leader was Dr. Jean
Saunders of the Medical College of Virginia.

evaluate the extent to which goals·are met through program efficacy and
student success.

Spring 1981
A.

Recruitment Activities
1.

Planned and presented sixty-six presentations on Nursing as a Career
to the Biology and Chemistry classes in the eight Buffalo Academic
High Schools. Questionnaires were used to obtain data for evaluation
purposes from 1297 students and teachers.

b.
c.

1.

Development of brochures, A.V. o.aterials and financial aid packets.

2~

Consultation with Advisory Council.

3.

Participation in the following orientation programs:

House and the Buffalo Urban Leagu~.

Planned for the formation of Future Nurse Clubs in the Buffalo academic
high schools, and for recruitment activities with students in the
Title IV programs in Western New York.

Maintained open lines of communication with faculty.
Established a resource center containing literature and references related to cultural and ethnic diversity with implications for Nursing and Health.

Swmner 1981
A. Recruitment Activities

2. Participated in Career Days sponso~ed by the Lackawanna Friendship
3.

Referrals to Financial Aid Office.
Identification of additional sources of financial aid.

4. Faculty development and advisement activities for the purpose of

avenues of financial aid,

OUTLINE OF PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

Financial Assistance Activities
a.

5. provide financial assistance through stipends to the trainees and pursue other
6.

Peer support and group cohesion encouraged.

a.

University Freshmen interested in Health Related Professions

b.

Freshmen participating in the Educational Opportunity Program.

c.

Native American High School s~udents participating in a recruitment program for Health Related Professions.

Other Activities
1.

Evaluation of activities to date - analysis of data.

2.

Continued planning for fall recruitment and retention activities.

4

3

Fall 1982 and Spring 1983

Fall 1981 and Spring 1982

A.

A. Continuation of all recruitment activities

Recruitment Activities

1.

1. Implementation of an orientation program for counselors and teachers
functioning as club advisors.

2.

E~tablishtnent of Future Nurse Clubs in the eight Buffalo academic
high schools. T'Wo hundred students received certificates for having
attended four or more of the monthly club meetings. Implementation
of programs for Title IV students, Buffalo Vocational Technical Center
students, and seventeen other interested student groups.

3.

Selection of trainees and development of Summer Preparatory Program
a. Selection Criteria - Admission to the University, two letters
of recommendation from teachers and/or Future Nurse Club advisors, and interviews by project staff. Evidence of environmental and/or financial disadvantage.
b.

Development and use of diagnostic tests to determine preparedness for University science courses.

c.

Development of Summer Preparatory Program

Bennett High School
Buffalo Traditional. High School
City Honors High School
Grover Cleveland High School
Kensington High School
Lafayette High School
Riverside High School
South Park High School
We have 137 student members

B.

- Academic skills development activities (remedial studyindividualized), non-cognitive and personal skills
development activities.
- Activities related to acculturation into the University
environment.

C.

Introduction to University Leaming Center and Health Sciences
Skills Development Center.

B.

- Pre-test and post-test development.
Continuation of all retention activities
1.

Academic support was provided to 60 students and over 60 were seen
for purposes of counseling and advisement.

2.

A follow-up faculty development workshop, "Meeting the Needs of
Disadvantaged Students Through Effective Lecturing and Teaching
Methods", held on November 6, 1982. Dr • .Jean Saunders was the
workshop leader.

C.

Continued consultation with the Advisory Council regarding all prog~am
plans and activities.

D.

Continued evaluation of all activities.

Adoption of the title, "Striving for R_rofessional _!chievement in !ursing"
to replace "Professional-Nursing Care_er Program for Disadvantaged
Students".

B.

Implementation of the first Swmner Preparatory Program (July 6 August 12, 1982)
1.

Eighteen (18) students participated in the program.

2.

Seventeen (17) students enrolled in Freshmen courses.

2.

21 presentations on nursing have been given to date

3.

16 applications have already been received for the second
summer preparatory program (July 6 - August 12, 1983)

Continuation of all Retention Activities

1.

60 students were tutored in the science and nursing courses during
the fall semester, 1982.

2.

Monthly meetings are held with the summer preparatory students and
with the Minority Nursing Student Association

3.

Communication with faculty is on-going

Submission of research findings based on the results of analysis of
data completed in the 01 year.

Summer 1983

A.

Implementation of Summer Preparatory Program - same process

Fall 1983
A. Continuation of retention activities.

Summer 1982
A.

Future Nurse clubs are meeting monthly at the following high
schools:

I
!

B.

Evaluation of total program.

C.

Reconunendations for continued University support of activities.

D.

Submission of research findings for publication~ for publication.
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Dear Colleague:
We are pleased to transmit this background report for the
Conference on Minority Access to the Professions. The report
illustrates the various issues and problems associated with
minority underrepresentation in the professions to be discussed
at the Conference.
This is an important beginning for a coordinated plan of
action in this area. By bringing together the various individuals who have been active thus far. and through the strong commitment of the Legislature,: the State Education Department and
the professional societies, we can begin to solve these problems.
We would like to thank Gloria Benford, who researched and
wrote the report, for her tireless efforts. Ve would also like
to thank the members of the Coumittee on Higher Education and
the Black and Puerto Rican Caucus for their invaluable assistance.

MARK ALAN SIEGEL
CHAIR.1 ASSEMBLY HIGHER EDUCATION COMMITTEE

ALBERT VANN
CHAIR, BLACK AND PUERTO RICAN CAUCUS
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Available statistics reveal that in virtually all of the
professional categories. as listed by the New York State Department of Labor, minorities are grossly underrepresented. 1

Although

there are many reasons for this disparity in minority representation, these reasons can generally be grouped into two broad categories:

(1) lay governance of the professions, and (2) lack of

access to educational opportunities.

LAY GOVErJ~ANCE OF THE PROFESSIONS
In New York State. professional licensing is wandatory and
accomplished by licenses being issued to qualified applicants
provided they meet the requirement~ prescribed by law for each
profession.

The essential elements of licensing involve the stip-

ulation of circumstances under which permission tc perform an
otherwise prohibited activity may be granted and, in addition
to subjecting the licensee to the procedures and renalties for
professional misconduct, entitles the holder to practice the profession and to use the professional title.

In the State of New

York, the legislature provides the statutory frarr:ewcrk from which
admission to and regulation of the professions is supervised by
the Board of Regents and adn:inistered by the State Fducation Departtent. which is in turn assisted by a State Licensing Board

for each profession. 2
1

See Table 1, page 2; Title of Table:
LABOR FORCE BY RACE AND SEX, 1970.

OCCUPATION OF CIVILIAN

2see Education Law 6500 through 6507; Appendix, pagesl-6
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TABLE 1

'j

OCCUPATION OF CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE
BY RACE AND SEX. 1970

1
1

{

LICENSING
Although much of the rhetoric of licensing places emphasis

New Yorlc Standard Hetropolitan Statistical Area

on protecting the public's health and safety, the underlying moOccupation

Female

Ci~
labor

Blac..1<

percent:

Puerto Rican

mmi:>er percent

Pel1'-::t-.\mber cent

rn.mi:>er

4,775,090

1,872,760 39.2

702,859

795,073

312,346 39.3

68,264

8.6

11,.160

1.4

Accountants

59,623

10,0D 16.8

3,302

5.5

562

0.9

Caq:>uter Speci aJ ist-..s

20,318

5,005 24.6

1.417

7.0

203

1.0

8,734

2,007 23.0

622

7.1

111

1.3

Health Technologists &
teclr.i.cians

15,519

9,657 62.2

3,629

23.4

843

5.4

Social Scientists

11,794.

2,883 24.4

453

3.8

94

0.8

32,803

3,649 11.1

2,.788

8.5

790

2.4

7.1

427

6.5

118

1.8

Total - all occupations
Professional, Technical

& Kindred

Li£e & Physical scientists

Engineering & science

teclmician5

Techni.c:ians, exc. health,
engineering & science

Other professional,
t:ecbnical & kindred
tilCJrlcers

force

469

6,575-

14.7 239.676

5.0,

tives for the self-regulatory mechanisms adopted by various occupations are not entirely altruistic:

Rarely has the licensing of

a profession been the result of an outcry from the public; rather,
professional groups have played a major role·in.bringing about ~ch
of the licensing l~gislation in existence today.

The professional

groups have, more often than not, provided the impetus and been
the inst~gators of the efforts to achieve lice~sing.
Prior to statutory regulation, individual members of occupations formed associations and developed codes of ethics in the hopes
of gaining for their members as much prestige and compensation to
their codes of ethics and requirements.for membership.

If one reads

the professional publications or attends meetings of practitioner
groups. one is likely to learn that licensing is often promoted as
a way of enchancing the status and the public image of the group.
Consequently, it is not at all surprising to find that various pro-

321,040

112,206 35.0

31,670

9.9

3,.773

1.2

fessional groups have been willing to invest substantia1 sums to
hire attorneys and lobbyists in an effort to achieve licensing.

Source: State of New Yo:rlc, Departlnent of Labor, Addendmn to Statistics on Minorities
and lbnen, May 1977, pg. 3
-

As a result, when a new piece of licensing legislation is passed.
it almost always involves the creation of a regulatory board with
a majority membership composed of practitioners from the very
occupatic--:1 or profession in question. 3
3

-2-

Equally significant has

See Education Law 6523, page 4; Creation of State Board for Medicine

-3-

,

.,

been the role of professional and trade groups in blocking legislation not desired by its members and in preventing changes not
deemed to be in the best interest of their own groups.
LICENSING BOARDS

Licensing boards have a dual ftm.ction:
§

l·
I

6523.

eligibility requirements of a given profession, and they see that
Sfate boaril fer medicine

A state board for medicine shall be appointed b7 the bo~rc1 of
regents on recommendation of the commissione-r for the purpose
of assisting the board of 1-egents and the department on matters
of professional licensing and professional conduct in accordru?ce
·with section si~t;-five hundred eight of this title. TI1e boa!:d
shall be composed of not less than twenty physicmns licens~l :in ·
this state for at least five years, two of whom shall be doctors of
osteopathy.· An e."'ecutive secretmy to the.board sh2U be a?>pointed by the board of regents on 1·ecommendation of tlte co~.:
missioner and shall be a physician licensed in this state.
Added L.1971~ c. 987. § 2.
:Historical .Note

I
f

l

they determine the

Section rleriTI!d frorn former sections 6;;03 ruial wM or the Educ:i.tion
L:l.w or l!H7. Section G503 lY:rs :idd!!d
L.1w1. c. 820: m:ien!led r...1osi. c. ::O;
and :rcpe:iletl L.i9n, c. 957, f l. Section w0:1- irns :idded L.19-17. c. 620;
:md
T.•:wn. c. 9570 ! J.

Pb.t-sici:ms :Lllil S u ~ ¢::>l.

Effectln Data. Section 9 o! L.
J!>il, c. 937. pro\·idi!!l tbat this:
tion

professional standards are adhered to by the practitioners. 4
Some minority practitioners and educators have argued that
licensing boards make decisions on matters pertaining to licensing

.

from provincial viewpoints without regard for the implications
these decisions may have on members of disadvantaged groups.
Moreover. members of licensing boards have been accused of failing to recognize that licensing requirements may have ramifications
which go far beyond the individual.
Professional licensing requirements may. for example. exert

erfecti,€c- Sept. 1. 19,J.

a significant impact on education in tenns of curriculum as well
as the duration and cost of training.
C.J.S. Pl:J"Siciru:s :ind Sui;eons S
etseq..

And, there can be little

doubt that differences in educational requirements account for
much of the disparity in minority representation witlri.n the professions.

An understanding of the present context of higher edu-

cation as it influences minority group participation in graduate
education and ultimately the professions is essential to the consideration of constructive action in the future.

;;

:~·-j
j

4

See Education Law 6508, page 6.
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§
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l

~i
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6508.

Assist:mcc by sfatc boarc1s for the p.-ofossfons
1. A bonrcl for each 1>rofo.ssion shall be :ippointed by the
board of 1·egents on the recommenoation of the coz:unissiouer for
the purpose of :i.ssisting the board of regents and the department
on matters of 1>rofcssion2.l licensing, pr:ictice, and conduct. 1'hc
composition of each boa1·d sb.aU be as prescribed in the a1i:iclc
relating to Cllch professfon. ,vm1:n cacll boa1·d c: committee 011
licensing and one or mo1·e committees on p1·ofessional conduct
may be appointed by the board chairman.
2. E:ich board, or its comn:ittea on· licensing-, shall select 01·
prepare ex:i.minations, may conduct oral and practical examinations and recx.-uniuntions, shall fix passing grades, and assist the
dep.11:bnent in other licensing matters as prescribed by the board
o! 1·cgeats.
S. Each boai·cl, 01· its committee or committees on professio11
:ii couduct, shall conduct disci}llinary 1>rocccdings us 1>rcsc1·ibcd
in lhi:. :u·ticlc nnJ :;hall a:;:;ist in ulhc1· 1m.1fcssioual coutlud m:1ttcrs as prcsc1ibed by the board of regents.
4. l\Iembers of each board shall be nppointccl by the boo.rd oC
regents for fivc-ye.'lr terms cxcc1>t th:it the te1111s of those first
uppointccl shall be arranged so that as nearly as possible m1
equal number shall tcrmim1tc annu:tUy. A ,•ac:mcy occm-i-ingcluting a term shall be fillect by an appointment by the boai·d of

I

I
-.

1i
f

I

l
l

'

!

.

une~-pired term. Each state professional nssoci3.tion or society may nominate one 01.· more ca.ndic!atc., fo1· c!'.ch
appointment to be made to the board for its profession, but the
board of regents shall not be 1·equired to appoint candidates so
nomirutted.
5. Each member of a board shall 1·ecei\"e a ccrtific.i.te of nppointment, shall before beginning his term of office file a constitutional oath of office with the secretm:y of state, shall 1·eceive
up to one hundred doUai:s ns prescribed by the bo:.l'd of regents
for c."1.Cli dav devoted to board work, nnd shall be reimbursed for
Jlis ucc~i"Y expenses. No mcmbc1· shall serve beyond the ngc
or :.c¥cnty. Any member may be removed from n boat·d by the
board of 1-ogc~ls ioi- misconclm:t, incapacity or neglect of cbtl)·.
G. Each ~ard slm.11 elect fro:n its members :t cl1ait·rmm :md
,·ice-chairman an11uall3p, shall meet u11on c:ill of lhe di:tinn:m or
the depru:tment, and m:i.y :i.do1>t bylaws consistent with this title
and approved by the board of 11!~cnts. A quorum f'or the ll·ansnclion of business by the bo:ird shall be a majodtr of members
but not Jess than five members.

7. An executive scc1-cta1y to each bo:u-cl shnII b~ appninted h;
the board of 1-egcnts on recom.:1cnd:ition of the commissioncl·.
Such c:<ccuth·c secretary shall not be :i. member of the bom·d,
shall hold office at the pleasure of, nnd sh::ill lla.,·c the powers,
duties and annual salary presc1ibcd by the bo.-u·d of regents.
Added L.1971, c. 987, § 2; amended L.1971, c. 99-1, §§ 1, 3-1.
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ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION
Access to h~gher education is commonly defined as the opportunity to enroll in college.

Traditionally. the status of any

social group in higher education has been protected. or impaired~
by other important social supports including family. wealth, "old
boy" networks, and individual background advantages.

These so-

cial factors have, consciously, been built into established patterns of selective coll~ge admissions.

4

.,regents for t.'lie

;';;

~·

Minorities as a group

still do not have the advantages which traditionally support higher
education access.

According to Elizabeth A. Abramowitz, in Equal

Educational Opportunity for Blacks in U.S. Higher Education. three
,.

classifications of barriers to equal educational opportunity are
used to analyze the status of blacks in college.

Although Mrs .

}.bramowitz's discussion is confined to blacks, all of her arguments are applicable to other minority groups.
"CATEGORICAL BAR..~.IERS arise when two groups are treated differently to the detriment of one group ... In higher education.
categorical barriers included such things as quotas that limited
college admission and eligibility requirements that limited the
availability of financial aid to Blacks.

Enforcement of Title

VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1974 helped to reduce categorical
barriers, ... However, when income and aspiration differences had
been accounted for, racial barriers to educational opportunity
remained ...
"EDUCATIONAL BARRIERS _are policies and practices of institutions and individuals that seem neutral, but have an adverse
impact on Blacks ... Educational and categorical barriers differ

-7-

,

in that the latter are deliberate efforts to discriminate whereas
the racial impact of the former may be unintended.

Their neutral

appearance makes educational barriers more difficult to detect
and easier to defend than categorical barriers.

In addition,

categorical barriers can simply be eliminated, but educational
barriers must be replaced .because they usually serve a legitimate
function.

t

perceived their learning environment.

Black students who remained

did not find their predominately white colleges friendly, warm
institutions.

Rather, their ability to cope with and function

adequately within indifferent and sometimes hostile environments

•
n5
may have determined their persistence.

Finding a replacement for an educational barrier is

often difficult, because an institution reay resist change, or
because a satisfactory substitute cannot be found ...
"PSYCHOSOCIAL BARRIERS arise from negative aspects of the
life style individuals adopted voluntarily or through coercion •..
Psychosocial factors entered into the decision to enter a particular field of study.

These factors included ability and personal

interest, perceived employment opportunities, encouragement and
guidance from interested others, and positive evaluation of one's
abilities.
"Psychosocial barriers influenced distribution and persistence.

They shaped how Black students perceived the institutions

in which they were enrolled.

The n~gative attitudes of white

students and faculty, combined with the problems of adjusting to
campuses of different racial compositions affected Black students'
decisions to enroll or remain.

How Black students perceived them-

selves and their future training and employment opportunities

also determined the fields of study they chose.

The difference

between Black students who dropped out and those who persisted

in undergraduate or graduate school may have been in how they

5Abramowitz, Elizabeth A., -Equal ~ortunitr for Blacks in U.S.
Higher Education:

-8-

An Assessment
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pages 85-95)
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EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY OF NEW YORK STATE
New York State has demonstraced ics commitwent to advancing

equal opport:unity for minorities in higher education ,,since the mid-

nineteen sixties, ••. by supporting special programs in postsecondary
institutions through the State ...

"The first such program, College Discovery. was established
in the seven community colleges in New York City in 1964.

In

1966 New York State funded for the first time the Search for Ed-

ucation, Elevation and Knowledge Program (SEEK) for the disadvantaged in the four-year colleges in The City University of New

York (CUNY),and in 1967, established the Educational Opportunity
Programs in both the two and four year institutions of the State
University.

Finally, in 1969 the State extended full access to

postsecondary education by enacting sec~:ions 6451 and 6452 of the
Education Law.

These sections supported the establishment of

Higher Education Opportt.mity Programs (HEOP) in independent colleges and rmiversities, and provided for the statewide coordination of the three sectors, CUNY, SUNY and independent under the

Board of Regents." 6
In 1978-79 these opportunity programs serviced "about 26

percent of the full time undergraduate minority students in public and independent colleges ... This represents a four percent
decrease from 1976-77." 7
Hi,her Education Opportunity Program (HEOP) Annual Peport 1978-77
I

ORwJ..RD

7New York State Education Department. "New York St~te Programs
of Fostsecondary Opportunity, 1977-78 and 1978-79'-, page 21
-10-

During this period, the educational aspirations of minorities were more easily satisfied since overall enrollments were

expanding, federal aid to higher education generous, and the labor market for all college educated personnel vigorous.

Since

1973, however, when political and economic events drew national
attention away from civil rights and higher education issues and
reduced the financial resources available to minorities. the

path toward educational equality has become beset with a new array
of obstacles.

In today's climate of slowed growth and diminished resources,

there is energetic competition on the part of institutions and
individuals for money and employment opportunities.

Institutions

have experienced a decline or stagnation in federal and state
funds received, and undergraduate and graduate student financial
aid has diminished.

This problem has been exacerbated for minor-

ities because they are frequently forced to compete for the same

financial resources and employment opportunities as women--that
unique minority group that actually constitutes a majority of
population. 8
An examination of the funding levels of the New York State

Opportunity Pr~grams for the years 1976 through 1979 will confirm
that they too were unable to escape this phenomena.
8
See Table 2, page 12, Title of Table:

ENROLLMENT IN INSTITUTIONS
OF HIGHER EDUCATION BY ETHNIC CATEGORY, LEVEL OF STUDENT. AND
SEX, NEW YORK STATE, FALL 1978

-11-

TABLE 2
ENROLLMENT IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION
BY ETHNIC CATEGORY, LEVEL OF STUDENT, AND SEX
NEW YORK STATE

FUNDING FOR NEW YORK STATE OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS

FALL 1978

According to the 1977-78 and 1978-79 New York State Programs
of Postsecondary Opportunity Report, "Opportunity programs in
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programs through several channels ... in 1978-79 the total appro-
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However between 1966-67 and 1978-79, the state

contribution of dollars per student decreased from $1,235 to $849
... Overall, the level of funding for (SEEK and EOP) decreased
five percent from 1976-77 to 1978-79.

HEOP was the only program

which received a small increase in both funding and students." 9
Reduced funding has perhaps had its greatest impact on the

10.s

number of supportive personnel these programs are able to hire
and retain.

"The opportunity programs employ professional staffs

with attitudes and skills which help them to understand and assist
students in overcoming the academic and personal problems they
face ... The administrators are directors, assistant directors
and coordinators of various supportive services.

The academic

personnel include teachers, counselors. professional tutors and
:o~ at:

prrccnt~~c• in this ~ble.

Puc:ncs =Y aoc add C:ue co rounding.

Source:

"New York State provides financial assistance to opporttmity
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the State of New York receive their funds from three major sources:

O:'

New York State, Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Enrollment in
Institutions of Higher Education, Fall 1978
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remedial specialists ...
9

See Table 3, page 14; Title of Table: Opportunity Programs State
Appropriations and Projected Enrollment 1976-77 to 1978-79
-13-
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10
Table 4 (sic1 shows that the professional staffing of opportunity programs has declined significantly since 1972-73.

The

number of professional staff members has declined by about 1,586,
T.ABI.F. 3.

is summarized in a memorandum submitted to the Black and Fuerto

SEEK

EOP

HF.OP

State -

1976-77

Com:nu_"lit

College

Discoven

Students

410 000

10 6oo

ronriation

ti- Students

i'Ol'ALS

Boo

1

that our dollars are linked to student numbers with no provision

lico

4 100

1 200

our resources to accomodate more students in the absence of additional money." 12
The combination of dwindling dollars and the barriers cited

6 42 000
10 200

An'Dronriation

Source:

one of

has been a lower dollar rate per student as we have had to spread

1 0

Boo

4oo

by Mrs. Abramowitz have taken their toll on minority students'

q. f,oo

access to higher education in New York State.

1978-79

#- Students

0

the major factors contributing to our fiscal plight is the fact

1971-78
A

It states>

for the increase in cost of operating these programs •.. The result
10 600 000.

fl

EOP

Rican Legislative Caucus on March 16, 1981.

An examination

of some of the ways in which these barriers have impacted on

66 000
10

8oo

4oo

New York State's minority students in opportunity programs will

4 6oo

give an indication of what minority students on the whole must

New York State Programs of Postsecondary Opportunity
1977-78 and 1978-79, New York State Education Department
page 45

face when attending predominantly white institutions of higher
education.
10

-14-
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See Table 4, page 16, Title of Table: Total Opportunity Program
Professional Personnel (FTE) by Sector.1972-73 to 1978-79

11New York State Programs of Postsecondary Opportunity~ 1977-78;
page 44-45
12

See Table 5. page 16a. Title of Table: Annaul St:ate Appropriations
for Opportunity Programs in New York State, 1966-67 to 1981-82
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it.
"

-~l
~~;;
:;,

~1

The problem. as viewed by the HEOP Professional Organization,,

1976-77 to 1978-79

.. ,,

;:::)

or 41 percent, since 1972-73."ll

Opportunity Programs State Appropriations and Projected Enrollment

)· .

'.

•

Appropriation
C of students
Avg. ,$/student

TABLE 4

66-67

Total Opportunity Program Professional Personnel (FTE)

67-68

by Sector

1972-73 to 1978-79
......

.

SEEK

1972-?3

HEOP

BOP

State

EO.P

Cv::!l!!Ut"'li.ty

1.009.5 246.o 108.2

r;g_7

·colle~e
Discovery
NA

68-69
TO:P.1l!S

.::>2&.6

5ll.O

151.1

51 .. 4

Z13-2

7

1976-7?

418.5 224.1 154.8

33-2

266.0

1,095.6

1977 ?8

389.8 225.3 164.o

46.o

271-?

1,096.8

1g78-7g
Difference

381.5

244.8 165.0

46.0

-1.2 +.56.8

-13-7

1.972-73 to
1978-79

-628.

2L;.1.9

.

l-lA

--

8-:;7.~

-.586.l

NA= Not available

Source:

New York State Education Department, New York State
Programs of Postsecondary Opportunity. 1977-78 and
1978-79, page 45.

.

I

SEEK

1.soo.000
1,215
1.235
2,500,000
1,630
1,534
5,500,000
2,872
1.915

C.D.

EOP
St. Oper.

500,000
249
2,008
1,973,000
959
2,057

EOP

C.C.'s

H.E.O.P.

TOTALS

1,500,000
1,215
1,235
3,000,000
1,879
1,592
7,473,000
3,831
1,932

6,250,000
4,109
1,477
9,000,000
6,092
1,477
7,000,000
7,321
1,229
12,500,000
8,500
1,471
12,300,000

4,350,000
963,.274
11,563,270
2,582
1,.887
8,578
1,685
510
1,348
6,702,000
3,999,390 19,701,390
70-71
4,968
3,520
14,580
1,349
1,136
1,352
6,825,000
28,845,000
2,000.000 13,020,000
4,883
18,917
71-72
6,713
1,398
1,525
1,939
2,000,000
9.368,000
2,500,000
6,850,000
33,218,000
72-73
2,000 .
7,360
2,000
5,300
25,.160
1,000
1,273
1,250
1,292
1,320
2.000,000
9,795,000
2,700,000
7,410,000
34,205,000
2,000
.. ' 9;800
7,500
2,700
5,300
27,.300
73-74
1,000
1,398
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1_3_;-1...:.oii~:~~~~~~---_.:,.
_ _ _ _ _1,306
_,:__ _ _ _1,000
....;..._ _ _ ___,.;.
_ _ _ _ _1,.253
...;...____:?i
,
1,700,000
9,791,000
2,550,000
7,591,000
35,332,000
·74-75
2,000
10,100
7,600
3,000
5,300
28,600
850
1,288
850
1
432
---------1-3-,3~0~~~;:...~.;;;~..:.~---.......;=..;:;,___ _.....;;;;=;:;_;;_---__;;;=---.;:;.z...:.:::;,;:;..__ _ 1,235
1,470,000
9,587,000 1,980,000
7,591,000
33,928,000
4,.900
75-76
11;400
7,800
3,300
5,300
32,700
1.,167.
300
1,229
1,.432
600
1,038
758,000
7,410,000 1,055,300
7,591,000
27,414,700
10.~00.000
4,100
7,800
3,400
5,500
'76-77
31,200
10,600
185
950
310
1,432
879
1;000
tt57a-u·o 6,942,000 1,071,000 7,966,000 31,854,000
15,150,000
1
4,600
7,800
3,400
5,563
51.,.563
10,200
'77-78
158
890
315
1,432
1,009
1,485
•
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _::;..__ _--==-=,-,:-=:----,,.--:-:==--=::,=--~=-=,-,::----=::--::=-:::,....,,.-=-:---:::-,---=::,:--==--.J
725,000
6,458,.000
855,000
7,966,000
24,807,500
1
8,803,000
4,600
7,800
'78-79
3,400
5,563
31,863
10,500
___________
_____
______
_____
_ _ _ _1,432
...;;...._ _ _ _ _ _799
_ _ _ ,1;
158
828
252
838
2
605,.000
6,191,000
756,000
8,483,000
25,162,600
9,121 ,ooo
10,500
,~
'79-80
4,.800
7,400
3,000
5,561
31.261
126
837
252
805
1,525
--------------8...:.7...:.0_ _-===-~;;;.--..,,.-,::-:-;=-i~--=:::,-:~,---::::--:::-:~~:----=-=-=:---.:,....;,,--~.
617,000
6,815,000
756,000
8,313,340
25,422,.340
8,921,000
4,892
7,400
'80-81
- 3,000
5,561
50,653
9,800
·~
126
921
252
1,495
829
=
3
7,505,300
465,000
10,.115,000*
756,000 8,483,000
27,324,000
't
'81-82
3,685
7,850
10,603*
3,000
s.s61
30,699
126
956 _ _ _..;;;.;;.;.;..
252 _ ___;;=~----_..;.;;...;;,_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;_;:...;_
9S4 _ _ _....;;;~----..;;.;;...;;...
1,525
890 _ _'el
it;,,:..
;EEK State appropriations through 197&-77 were matched 50-50 by City funds. In 1977-78 and 1978-79
:he State-City fonnula was 7S-25.
3eginning with 1979-80, finds for SEEK instructional positions are budgeted within regular
and Departmental Research categories at the senior colleges.
Figures obtained from 1981-82 State Executive Budget
Includes $1,092,000.. for f203 st~ents at Senior Colleg~iscovi16. at m: Technical Coll~ge
Source: HEOP/PO. Inc. i !(arch 16, 1981, · Table ·E, Appen
·
69-70

1,I:-23 .. 4

1g75-?6

TABLE 5
Annual State Appropriations for Opportunicy Frograms
in New York State, 1966-67 to 1981-82

--==-==--J

Ii ..

i·

-------------------------------------------1'I
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CATEGORICAL BARRIERS

campus organizations and lack of rapport with the faculty which

If we are willing to accept Mrs. Abramowitz's analysis that
categorical barriers "arise when two groups are treated differ-

eventually results in minority students as a group, forming a
second social order at predominantly white institutions.

ently to the detriment of one group", then we must recognize

A second categorical barrier created by these special pro-

that the EOP, HEOP, and SEEK programs in New York State, in their

grams is that they tend to further isolate minority students from

attempt to eliminate some of the educational barriers facing mi-

the mainstream of campus life by (1) failing to develop a mech-

nority students, have contributed to tqe creation of certain other

anism whereby minority students are routinely integrated into

barriers.

the mainstream of institutional and departmental activities, and

A categorical barrier inherent in programs intended to com-

(2) their inability to create an institutional environment that

pensate for a combination of social, economic and/or educational

is supportive of minority students' achievements.

handicaps. is that they "obscure the relationship between race

students are labelled as both economically and educationally de-

and membership in low socio-economic groups.

prived, "teachers are frequently infected by what Murray Wax has

Socio-economic

Because these

status is a reliable base for predicting the level of educational

called the 'vacuum ideology'. the belief that children are dif-

achievement, but it considers black and white students from the

ferent because they have been deprived.of what is desirable.

same perspective, ignoring the effect of individual and institu-

The 'vacuum ideology' has greatest implications for those who

tional racism on black children and ignoring cultural difference

differ from teachers in both economic status and race ... these

in determining curriculum. 1113

children, then are dismissed as being intellectually and psycho-

Persistence, as a measure of equal educational opportunity
is the result of the interaction of the minority student with

logyically different.
spelled 'inferior• . 1114

his classmates, instructors, supportive personnel, and with the
academic and social environment of the school.

An overwhel~g

This perceived difference is too often

"Unfortunately. the presence of large numbers of minority
students in EOP-type programs can have a 'spillover' effect on

problem for minority students on "desegregated". but uncommitted,

other minority students in college.

campuses is their relative isolation, estrangement from established

all minority students. regardless of academic background and per-

13
Edited by Louis L. Knowles and Kenneth Prewitt, Institutional
Racism in America. Prentice-Hall, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
1969, page 42
-17-

Faculty may simply perceive

formance, to be educationally disadvantaged •.• This 'pygmalion

14

Edited by Louis L. Knowles and Kenneth Prewitt, Institutional
Racism in .America, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs. N.J ••
1969, page 42
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•

effect' has been well documented at other levels of education
and causes a serious problem in higher education." 15

COLLEGE COSTS
The simplests overall measure of status differences between
minorities and whites is income.

Put in a one-dimensional form,

individual and/or family real income differences represent differences in·cotr.mand over goods and services, and therefore in
physical standards of well-being.

Sustained differences in in-

come suggest more general phenomena which are not often thought
about when income data alone are arrayed in a column.

In the

broadest possible terms·, sustained income differences indicate
differences in life chances defined by standards that prevail in
a particular society.

Life chances include a number of goods,

for example, health care, education, information· about employment
opportunities, the acquisition or purchase of knowlege not available through general education, and superior social contacts.
Income differences also suggest differences in social prestige,
in the power to initiate change and manipulate the environment.
and to forge one's own life-styles.
The problems minorities face in paying college costs are both
central to a range of problems and concurrent with theoretically
separate barriers to educational mobility.

Since minorities have

about 60% of the median family income of whites, there is a tend-

15

Ronald W. Lopez and Darryl D. Enos, "Chicanos and Public Higher
Education in California" Sacramento, California, December 1972,
page 31-33 and

Robert: Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson, "Teacher Expectation and
Pupils Intellectual Development, Pygmalion in the Classroom,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1968.
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ency to think that minorities can pay for 60% of the goods and
services the average white family consumes.

Yet. when compared

with a white median family income of $14,268 versus the average

-20-

minority income Of $8,779. 16 it is easy to see that minority
chances for success are extremely impaired.

FAMILY IUCOME
Student financial need is the difference between the t:otal
cost of instruction and the amount the student can contribute to
his educational expenses.

Access to college is also dependent

on the amount of money that parents can provide to meet the ever
increasing cost of educating their children.

Beyond the strong

relationship between family income and educational access, family income also influences the quality of schooling one will
receive.

Mrs. Abramowitz writes, "The relationship between family
incoree and equal opportunity for Black college students was not
a sikple one.

Of all Black high school graduates in college in

the 1973-74 academic year. lower-income Black families sent their
members to college at a higher rate than more affluent Black families ... The relationship of family income to distribution was such
that low-income Black students were most likely to attend lowcost institutions, regardless of ability.

In selecting college

majors, Black students as a group. who also tended to be poorer.
were more concerned than whites about potential earning power.
In addition, within the Black group, those from wealthier families
tended to select careers and fields involving advanced training
while less well-off blacks selected other careers and fields of
study ..•

. ;~

d..

"Finally, family income was related to persistence.

.,:;

,

,i

I
,

~
I

,,_•.~
',

})~
..

6'-

<''•1~

'

16lncome figures were taken from: Newman, /1.midei, Ca~ter., ~ayk
Y..ruvant and Russell. Protest, Politics and Prosperity., B ac
Ame~ic~s and White Institutions. 1940-7S:-Pantheon Books.,
New York, IDS, page 269
-21-

Students

fro~ more affluent families entered advanced training as planned.
while those from poorer families did not.
-22-

"The negative impact of family income on the status of Blacks
in college is greatest at the graduate and professional school
level.

Here the likelihood of enterfng advanced training was

directly related to the family's ability to pay.

At the under-

graduate level the existence of institutions with widely varying
costs and the presence of federal and state-aid programs had diminished the negative impact of low family income on access.
Such compensations, however, do not exist in graduate or professional schools; advanced training costs more and few aid programs
exist. 1117
This observation is confirmed in a "Position Paper on the
Impact of the 1981-82 Executive Budget on Higher Education Opportunity Programs":

"HEOP students can count on few, if any, pa-

rental resources to assist them in coliege.

For most of them,

standardized need analysis formulas predict the household ability
to contribute to postsecondary costs at zero.

Financial aid

d
the ability of the program to help them succee.

Mrs. Abramowitz, continues, "The importance of college costs
and financial aid in college selection of full-time freshmen is
sumrrcl.rized in Table 6 (sic].

year colleges and universities regarded the availability of financial aid as very important in their college selection.

nancial aid was more important to Black than to white freshmen
in their college selection.

cerned as other minorities about financial aid in college selection.
Racial differences in the importance of financi2l aid in college
selection of freshmen attending private institutions were even
larger." 19
TABLE 6:

The Importance of Financial Aid in College Choice of
Freshmen Attending Public and Private Four-Year Colleges
and Universities by Race. Fall 1973
Pl!rr~n.:s {Un,..·~ishtm N,..,_.J

Ptrbli,: I mri111rior::r

Bia.~

Very
Somewhat
Nol
Total

40.4
21.0
38.4 .
100.0

lmportlnce of Aid

"The difference remaining to finance a student's budget,
commonly referred to as the 'Aid Gap' is typically assigned to

Whitt!

Othu

To:al

10.S
12.1

20.7

12..9
12.S
14.l
lCO.O

773

JOO.O

17.6

61.6

100.0

(7.546)

(93.4-:0J

(2,361)

(103.553)

Sl.9

22.0
14.2
52.6
100.0

.C0.4
16.0
43.4
100.0

25.6
1.;.6
59.0

PriLYJII! I 1Utiturion:t

an anticipated parental contribution, whether or not the amount

Jmponance of Aid
Very

Son:cwb:11

can realistically be expected to be provided ... This inevitably

NOi

To."al

renders rtarginal students much more vulnerable to financial
pressures, and weakens their motivation, and ultimately lessens

-23-

Black freshmen in public institutions

were four times as concerned as white freshmen and twice as con-

loan sources, work-study and HEOP funds ....

85-95

In

both public and private four-year college and universities, fi-

BEOG and TAP, discretionary federal and institutional grant and

Equal Opportunity for Blacks in U.S. Higher Education, pages

Regardless of race, more students

in rrivate four-year college and universities than in public four-

officers at independent college, 'package~ HEOP students using

17

,,18

20.0

25.0

100.0

(6,372)

(88.0SS)

(Z.4SS)

100.0

{96~)

SOURCE: An:c:ic:m Cou:ICll o:i 61ucuio:i C~i-.e lnstn:ction:il R=cli ~F..:m:::=
Norms (1973), unpubl~ d;:ua.

18
19

EECP/FO, Inc. Memo; A Position Paper, page 2
Equal Education Opportunity for Blacks in U.S. Higher Education

paee

127
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b.

FINANCIAL AID

financial aid and loan programs with those of other levels of

In all types of institutions adequate financial aid is needed

r:overnment. 1120

It is essential

to insure equal access for minority students.

P.

in low-cost public institutions where the cost of attendance on
a full time basis usually amounts to about $3,500 annually, and

I

in selective private institutions where the total cost of atten-

t,

f
le

dance frequently exceeds $6,000 per year.

I!
1

TABLE 7
----··--··-· --

College-going
Cost for 9 M::>s.

AM!,

4 Year
%

AMI'.

%

HEOP

F.DP
State

2 Year
.M.-!I.

State.

TABLE 8

Average Costs Compared to Average Aid
Available to Opportunity Students

I

%

Alvff.

%

I

Conm.nitv
PJ:,ff.

I

%

ANr.

%

''

l
!

1,048

26.8 3,502 56.0 2,378 42.9 · 1,164 29.8 1,0231 26.4 1,005 26.0

Living

2,862

73.2 2,755 44.0 3,171 57.1 2,744 70.2 2,845 i3.6 2,862 74.0

:

1DTAL

3,910

100.0 6,257 100.0 5,549 100.0 3,908 100.0 3,868 100.0 3,867 100.0

.

New York State Education Department, New York State Programs of Postsecondary Opportunity, 1977-78 and 1978-79
page 50

In New York State, student financial aid is administered

by

the New York State Higher Education Services Corporation pursuant
to section 650 of the New York State Education Law.

1978-79

College (I
Discoverv !

EOP

Educational

"The purposes

of the corporation, as stated in law, are:
a.

present inadequacies in current financial aid programs in New York

I

i
''

SOURCE:

in financial aid opportunity students received will highlight the

1

1978-79

SEEK

review of the average college costs versus the difference

--------------t

Distribution of Budgeted College-Going C0st for Opportunity Stt.cents·

HEOP

To coordinate the state's administrative effort in student

To improve the postsecondary educational opportunities
of eligible students through the centralized administration of New York State financial aid and loan programs;

I

'

SEEK

4

HEOP

2

vr.

EOP

State I Comm.mi tv

College

Discove:r.v

Total Avera~e Aid

68

3908

88

Differences:
-928

Unmet Need

-1

1 noes not include VA/Social Security funds.
SOUP.CF: New York State Education Department, Ne!-: ~~rk State
Programs of Postsecondary Opportunity, 1~77-7G and 1978-79.
page 54

"Table 8 {sic] shows the average aid availal::!.e to students
compared with the average student budget.

In each of the programs.

students continued to have large unmet financial needs.

With the

exception of HEOP two-year programs, the aid gap ranged from $900
20

New York State Higher Education Services Corporation, 1979-80
Annual Report, pg. l;
New York State Education Law. sect. 652.2
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to almost $1,700. Even with work and loans, total costs could not be
met, a fact which placed an additional burden on students already
d 0 21
economically hard presse.
Federal aid to students may not yet be sufficient to guarantee
ability to pay college costs to all students in low costs public
institutions, but at least in this sector the costs seem manageable
for i:--ost students.

At private institutions, however, and especially

at highly selective ones, the costs are rarely manageable for minority students without additional

aid beyond federal end state funds.

k"hen this financial barrier is added to the selection requirements, t~e potential of limiting minorities' access to low-cost
public institutions grows.

Moreover, when the recent problems of

inflation and rising college costs are considered, this potential
looks like the most probable outcoree.

Given the bre.:-.th of impedi-

mer.ts minorities face to college access, need based federal and
stzte ail to students can only be effective at e~ualizing opportunity
when the concurrent problems of the disadvantaged are added to the
evaluation of programs.

As a consequence, state anu federal finan-

cial aid has played and continues to play a pivotal role in promoting
basic access to undergraduate and graduate schocl for ~inorities.

EDUCATIONAL TESTING
Education civil rights laws and constitutional obligations
give federal and state governments power to stop direct racial
discrimination, but, unfortunately, progress for minorities is
also tied to educational practices that are not directly related to
academic achievement.

Accordingly, the greatest barriers to higher

education for minorities in New York State, aside from financial
ones, are institutionally determined.
The proliferation of standardized aptitude and achievement
testing in admissions frequently poses the most simple element
in the problems of equal access.

"All-applicants take the same

tests and are judged by the same standards.

But, because the

tests measures background and experiences as well as academic
achievement, disadvantaged minority groups, and those more
isolated from the mainstream American-culture, tend not to score
as well as others taking the test ..... The dilemma confronting
policy makers

is

that. on the one hand, tests serve a legitimate

function by providing an objective means of selecting students.
Indeed, no better selection techniques have been devised to date.
But, on the other hand, since the performance of Blacks and lowincome groups on standardized tests

is

generally lower than that

of other groups, the tests were barriers to access."

22

22 Equal Opportunity for Blacks in U.S. Higher Education. pg. 111

21New York State Program of Postsecondary Opportunity, 1977-78
and 1978-79. page 54
-27-
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The Educational Testing Service (ETS). in a pamphlet entitled

The net effect of these tests on minority access is summarized

··Test Use and Validity·· describes these tests as follows: "A common

by the National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and

misconcept1.on
·
1.·s that these tests somehow measure innate, unchanging abilities.

In fact, they measure learned skills.

Black Colleges and Universities in their publication, A Losing

They are

Battle: The Decline in Black Participation in Graduate and Pro-

described as aptitude tests because they are not tied to a parti-

fessional Education:

cular course of study, curriculum or program, and because they are

sible for the exclusion of Blacks from graduate and professional

typically used to assess student's relative abilities to perform

well in future academic work.

education.

Scholastic aptitude tests are most

·the debate over the validity of test scores as predictors of Black

reasoning and vocabulary, mathematical reasoning, and data interAnd, in another pamphlet, .. Test Scores and Family

Income·;. ETS confirms Mrs. Abramowitz' s thesis about the relationship between test scores and f~mily income.

"It is well known that,

in relation to students f rom low-1.·ncome families. students from
middle and upper class families usually have more highly educated
parents, have home and community environments that provide more
support for educational attainment, and attend better schools. to
name only a few o f t h ere 1evan t f ac t o rs .

To deny that valid mea-

sures of educational attainment may be related to the economic
circumstances of student's families is to ignore the realities
of social and educational inequality .... the averaga income
figures .... show that there is, in fact, a relationship.
family incomes are higher for higher-scoring students.

Average

.,24

23Educational Testing Service, Test Use and Validfty, A Response
to Charges in the Hader/Nairn Report on ETS, Princeton, N.J .•
Feb. 1980, pg. 7
24Educational Testing Service. Test Scores and Family Income.
Princeton, New Jersey. Feb. 1980, pgs. 6,7

The recent legislative skirmishes over accountability

and accessibility in the testing industry have highlighted anew

often made up of problems that test reading comprehension. verbal
pratation."23

"Admissions tests are most directly respon-

,.I

academic performance.

'

criticized as being culturally biased in fayor of white middle

l.

';..

Admissions examinations have been roundly

class experiences, and test results exhibit a remarkably strong
correlation with parental income.

President for Academic Affairs at Florida State University, labesl
cognitive examinations as exclusionary devices because 'they
purport to measure intelligence ... but they do so in a cultural
and sociological context from which they derive their exclusionary
character. 1125
And, Mrs. Abramowitz concludes, "the question surrounding
the use of admissions tests and their effects as educational
25

National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and
Black Colleges and Universities. A Losing Battle: The Decline
in Black Partici ation in Graduate and Professional Education,
Washington, D.C., October 19 0, pg. 13
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Paul Elliot, Assistant Vice-

.•

barriers has no easy long-range or interim solution.

Before

abandoning aptitude tests forever. more validation studies are
needed, taking into account a period of adjustment of Black

students on white campuses, by including second and third year

grade point averages as prediction criteria.

In addition, alter-

native means of assessing students must be devised so that the new
admissions criteria do not themselves become categorical barriers ....

EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION
When the special programs were initiated. participating
institutions recognized that students in these programs would
need unique educational services.

In line with this. colleges

Finally, every effort should be made to equalize across race and

provided structured support services consisting of pre-freshmen

social class the non-ability factors that the tests also measure." 26

summer programs, remedial, tutoring, counseling and developmental
and supportive courses.

In the 1977-78 HEOP Annual Report. it

states, "in each of the colleges tutoring services are available
to HEOP students who need more specialized instruction and rein-

forcement than that available from remedial ... sources ..• (A)n
average of 19 hours of tutoring, representing an increase of
5% over the previous year, were available to all HEOP students. 1127

However, by the time the 1979-80 F-EOP Annual Report was completed
the situation had deteriorated:

"the number of tutoring hours

provided to HEOP students decreased by 16 percent from 1978-79
to 1979-80.

The change reflects insufficient resources availa-

ble to fulfill campus requests for student assistants." 28

27
26

Equal Opportunity for Blacks in U.S. Higher Education, pg. 112

It

Higher Education Opportunity Programs, Annual Report 1977-78,

page ~2

28

Higher Education Opportunity Programs Ar.nual Report 1979-80,
page 24
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should also be noted that this decline in tutoring services was

PSYCHOSOCIAL BARRIERS

also accompanied by a decline in student achievement.

However complex the education related economic inequalities

TABLE 9

between minorities and whites may be, the psychosocial differences

Grade Point Averages

surrounding their participation in higher education are many

The grade point average, a numerical code indicating the quality of a
.student's work, may range from O (failure) to 4.0 (A or 100%)1.

times more complex.

has resulted in some progress for minorities, no public program

Tab).e 16 compares the grade point average distribution of l!EOP stu-

dents for

1978-79

and

1979-80.

has yet been able to ~ystematically go beyond the economic sphere

Grade Point Averages of KE:OP Students by Percent
1979--80 Compared to 1978-79

of racial discrimination.

-80

14-5

1 8-79

1 -3

.

22-3

4 -2

l .6

46.1

16.3

The table shows little change in the distributions. Slightly f-ewer
studezi.ts were in the lowest range and about 61 percent had passing graces
(above 2.0). About sixteen percent had very good.or excellent grades.

Source:

Desegration may be defined as the

termination of the forceable separation of the races. but inte-

0-.

1

Although federal and state intervention

gration, as perceived by minority groups, is concerned with their
psychosocial as well as their material condition in the country.
In education, however, an institution controlled primarily
!

Higher Education Opportunity Program, Annual Repor~ 1979-80,
pg. 25

by whites, integration is directed at racial balance only because
the

prepatory stage of self-criticism. careful analysis and

understanding has not yet been initiated.

In referring back

to the section on categorical barriers. for example, the textAdditionally. the Report concluded, "the percent of students

books that are most commonly used by students should be examined

who were academically dismissed, an indication of failure, accounted

to determine their relationship to the overall integration of

for ... 23.9% of the separations." 29

the minority student into the mainstream of society.

Adequate academic preparation i$ essential to the successful
completion of undergraduate course work. and the eventual entry
into the professions.

If minority students are to succeed, ad-

Pruitt and Knowles observe. "in their treatment of racial
matters, American textbooks present an idealized and distorted
-

picture of the national state of affairs ... Although there recently

ditional emphasis must be placed on rectifying years of inferior

have been efforts to correct errors and to include the Black

elementary and secondary education.

American in textbooks, these efforts still fall far short of a

29

Higher Education Opportunity Porgrams Annual Report 1979-80,

page 24
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fair treatment.

The new texts, although less overtly racist

than the old, are marked by the same inability to acknowledge

Discrimination is. a dynamic process. which operates in

the historical and present disparity between our stated ideals and

different spheres and takes different forms that cannot be isolated

actual institutional practices.

fro~ each other; it must be viewed as part of a ,:hole system.

This lack of a self-critical

perspective extends to the treatment of other societies, par-

Unfortunately, what is found to be true among educators is that

ticularly the non-white, non-western, non-industrialized cultures,

they have a desire to isolate specific factors for spearate con-

which are evaluated in terms of thei·r acceptance or rejection

sideration and proceed to develop "ad hoc" policy measures to fit

of white American values ....
"The distortions taught in our schools have not been caught

each particular problem.

What they fail to consider is that

often, a decrease in one form of discrimination is accompanied

and changed largely because whites control curriculum even in

by an increase in another form of discrimination.

most overwhelmingly minority areas ... Moreover, ... the choice

since all aspects of discrimination interact. any analysis

is limited to books vrritten , edited, and published by whites

should incorporate all of its aspec~s in. a unified manner.

concerned with profit ....
"In summary, our public schools, through the use of racists

textbooks ... are inculcating into white children false notions of
superiority over people of color by presenting a <listorted _view
of the historical and contemporary roles of whites and non-whites
in the world ....
"The combined effect of these factors is a progressive
lessening of the (minority) child's self-esteem as he proceeds
through school ... The result of this process is a steady decline
in academic performance, particularly in the critical skills of
verbal and reading ability. 1130
30

Institutional Racism in America, page 34
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Therefore.

THE MISSING LINK:

.

.
'

THE ROLE OF PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES

In the past:, professional associations have not encouraged
increased access to the profess1.·ons. Th
h
·
ey ave in large part
failed to assist in serving and protecting the public which is

the professional's responsibility and thus the responsibility
of the organizations which represent the public. Instead their
activities have been f
d
·
ocuse on representing their existing con-

stituency.

Outreach by these organizations is a vital component

to addressing minority underrepresentation.

Currently every professional association has acknowledged
the need to increase minority involvement in its discipline;

The problems of minority persons in professional activities
are complex and not likely to be solved by parochial approaches
to the problem.

As long as equal opportunity efforts are located

solely in special offices or c·ommittees, the membership of the
society will view them as peripheral to the interests of the
organization.

A variety of activities should be implemented with

the encouragement and involvement of the organization's leadership and in conjunction with the various state agencies if any
real impact is to be made.

and, in response have initiated a number of programs to combat
the problem.

Despite a broad range of activities among societies.

these programs have met with limited success.
A common professional association activity is to create
committees on the status of minorities, both in graduate school
and the profession at large.

Such committees face a variety

of problems, but perhaps the most serious is that they rarely
achieve the visibility, or acti·ne
to make substantive progress.

v

· ·
·
participation that is necessary

In New York State, several professional societies have undertaken measures to increase participation, and as an appendix,
pages 7 through 17, descriptions of several of these programs
have been included to give some indication of the types of activities different organizations have become involved in.
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6500

EDUCATION !,AW

co111;lstcnt with the provl1:1loos ot this

net,
·
"2, Tho rules of tho bonrd ot re•
i:1•11t1t :mthor17.ccl to bo J)romulgntnd
lly 111b!llvl11lu11 (1) or 11ccU011 11lxl)'•
fh•c buullrcd six or tlte clluc11Uou J1nv

Title 8

Art. 130

ns 01lclcd by section two of U1ls net,
niay define ns uoprofcsslon:il conduct
nll comluct apccitlcd ns un11ro!csslon,
nl In title clr,ht or tlils clm11tcr In cf•
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l1unctred sc\·cnty,onc,"
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phshe~ by a license being issued to a qunlifiecl npplicnnt by tho
education department. 'ro qualify fo1• n license an applicant
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6500. Introduction.
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0502, Dul'ntlon nnd rcgisti·ntion of a license.
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§ 6500,
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tho p1·ncttc:o ot c:<.>1·tnin p1•o!ossions, 'l'his tb·st 1u·tlelo n1,pllcs to

6501 '

l~lstorlonl Noto
Effoctlvc Dnte. Section o or r,
l071, c. 0S7, J>ro,·hlctl t1111e this sec~
tlon be o!!cctlvc Sept. 11 1071,

SUBARTICLE 1, INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY.

SUBAnTIOLI!'J 1. INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY
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all the professions included in this title Each of the 1·emaining
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Adclccl L,1971, c. 087, § 2.
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170:i \\'~'l'O l'llJHmlL•1I L,1071, c, us;, I l,

Fornier Sccll1111 DOOi,
t,;i,c11<111,
which l'Clntt'!l to \lrtlnltloHN, \\'/Iii ruld,
1:11 T,.10-Ji', o, ~20: nnu:111lcd 1,,,0:iO, c.

:;c:i, Al; r,.rn:m, c, 'MO,~ 1 i f,,1:101,
fH'I: 1•c:-1,~11lrd J,,11J7J, Q, OS'i, , l
nn1I la nnw coY"l't'rl b)• 1,cot1111,,. <1,'l:,H

C,

1\11\l 0;;31,
EHootlvo 0:lto, flrictlon O of L.
107J, t', ll~7, lt:'O\'ltlt'1l ll111t Ud11 ~C"O•
Uon 1Jo o!tccth·o :ir1,r, 11 JOil,

o,•01111 ltvt1o11•11uo..
Cnnvlctl 1r1·r111tcll cortltlc11to, of
~•11111 cn11,111et, l~K1Hlllrc ot 111/UllloiCd to,

11''U CQtl'Ct:tlOII

tnw 50-c.

Zt'ln•Ai•,- lhtoroncoo
0,J,S, 1,lco11so11 $ :?O ot 11,ii,

§ 6502

EDUCATION LAW

Titlo 8

A1't, 180

I1ROFESS1ONS-GENERAL PHOVfSIONS §

§ 6502.

l>tll'n.tlo11 nn<l 1·cststrntton of n. Jlccuso
1, A license shnll be vnlld·clul'ing the life of the holdo1• unloss
l'ovokod, nnimllocl or sus1,cnclcd by the bonrcl of regents. A liccnsco must 1•cgistcl' bicnninlly with tho dcpnL'tment to prnctico
in this stnte.
2, 'l'hc depnrtmcnt shnll cstnbTish tho beginning tlntos of the
two-ycn.i· rcgistro.lion for each professlon nnd mo.ii nn npplicntion
for 1·cgisti·ntion to evc1·y licensc,o cul'l'cntly rcgistc1·ed at !enst
foul' months l)l'ior to the beginning of the 1·egistl'ntion porlod £01.·

6502

the 1·espcctivc p1·oi'cGsion.
3. The department shall l'egister onch licensee who submits
nn npplicntion on n form prcscl'ibcd by tho department nnd who
i,nys the rogistl'ntio11 foe. Any licensee who foils to 1·cgister by
the beginning· of the npproprlate regiatrntion period shall be rcquil'od to pny nn additional tee fol' Intc filing of two dollars for
onch month thnt rogistmtion hns lJecn dclnyccl while such licensee continued to p1·actico his profession.

Any licensee who is uot engaging in the practica of his

4.

profession in this state nnd does not desire to register shall so
nch·isc tho clcpnrtment. Such licensee may subsequently registc1·
m,d resume prnctice without llnying nu additional fee for failul'o
to 1·cgistol' at the bcgiuninlJ o.C tho registration pci·iocl.

5. Any licensee, authorized to practice under this title, un•
clc1·tnking })raclicc ior the f'il'st time or resuming 1,racticc nrtci- · ·
a lapse of rcglstmtion, may commence practice upon mniling to
tho clepnrtmcnt n propc1· application a11cl :fee p1·oviclccl, however,
that such 1m\ctico without nctunl possession of the rcgil;trntion
may continue fol' not more than ninety daya.

Licensees shall notify the department of any change
nnmc 01· mniling nddi·css within sixty days of such change.
Added L,1071, c, 087, § 2.
6,

L!1,1•nry notorcmoo~

C,.T,R, J',ICC'llllt'.~ § .J2,

or

Notcu o! I>cchlo11s
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C~occllntlon or rculstr:itlon s
Curo or dofcctlvo registration 4
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Prior law f
fh~ulatlon or fmtctltloncr 2
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(l;jO:! \\'IIH mtdoc1 r,.lMT, o. S:l.O, Sec. rlim 11~,10 ,,•11,'i :ultl111\ J,,10•17, ,•• s:m:
i,1111 111111m1t1!1t r,.1!HO, c. os1, t os: r,,
lt):;O, § 1; J,.10jl, c, •l02, § 2; r,.10:iJ,
,•• :;no, ,~ ,J, ;; : r,.m;;;;, c. rn;, § 1:

_._

1.. W:'i:i, I!. ,l!l)I, ~§ :I, •I: T,. l!l;;i,. r.. ll!l 1,
1,, lllli:I, r., :.:111, 5 •JO, Hc1:Llu11

----·~--·------•--ti.......:J;

-.,.-,.,.,.,~,~-~-

---~---

I

'

7711 G l' 111111 111111,11111'1I T,, 101111, ,,, ll~tl.

l:lccllou '0010 wn11 nt111'id r,,rn;;:;, r.
nnc1 11111c111lecl T,.10:;1, c, ll:11,
g •!: r,,1110:S, c, :?0•l, 5 •JS, A 11rH
i;!!ctlon 0010 \\'IIH orhlc1l J,,Hl Ii, r.
f;!!tl: nmcmll.'11 r,.JO•l~, c. O.Si,
':':t:
J,.10:m, c. GUO, t 2; r,.lfl:i], c. ,JI):), II
n. n: T,.10:"i1. c. :iO!l, § R: UIHJ r•··
111•:1 h•1l I,, 111,~;;, c, •lflll, S 7, :,:,,,,11 .. :i

2, Rcgulnllan of prnctltloncr
Itc:;INtrntlo11 IR n 1·csulntlon wlilch
conc.-t•n!I only the J)l'actltloncr nml

the stntll, I\IH\ WM not l1tl('nrlccl to In•
frln!J1l 1111011 lite l'h:ht:s ot 11:1ll1111111,
:llt>(,lll1<•111hly , •• I•':i 1·m1•r~• r,u:rn, et,•,,
<.'o,. ISWt. !!U ~I i~c•, r,:i, ;,;j N. Y.X, Ul:.!.

-,os, I '11

l .....

§·

6502

4,

Curo of dofoctlvo roglstrntlon

EDUCATION LAW ·

Tllo o!Ccct ot tl1c rcl(lstratlon o! n
regl.'nt.,• cerUClcntc curJni; tlcfcct!I lu
nn Jm11crtcct roglstrntlou Is to vnll•
tlnto the orli;lonl rci:lstrntlon trom
tho dntc ot Its tll111i;. Ottl\lVR)' v.,
Lowllcn, JOO:?, 172 N.Y. l!!!), 0·1 N.E,
SU!, Sc", nlso, New Yo1·lc v. Dl:;clow,
lSO:i, 13 :'t[lsc. 42, 3•i N,Y,S. 02,
No provision bnvlni: 1.lccu m:ulo Jn
to1·111cr nrtlclc 133 for tho rcv!Hlon
111111 corl'cctlon or thc ll~t or 1·c::1st111•ud dcutM:s In the orr1co ot the several cou11ty clerks or for cn11collni;
the rcgl~f.1•ntlon or n clontl!;t who hnis
hy l11n11\•01·tc11co or 1fo11li;11 hrr.11 rr.i:ls•
101•c1J by n county clc1·l< wlLhout lmvlns: IJctm llcCJIS~tl ns 11ro,•l!lrd by
to1'111or nrtlclc 133 innn<l11n1us would
not hurnc lllrccUnu n county clc1·1< to
c•nuccl, Cl'lllll.! null CXJJIIUl(C r,·0111 ltl11
l'l!Co1·tl11 amt !llc11 lite rc:;lllt1•ntlou ot ii
dcnl'lllt who hnd Ileen lru11ro11c1·ly rci;Jatc1·c<1 hy n torrncr clc1·k, 1'[:iLtcr ot
Dcntnl Soc., 100:i, 103 AJlJl,DI,·. so, oz
N,Y,l.-1, ;iOO.

l,,t

r,::;;;; wa~ n1l1tml r,,100:J, c. 'iSO, l I:
nn,1 11111r111lr.1I r,.rnn:1, <:, ~01, • •li.
fiocllon O::iSO wn» 1nhlutl r,,lOUi, r.

0

Au 01·1lcr ot II connt)' Ju!li;c <llt·cct,
Ing tho county clarlt to cuter 1111 nr>•
pllcnnt's nnmo In tho rci:Jstcr ot pity.
11lclnm1 nml surgeons nunc pro tune la

'l'Hlc 8

'Pl10FESSroNS-GENEnAr.., PROVISIONS

Art, 130

nuthol'lzccl nnd Is n nullity. :ir:it.
tcr or Somlllc, 1012, 70 Misc: 23, 130

JJOt

C:incclfntlon of r~plstratlon
• Order ot nonrcl ot nci:cuts ot Stnto
Unh·crslt.v c:rnccllog rc:;latrntlon tor
prnctlcc ot dentistry wns nutborh-.cd
whcrc tlcntlst's orlglnnl st:i.tc1ncnt ot
nutbot•lty to prnctlcc, tiled ln lSOi'.i,
merely showed posscs!llon of tllplomn
t1·om <lcntn1 collci;c not rccoi:nlv.cll In
New l"orlc. Wnllccr v. llonrd ot Ile•
i:onta ot U11h•orsltr or Nc,v l"orl<,

1030, 200 N,Y, 1J1S, 100 N.1~. OH,

0, Action quostlonln!J roalatrntlons
J>t:tcnll,1111.-. s11c1t to1• bnt1111co 1luc

tmllcr contrnct !or erection ot npnl't•
1nont bulllllni: lincl right to question
lllHunncc or co1·11or4Le 1Ilnlnt1rr•s New
Yol'l, Stnto J>rotcsslonnl c11,;lnec1·l11i:
nnrl nrchltccturnl rctlst1·ntlons, nl,
tho11glt ()l'OllOllCCI cxntnlnntlon wonltl
Jm•olvo coll11t1m1t attnclc on plnln•
tlft's rcglstrntlons, 'l'urnor Com;t.
Co, v. 1000 Rnst Ave. Inc., lOOJ, :io
Mlsc.211 Sll, 21D N.l:',S.2d 0'17, nr-

~lss.1ctl lG A.D.211 O:ll, 21!2 N,l:,S,2tl

65.05

X.Uu•nr:, Rcfcroncos

N,Y,8. r;7,

s.

§

C,J.S. r.lccnsll!i 5-12,

I,lccnscs ¢:>30.

§

6504.

Regulation of tho x,1•0/esslons

Admission to the practice of the professions (licensing) nnd
regulation of such pl'nctice shnll bo supervised by the bonrd of

1·cgcnts {sectio11 si:-:.ty-fivc hundred six) nnd ndministered by the
cclucntion clcpnrbncnt (section sixty-iivc lrnnch'ed seven), nssistccl by a state boo.rd fo1• each profession (section sixty-five
lmnd1·ed eight).
Added L.l.071, c. 087,

§

2.
lilHlol'lcnl Noto

F11rmcr section Ow0•1, which 1·clnted

1n t'C'i'tlficnlc or n11pol11L111c11t nml
11:ith ot o!!lci: oC mc,llcn.1 examiner nii

wl'll ns powc1·s ot the bonr!.l, wn11
n1hlr!tl r,.lD•l7, C, 820: \'CJICl\lcd L,
1!171, c. OS7, S 1: nnd 111 now covc1·cd
hy fiCCLlons 0:l0S nnt1 0ll:!::t.

I,lccnscs

Effective Dntc.

Section O of L.

lll71, c. !>S7, f)l'0\ 1llc,1 that this
tlon \1c (•(for.:Lll·c Sl•Jlt, :I, l071.
1

11CC•

LUn•ni•:, notorcnccs

c=2a.

C:.J .s. r.tccnscs § 3:i,

I

§

6503,

P1•nct!cc of n 111·o!csslon

Aclmlsslo11 to tho p1·actlco ot n p1•o!csslon (l) ontltlc:ii tho licensee to p1•nctfco the profession ns detlnod in the m·ticle fo1• the
particulm• p1•ofessio11, (2) entitles the fndividunl licensee to use,
tho professional title ns provided in tho m·ticlc !01· tho pnl'llculiu•
v1•ofession, nnd (3) subjects the licensee to tho p1•ocedm·es nnd
pcnnlties fo1· p1•ofessionnl misconduct as p1·csc1·lbod in this 1\l'tl.
clc (sections sixty-five h11nd1·cd nine, sb:ty-fivo hm1d1·ccl ten ,md
sb.ty.fi vc hunch·c<l eleven),
'

Added L,1071, c, 087, § 2,

Hbto1•lol\S Noto
Vormor rcctlon OC03, whlcll ro111totJ ph)'1lothorn11r ox11nil11ntlon, ,rnit ndcl,
... to tho •~nto llonrcl ot moalcnl CNnanln• c<l L.JOU•S, c. 00s1 rc11calo1I L.1011, c,
ors, wos nddcd r..1ou, c, 620 t DST, I l r nnd 111 now co1·01·od b)' Hee,

J,.10:n,

c, 00: l'CJlCRIOcl L.
l071, c, OST, S 11 nnd 111 now co1•01·01l
liy IIOCLIOIIII 0::iOS nm\ ll:l:?3,
Former S1111t1on OG03•n, Section
wlikh r1:l11lcrl lo 11ta10 COIIHlllttt'O on
'111\Ulltlo,1

tlons o:ios I\IIU O:l33,
Eftcctlvo C11h,

Section O ot 1"

lOTJ, c, 067, !ll'O\'ltlotl thnt thla

Uou bo ctcceth·c Sc11t. 1, 101.1,

ace•

§ 6505.

Co11st1·uctlon
No definition of tho pmctico of n 1n·o!cssion shnll be construccl
Lo rcst1·nln 01· 1·0stl'lct tho 110r!o1·innnco of 1dmll111· uct.'i 1mthol'liccl

In the clofinitlon of othel' professions.
1\11,lcd r.,, 3071, c. 087,

§

2.

lihtol'lanl Noto
fe1•~tln11 clt'1·h·c,1 from r111•1t1t'r H •JO:!, Hcctlon r.~10 WR/I 111ltlc1l I,.10-11,
11~,1:!, (lj Ill, OSJU, uuo:>, 'IUllO, 71 HI, c, t-:.:0, ffot•li1111 tiPOtl \1'11'1 mhh-1I J.,
1l:!11, W1.'l 1 7:!0ll, 7:107, 711011 ntlll 7700 ,0.17, I', R:!O: :nul 111111'11111•,1 r,.1!>·1:1, t',
or lho l~1l11cn11011 LI\W ot ltl·1T, Hee, )ll3: r,.HNO, ,., :,;~u, g :i: r,.w:u, 11,
11 1111 t::m1 \VIit/ 111lth•1l T,.,0-11, I', ~:m1 lli:'I, I ii: J,,111,'ill, t', :mu: T,JMO, c.
n111I 11111011tlc!.l L,lO JS, c, •J:IS l L,lD·JU, r,1, 1 :: : r,.1110:.i, c, •J:J·J, u ti, u. 1-kc•
t, O!l7, u oo, 101 r.. 10:io, o. 003, t a1
tlou 7000 WM nilllc,t r,,lD-!T, c. 6:l0 I
1.. 10:n, c. GOO: L.to::;2, e, O::i7 I r.. nn,1 nmcnilccl I,,1110•1, c, 030, section
11•!\:J, C, 80!? t i,,lO,i·I, cc, O·J, 001 I J.;, i110 wnH mltl~1I T,,1017, c, 8:10, flcl/•
1: 1:;,1, c, :!Ill, 1: r,.10Jo, c. :i::i!l: L, tlon Tl~ll, !orn1ct'I)' f i12~, w:u ntlllotl
111110, c, S:i/j; r .. tOliJ, e. osa, I 2 I L, r,.10n, c. sw: 1·u1111mllrroll 11::0, r,.
Hlt11, c. 7iil: r,.lOO·l, C, o;;,s: I,.100ll, lll:il, c. ooo, § aa. Section 720S wns
P., 22:1,
f;t1eUon O'i'lO wnH ndllc,1 T,, nchlcd L.HJ.li, c. S::?O; nnd 11mcm1ca
1!'117, I.', S:!O; nncl lllll<'ltdc1l r,.10:11, C, J,,10·1$, C, S:17, 6 ~: J',.11100, C, SCO:
·11~.!. I 12 i l',.lO~S, c. 301 i T.1,lO(H, C, r,.lOC-J, c, :17:.1, tlllcllou 7::?00 w11s a,111·

s
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§

EDUCATION T.,AW

r.,t r,,HJ.17, c, S:20: nn,1 nrnnndcd r,.
10,iJ, c. O:?, Scctlou 7307 ,w1s n<ldotl
r,,l!H7, C, S:?O; nud nmc11dc1l L,1000,
c, 1000, 2, l!r.ctlon 71100 wnn 11el1\c<l
J,.10:itl, c, 7:17, § t: nnd :1111antlc1t r,,
:10:;o, c. :;s:i: L.1001, c. r,u: r,.10;0,
c. os:i. llcct111n 7700 wn,, ntlctc1\ r,.
11JO.;, c, 11:1,1, t l, Sections o:il:!, 0710, •
GSHl, r.ooo, 7000, 7110, 71~0. 720S,
'i:lOO, 7307, 'iOOO nni\ 7700 were re•
JlCnlct\ I,,lO'i'l, c, OST, I 1,

Title 8

Formor Section OOOti, Section,
which rolntcll to omcors, tncot11111n,
11uoru1n :rncl committees of tho bot'lrd
ot n1c1\lcn\ c~nrnh101":;, wns mlclctl r...
10J7, c, 6:!0; rcJ)calcrl 7,,1071, c, 0S7,
! l l nn<l JIJ 11011' COl'Cl'Cd b)' sccUou

o,;os,

Effective Ontc, Scc:tlon O of r,.
1071, c. 0S7, proYlllCd lhnt this SCC•
tlon be cfi'cclh'o Sept, 11 1071,

Llb1•11r:v notoronoos

C,J.S. J,lccnscs § •J:?,

Llcc:nsc~ c=>:JO,

SUDAR'l'ICLE 2.

STA'fE MANAGEMENT

6506.

§

Snpen·lsion by the boa.rel of 1·cgcnts
The bon1·cl of regents shall supel'vlse the admission to aml tho
pmcticc of the 1,rofcssions. In supervlsing, the board of regents

mny:
( 1) Pronrnlgntc l'lllcs;
(2) E11tnblisll by l'11lc, high school, preprofcssionnl, profcs.
sionul and other educational qunliiicntions required for liccnsillg
in the profcssiomi ros-ululcd by this title;
(3) Clun-ter schools offering cchtc1\tio11nl progmms fo1• ti1c·
proi'cssions rcgl\lntcid by this title, nnd no such school shnll opernta in this stnto without such n charter, axccpt Columbia Univc1·sitr nnd m1y school chnrterccl by specinl :i.ct oi the lcgislntlll'O
prior to the of:foctivc date of this net;
( ,1) Appoint st1ch committees ns it cleema noccssnry and compcnsu.tc mcmbe1•s of such committees who are not members oi the
1Jon1·cl of regent~ 01· the dcpal'tmcnt up to one h\lndl'ed dollar::
per clny fol' each clny devoted to committee iuuctions, together
with thoil' necessary cxpensas;

V,

(ti)

..

Waive cclucntion, cxpci•icncc nncl c:mmi11atlm1 1·cqui1·e• .,

mcntn fo1• t\ 11rofcssio1rnl license 1n·eac1·l1Jcc\ iu the urtlclc 1·clali 111r
tu lhu 1,1·ofc:11:iio11, lH'uvitlcll Lite 1.>otm\ or 1·uuc.:11t:1 :;ltnll hu xali~:fi1:,I
thnt tha 1•cq\1h'cments of S\lCh nrtlclo hnve been substnnlinllY

met:
(6) Indol'so n Uconsc hm1ccl by n llcc11si11g boni·cl of :molhc•r
stntc 01· rounti·y \1l>0n the a1>1>llcl\nt i'ulfllling tho iollowi111: re•
c1uil·cments:
(n) .'\111,llcntlon: !Ua tin n1>1>llcntto1\ wlth tho c1cpt\l'tmcnt;

6506

Title 8
EDUCATION LAW·
Nolo 12
A 11c1·11\ln who n1h·crt1sc~ under llls Co111mlssloncr ot Ed11c:itlon tor\lld•
trade nnmo ns "'.L'lte Stnmlnrd Phnr• d!ui; optomotl'lsts to na,·crtlsc lll'lcc11,
rnncy Compnny" to gh•c n :C1·cc 1Uccll• 1040, Op ..',,.tty,Gcn. Novcrullcr 12,
cnl cxnmlnntlon to pci·sotm nslns the
The use ol tl1c c:--prcssion "Mn,llcn\
compnuy':; rc111c1lles, nnd c11111loycd 11 Sci·i·lcc," wllhout ,1unlltlc:itlo11 1 ln thu
dnl)' 1lcc11uacl 11hyHlcln11 t'or sm:h p11r- unmo ot n \ms Ines'! col'110rnt Ion woulc\
JlOllC, wns pl'o1ic1•1y co1wlctorl or prt1c• constitute ,in nd1•01·tlscmcnt to pmc•
tlcln:; mc,llclno 11nlnwtull1. Fcopl'o ' tlco mr.dlclnc wlthht former section
,•• Clly 1•1·lson, 101(i, lGS J\1111,D11•, !?•lO, o:;13, l03ti, Op.Atty.Oen. !!-10.
l::i:! N,Y,S, Oii.
Itulcs 4 nn<l S ch11rncto1•l1d11:: ns
l:'ormcr 11cctlo11 0:!13 wns ,·tolntc,l unprotcs1ilo11n\ nn,\ olljcctlonnblc cc1·•
whore the 1lctcmlnnt, nn 1mllvlllunl, tntn types of sollcltntlon or rmtron•
nih·crl1111~tl to 111·nctlcc mulcr tl1c nnn1c ngc n1·c vnlld r~i;ulnLlon~ within the
"1(1111/ilnn )fccllcnl Hc111," I'coplc v, rcnsonnlllo exercise o! the su11crvl•
Wlll,cs, 1010, 103 N,Y,S. O:iO.
1101·y powers o.t tho l\cgcuts in mnttcrs ot pro!csslonn\ 1m1ctlccs. 1033,
Scc1·ctnt'Y ot Stnto Is not rcnulrcd
•
120
0
to :tllo n ccrtlClcntc o! Jncorpol'ntlon, Op,,.tty, en. • '
tho 11t11to1l 11111·110~0 baln:; to p1·ocuro
11•or1acr 1111bd\vlslon 2(!:) of fo1·mc1·
c1:1·tnl11 cln~~cs or 1101·sonR to give pro• section 1311 WM uot latc11dctl to 11mfl'N$lonn1 wol'lc to ccrtnln optome• lt tho power ot the resents to clcclurc
u·l~l,t, "nt II i.11llstnntl11l dl~count !1'0111 cc1·tnln lornui ot nch•c1·Ut1ln,: tor p:itho p1·01·nlll11:: rnlcs of optomctrlsL,," t1·0nnco or n111 other net to lJo 1111•
thus ,·Jolnth1;: 01· om1llng rules ot tho proCcsslonnl, Ill,

§

§ 6507, Atlmlntstmtion by tlio c,lucn.tlon <1011:utmcnt
1. 'l'ho conunlssionci· nntl the ,lc1uu-tment shall administcl'
tho nchnls11lo11 to nnd the 1m\ctlco of tho 1n·oi'csslons.
2. In ndmlntstel'ing, tho commlssione1• may:
n. P1•omulgnta 1·ogulntio11si
b. Cond\lct hwostin·ntlons;

01

c:, Ias\10

su!Jpoonns;

d, 01•1mt lmn1unlty from Jll'OIIOC\.ltlon ln ACCOl.'Clu.nco with BOC•
tion sl:-c hundi·ed nineteen c of tho code of cl'lminnl p1·occdm·a to
nnyono sub11ocnnocl ln nny hwostlgntlon 01· hcmrh1S" concluctc<l
J>\U'Slttmt to thla title i o.nd

o. E,m,sc, !01· cnusc ncccptnble to tho comml~sloncr, the !nil•
\ll'O to 1·cirlstcn• b!cnnl1\1ly, Such 0:-cci1s0 shnll vnhc\nto nnd nutho•
1·11.0 a\\ch 1n·nctttlonc\''s right to pl'ACtlce vending 1•cgiah·nt~o~,
o, Tho do1>n1·tmont nsslstod by tho boni·d !01• cnch p1•ofcss1011,
ahnll:

.
Establish atandn.1•ds for p1·e1>rofosslonnl and 1n·o!osslonn\
educo.tlon, oxporlcncc nnd licensing oxiimlnntions ns 1•eq\\lted to
implement the n1·ticle for cnch iu•ofession i
b. Review qunliilca.tions in conncctlon with liccm!lng 1•cquh·c•
I\,

lJ•. .
.

"'w

mcnts; al\d

c. p 1•ovldo !01· Hconslng examlunllons and 1·ooxcunlnnt1ons,

Art, 130

§ 6506

PROFESSIONS-GENERAL l>ROVIStONS

(b) Education: meet eclucntlonnt 1·equil'cmcntn in ttccorchmco
with tho connnlsslonel''s rogulntions;
(c) Experience: hnvo o:<perlence satisfactory to tho bonrtl
nnd ln accordl\nce with the commissioner's 1·cgulntions;

(cl) Exni~1inntion: i,nss nn examhintion sntisfnctOl'l' to tho
bonrd nnd m nccoi-dnnco with the commissioncl''s 1•cgulntions;
(e) Age: be at least twenty-one yen1·s of nge;
. (f) ~itizcn~hip: be a United States citizen, 01· file n declnl'a•
Lion of intention tc become n citizen, unless such requirement js

waivecl, i11 accol'clnncc with the commissioner's l'cgulations:
(g) Chnractcr: be o:f good mo1·a\ chnl'nctcr as determined by
the clepnrtmcnt; nnd
(h) Fees: pay n.':fee to the department fol' indorsement of forLy ctollars.
(7) Dh-cct the department to i·emcdy o.ny error, omission, delay or other circumsta11ce in the issunnce 01· reg-isti·atioa of n license;

. (S) Dcsignntc n 1n-o:fessionnl conduct o:Wcc1· on rccommcnc1a-

bon of the commfasioncr in connection with 1n•ofcs:1ionnl mil!cou<luct p1•~cccclings and crjminnl mattc1·s, sul'l\ officc1· to 1.,o empowt'rc<I to issue subpoenns nncl administc1· onths in connection with
such pl'occcclings;
(!I) E,stnblish by rule, stnndnrcls of conduct with respect to.nrl\'Ct-tising, fee splitting, l)l'ncticing under n name other tlum thnt
or the individual licensee (whe11 not spccificnlly nuthol'faed),
Jll'~}let· use of nc~dcmia 01· professional clcr,Tccs or titles tending
lo m111ly })l'ofcss1onnl status, nnd such othe1• ethical prncticci:i :is
:;uch bonrd shall clecm neccssm·y; and
(10) Delegate to department offico1·s the clisposition of any licensing mnttcrs pursunut to 1·ules.

Adclccl L.1971 1 c. !187, § 2; nmcnclcd L.1!)71, c, !HM, § 2,
1!171 Arno111l111~11t, $11111\, 0, l,.rn? l,

r., ~:!ll;

1111\1 111111•11,lt•,I

1,.1!1.',ll, l', :;1;:1, §

r. :,:, I, 1 !!, l!rr, f\~11t, l, lllil, ntlclt'tl

:? : J,.,o:n. t•. rmn.

>l11l11h1, 7-10, T,,lD'i'J, c, OO·J, ! !?,
,,r,, Nc11t, l, mil l'OllllllllJl!r~l\ fOl'IIICl'
J•1!11I,;. (r() IIM i'-10,

lUOU, (!, 111:J: r,.10.'.iO, c. 71:i; r,.10;;7,
c. 277, t 1: r, 10CJ1, c. oi;:s, 9 1; 1,.10111,
ci, •JOO,
BucLlon O~'i'1l 11•n~ nlltlcil r,,
1007, C, iiC, § 1 : lllHI :uncmlcrl I ..
lOOS, c, OiO, Section liiO·J was :uhlr•tl
l',.10,10, c. 170, § 2; :111<1 nmcmlc:1 l,,

~•11111,_ II :lllil 1•,•11111111,~•1·1:il tu1·111,11· ,ml.HI,
I, 1111 ,,

Ocrlvntron, Fol'mcr §§ 0:.iOO, 0::ii'O

ot

:111o1 lliO,I oC Ilic 1':chl(•11tlun T,nw
Wli, Hcctlo11 tii:iO\l Wt\11 11tlclctl r,, l!Hi,

Art, 130

1;

r•. 1u:-,'!~ ,••

l0ll:i,

C,

l ltl,

070·1 \\':HI

f ],

nrhlcll

,\

ll:"1i:

l: J,,

J,,Jll;,J, C!, 117; J,,Jllju, c, •JUS,

prlr>r ~ct•tl!JII

r,.llJ.li,

C,

PilOFl~SSIONS-GENEnAL PROVISIONS §

S:!O:
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4. The dcp:n·tment shdll:
a. Registcl.' 01· approve educntional progrnms designed fo-r
the purpose of providing professionnl prepnration which meet

st~ndal'ds established by the depal'tment,
b. Issue licenses, registrntions, nncl limited pel'mits to q\mlificd n.pplicnnts;
c. (i) Is:mc n. cc1-tificnto of authority to n. qualified professional scl'vice corporation being organized under section :fifteen
hundred three of the business corporation lnw on 1myment of a
ice of twenty-five dollars, (ii) file a ce1-tifiecl copy of each certifico.to of incorporation and nmendmcnt thereto within thfrty clnys
after the filing of such certificate 01· mncnclmcnt on pnrment of
n fc.c of .ten dollars, (iii) file tho nmmnl stntement requi1·ed by
section i1ftcon hundred ·fo\u-teon of the business corpo1·ntion law
on payment of a fee of ten dollars.
,1. Rcvolco limited })ot·mits on the recommendation or the
committee on 1n·oiassionnl conduct fo1· the p2•ofcssion concerned;
c. Mnintain 1mblic records or licenses isst1ccl nnd 1·otnii1 in its
filci; iclontifyi11g <lntn concomlng ct\ch pcl':;on to whom n license
hns been iss\lccl; and
f. Collect tho ices prcsc1•i1Jod by this ·Li tic 01• othcl'wisc lil'O•
vidod by la.w.
6. Tho commissionc1· and the depiu·tment shall pel'fo1·m any

othol' :functions neccssai·y to implement this title,
Aclclcd L.1071, c, 9S7, § 2.

JIINto,•lonl Noto
Hnctlnn 111ll'h•11t'\ t1·om former II '10S, I 101 nncl rc-11cala<l Y,.10:;o, c, 110,
11:;,oo, O:iiO, 0000, 070-1, l\UU 7102 of § 1, Section 7102 \\'llS 1111tlocl T,,10·17,
1hr. l-:it11('alln11 r,aw or 10.J'f, Scctlon c, S:!O; :11111 11111P111k1I J,.1007, c, -.1:io,
11~.,,n WIiii ntlllr!l r,.10·l7, C, SW; unll licctio11,i U::itlO, 1:;,70, 0()00, 070•J n111I
llllll'llllctl J,.ll)jQ, C, CiO:J, ! 2: r,,10:'.il,
'i'lO:.! w,m: l'l'jlCalc:'1 J,,107], c. OSi,
r, lili!l, 9 l; L,105!!, c. (ljj: L,10:i·J, c,
I 1,
!Ii: T,, 10:i:i, c, ~OS, 5 1: 7,.10:iO, c,
Former Section 0~07,
Scrllon,
1;,a; l,,l!J:i0, c, 7Hi: I,.10:i7, c, 2T7,
f I: J,.1001, C, OSJ, ! 1: J,,1070, C, wlllch 1·11l11tc1I to 1111111 or mo,Jh:nl ci,:,
n111l11:1tlo11 1JUl'litl11m1 to \Jo 1mbmlU01\
•IINI. Sci:l1011 O,i7G wn~ ntlt1ctl r,,11107,
by tho lio111·,1 ot l.!:l'llllllllCI'~ lo the ,ll••
I', 770,
11 n1111 n111c11cllHI r,. lDOB, IIIU'llll\/111,
\\';)lj 1111,lt•,I r,,JIH1, L', ~\.!u;
I', (Iii/,
tkcUc,n wou \VII~ IHhll.!d J,,
11111, c, s20. ~cctlon 070'1 WM n,rn. nmcmlctl 1·,.10:;o, c, :IS I rc11calcd r,.
1071, C, 0S7, ; l i n111I Is 110\\' COl'Cl'Ctl
1•11 J,,10::IO, c, 170, 9 2 t 111,cl nmcnclncl
r,rn11:i, C, 110, 9 l, A Jll'lor llCCtlon Ill pnrt by acctlon Gi'JOS,
n;,11 1vr1s n1ltlccl l',.10·17, c, S20;
Efrccttvc Onto. Section O of L,
:1111t•n1lc1l l,,10·17, c. 670 i J,.1 Oll, c, lDTl, C, 0S7, pro1·hle<l !lint this SCC•
r.,::i, I o: L,lt!Jti, c, •150; L.100:s, c, I.Ion Ile cfCccth·c S~JH, 1, 1071,

.
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3. The Comprehensive Math and Science Program (CMSP) - is an actionoriented experimental project which is developing and test~ng inten,ention strategies for increasing the pool of minority students who can

I
CURRENT ENGINEERING PROGRM-IS

qualify for admission into two and four year college engineering programs. The CMSP basic project goal is to develop and test an organizational model which utilizes the institutional resources of the secondary
school, college, and private business to enhance high school math and
science instruction; provide reality-based post-secondary and career
counseling, and foster·a comprehensive evaluation process vhich allovs
participating high school students~to demonstrate their math and prob1emsolving application ski.lls and their willingness to dedicate time and
effort to a two-year. after-school-hour program.
The CMSP is concentrating its project effort at eleveath and tve1fth
grade high ~chool students in inner city secondary schools 'With high
· ':._ minority enrollment. At present, ten hign schools located in the cities
of Springfield, MA, ~artford, Briqgeport, CT, a~d New York, l.Y (all
vocational high schools), are participating in the project. In the
first year of the project, over fifty students participated; Close to
three hundred participated in 1978. ¥.ore.than one-half of the students
were subsequently admitted into two-year and four-year engineering
college programs • .
The project, which originated at the University of Massachusetes, ~s
served by Co1umbia University's School of Engineering as fisca1 agent
and housed at The Cooper Union. Funding has been provided by the
National Science Foundation as well as numerous corporations.

4. Progra111 for Rochester to Interest Students in Science and Math

(PRrs2M) - was initiated by Rochester industry to increase the number
of students in the Rochester School District -- particularly. but not
exclusively minority students -- qualified by proficiency in science,
math. and communications skills to und~rtake preparation. for and entry
into technology-related careers. P.RlS~-t works with 20 e1eme.nta:ry schools,
with administrators;faculty and students, introducing supplementary
math and science curriculum materials. In addition, it has recru:l.ted
several hundred professional people within Rochester compan.:les who serve
as.role models. Parents are counseled, industries conduct plant visits,
and Rochester colleges are cooperating in planning pre-engineering
courses for older students.

The Minority Engineering Education Effort (ME3) - orlginal1y a
task force of the Engineers' Council for Professional. Development, but
now an independent agency in New .York City, was organized to develop
activities in the area of identification, motivation, and preparation of
potential minority group engineering students; provide the m:f.nori.ty
5.

community wi.th a clearer understanding of engineering, its role and

contribution to society; and inform the connnunity at large of the
necessity for attracting larger nurnbers of minority members to engineering.

7

Pre-College Support Activities for Minoritias

In New York there are, besides the college-based programs, a number of
programs operating at the high school level:

1.

Minority Introduction to Engineering {MITE) -

sponsored by the

Eugineers 1 Council for Professional Development, is a two-week resi-

denti.al summer engineering program aimed at minority youth. preferably
"those who have completed their junibr year in high school.
.

The MITE program allows the participants to acquaint themselves wtth
various fields of engineering, to experience a sample of college life.
and to receive typical engineering classroom instruction. With the aid
of counselors and admissions personnel, s~udent participants determine
what courses are needed to enter an engineering program. Approximately
80 per cent of the 1974 MITE students who subsequently enrolled in
co1lege, for example, selected engineering as a fieid of study. ECPD,
the sponsor of this guidance activity, se~ures funds from various
corporations and foundations to·support MITE. In 1976 approximately 32
universities hosted 39 MITE programs. During the summer of 1979, West
Point, Cornell and Rochester Institute of Technology were among them.
ECPD indicates that MITE could, with proper funding,. serve two to three
times the current numbers.
2.
Summer College Orientation Program in Engineering, Science and
Management (SCOPES) - a residential program held for several years on
Clark.son's campus, was patterned after MITE, and serves 10th, 11th, and
12th graders. Clarkson's program makes a special effort to attract
Ind:f.an youth. As all MITE programs, the emphasis.in recruiting is on
identifying minority students with demonstrated ability.

In SCOPES• students are divided into small sections to attend lectures
designed to meet the objectives of the program. The lectures are given
by college professors or professional persons who are currently active
in the following fields: Accounting, Architecture, Biology, Chemistry,
Communications, Computers, Economics, Geology, Health Careers, Industrial Distribution, Industrial Management, Materials Science, Mathematics, Medicine, Physics, Social Sciences, and Engineering (Chemical,
Civil and Environmental. Electrical, Mechanical).
Industrial seminars in the evenings along with field trips to area
industries and engineering projects demonstrate the applications of
engineering, science, and management. Tt.ro evenings of informal discussions between the participants and faculty have proved to be one of the
best received portions of the program.

Current projects include a nation~ide computer search program to generate
a list of eligible minority studencs from those who take the SAT. PSAT,
or ACT college entrance examinations; distribution of student lis~s to
participating engineering schools; referral service for students to
three schools of their choice; distribution of student inforcration
packets on engineering; distribution of motivational films and ••tracking"
of minority engineering st~dents. Its $300,000 budget is funded by
corporations.

...

6.

The National Fund for Minority Engineering Student:s (NFMES) - in
New York City, is a 15 million dollar scholarship fund provided by
approximately one hundred major corporations. Currently providing an
average of about $1,000 per student, it funds over 90 engineering schools
including Columbia, Pratt. Syracuse, Poly,technic Institute. Rensselaer.
University of Rochester and Rochester Institute of Technology, which in
turn fund approximately 1,000 students.
In addition, the Fund offers a summer work program for its students in
conjunction with its corporate donors.

7.
Select Program in Science and Engineering {SPISE) - is administered
by the City College of New York. In twelve Saturday morning sessions
per semester. 30 10th grade students and 2 teachers each from 8 Nev Yoxk
City high schools are offered academe enrichment in mathematics and
science. Students selected for participation must be 0 on-t:rackn in
math~tics, have no professional role model in his/her fami1y. live in
a poverty area, meet certain incone guidelines. High schools in which
the program is operated were picked by the Nev York City Board of Education which pays the program's teachers (under the Vocationa1 Education
Act). Additiona1 funding is provided by 6-8 corporations.
,.

8.
The National Coordinating Center for Curriculum Development's main
objectives are to promote a better understanding by minority students,
teachers, and parents of the nature of modern engineering work, and to
improve the required skills of college-bound students who desire to
pursue quantitatively oriented higher education.
Beginning with a summer-long workshop in 1976. the center has developed
curriculum models, is working with teachers, admin:1.strators, and others
from approximately eight ci.ties (New York. Philadelphia, Atlanta. Vashington, Chicago. El Paso. Houston, and Boston) to develop currl~
support their implementation, and otherwise contribute to the development of local efforts in those cities as well as their.communication
with other national activities.
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9.
Principles of Architecture is a course currently taught in a sma11
number of East Harlem junior high schools. and was developed by Mario
Salvador!, a Columbia University professor, to introduce younger students
in an exciting "hands-on" way to fundamentals of statics and structures.
In addition, in conjunction with the llew York City school system, teacher
training sessions are held which will allow wider replication of the
course. Five-hundred manuals, .,Row to Teach: Why Buildings Stand Up"
have been distributed nationally. Support has been shared by, among
others, Exxon Corporation, Tinker Toys, The Mew York Academy of Science~
American Society of Civil Engineers and Columbia University.
.
.
.

In addit:iori to the programs mentioned above which are more.or less
administered by non-profit, educational agencies, mention should be made
of two corporate programs which have been active in New York.

io. _AT&T/New York

Telephone Company's Minorities in Engineering 1'rogra1n
provides lllinority role models.and motivational materials to minority
students in junior high schools in northeast New York State and New York
City,- An aggressive program, the activities ,;ri.ll reach thia year approxi.illately 50- schools in upstate New York and as many __ schools in New York
Cit:y., Strongly encouraged by the Chairman of AT&T, New York Telephone's
program is parallel to that offered in other states by the other 23
operating companies, Long Lines and Western Electric. AT&T supplies• :ln
addition, l!IUch of the operating revenue for the national effort and many
motivational publications as well.
·
ll. Chemic.al Indust;ies for Minorities in En8ineering. Inc. is a nonprofit organization whose members includ~ 22 major chemical companies.
Their activities include sponsoring plant tours Yi.th motivational and
career awareness activities for minority high school students. In New
York this past summer, all minority students scoring in the top-third of
those who took SAT and ACT, and who indicated an interest in a quantitattive undergraduate curriculum, vere invited to participate in activities
sponsored by Stauffer Chemical, Monsanto, American Cyanimid, Dow Chemical,
Rohm and Baas, Union Carbide, The Celanese Corporation. Diamond Shamrock,
du Pont de Nemours, Stone and Webster, Eastman Kodak and Olin.

-- . --

Last 'Uord
In some way, thousands of minority students in Nell York are being reached
with the message that a career in engineering exists, is available, and
full of opportunity. Of these students, a good portion are receiving
supplemental math and science work with, according to the individual
program sponsors, increasingly good results.

While the programs appear on the.surface to be narrowly focused and
designed for the ultimate benefit of corporations primarily, the techniques developed and in practice deserve a closer look by educational
policy makers. Many offer mechanisms which can have broad impact on
improving the quality of and access to education for minorities.

Jl.'.linorit y Cqndidacy in
Professional Psychology

11u: issue of educalir,nal 11j)/,,,rlm1ilic~ J,,r mm,,rity gmup_.. still luo 111 be
.wlued. 1l1e 13.akke l'. California an.: luu rm,.•,!,.[,/ is.n""'• 11,•;:, /,illrrn,'3s.
and incre,1st!rl Jwlarizati,m. If allm1•i·,J /1, cmllirme. tin· minimal gains 11/tl,e
la.st ,Jecarle u1ill quickly di1apt1t!c11•. A., th,:finl Jm>J.·.u.i1m1,I .Kh•>11[ in
cli,iical J1syd,,,/,,g_l" lll<ll Wth 1111i.:a:.il_1· ,Jmmr,r,·,l mu/ :.1:/1/mrJ,•,l. lltt·
bulilule 11/ Atll•w1ce,J Psyclz11!tJg1cal Sturhr!:i. •!l .-J,l,,//11,i ( •iiir•e.•nity /:as 111,uk
tlliL'lll/Jl!i lo u,lt•i· llw t!ileuwm. l!11d,·r th,: .i:uidtmt·l' ,,J IJ,·,m (;,,r,I,,,, I-:
/)~rn.er. a11d lt•itli lite' w/11,ldu:ar(,:,/ mf,f,,.rt an,/ cm1curr.·11ce• ,,J flit• enlir.l11sl1lult' facully, we hai:.•i• aUt·mpte,l t,, dt'lzl c1111llructiz·dy willz th~
J1mblem, a11r! <Jltr ttj>proach i., lza,·i11 rlt!J.:rtl,.·,l.

The mounting confrontation th:it imminently luoms in the cc1ntn,\c~i;1I /lukk,· v.
Calift1mia decision \·;moot in and of itsdf ~r!>,.1,e the pmhlc:m confm:11in" c:duca1il•n
"' outccimo
in Amcrit:a for particular minority gmups. Thusc: lung-standing negati,.-e
that emerged and we-re nurtun.-,! hy di-jure and/c,r de facto school segregation will DOl
just fade: away:· American institution,; sm·h :,~ t·nmmrrn·. the pn,fr~._i,.nal w ..rld.
education, and so lorth have imrndurcrl ''aflinna1h·c:;ir1i11n- pnigrarn-... n,im,rity qw,us.
and either ins1i1u1i1111al reforms tl1.1t
and arc intC'tldrd tn undo. and 1hcrehr o.rrnt,
long-stamlin~. benign ntgki:t anrl uu1r-ight rad~m. Prc11it·i;thly. the aum1p1 1uumfmnt
this issue ;md nurture thr nppor1uni1y r,?r minority a;rnup.,; to c:nttT tht" mainstrr,1111
of America has led to accu.satiun~ or rt'"\·er:.c- rli,,·rimination a.1 kast ,md. more: in~di•IU.'i.
perverse arr:usations al wor:.1. Thus far. all uf thl" :trgumcncs for c,r ag;,inst .. instirutionali7.e-d r.rrism" ha\·e pro,lt..-rd ,·iodi.-1i\."enes.,. ralll-.,r. :md di""i!,i,·cao,.
Approximatdr 6 years .ii:n 1hc faruhy of 1hc J:",;"llc> of Ad,-,,,.,...., ~•,nhr•~•!!i!.ral
.Studies of ,\drluhi llnin:l"!'it\· l,n.:;11110 :111t·mp1 10 r!r:,I n,n,1run1n-:ly wirh 1!1t· p.11i,lr1re.
cre.ued hy yc:irs ol clisrriminari,,n-i; .\merii-;111 r-du1·;11iun. "llw lm.iirutt" w;1,; tl,l" first
schuol of professional psy.-holu~~- in a uni,·r-rsi!y sc-uin_!; rnmmiunl tn trainim; i.1urlm1~
for thr-dottot· of pliilnsophy d~..;n·e in applied Mini,~11) l"'Y,:lml11l;y. f'cw J>n>plenuL~
of the field of graduate training in 1·lini1~1l psychr,101.,•y arr :,wan-of the fatt da:tl a\.-:iil;:!,lc

w,-~

openings for dunur.11 lcvc:I training in dinical (J'iyrhnlugr arc ttt'n more- "'-:inT 1fun
in medicine, dentistry, law. opt,1mc1ry. ;md !'I• fNth. · Tht" Ins1itult" pf :\1h-a11rrd
Psyeholngiral .S1urlics has a,"t·ra~ni het,,:rrn GOO and 700 ;11'pliranL-. for. :1t most. !'i
openings for the bst 7 yc:m,. 1111:u~inr. if ym1 r:111. d,r prnl,lrnt tli;u mim,rity "'minus
fare in sud,_ :1 compctiliun. In IIH· :tl1111o,1 211 yl-;m,, prn·ctling. tht" initiation of our innovali\-c appmarh to admissions. unly onl' minority i..udrot gained ;ulmi-.._i,,n thnn,~
the usual ch:mnds.
11,c usual ;11111 1imc-homnnl ni1rrb fur :11h11i,-,iun tu must gradu:1tl" wh1oc,I,; f,,c
pmfo.~ioual training :are ;.l1110,,1 i,ln11i,·:,I f,,.- .,II 1hr 1•r11fl">:,imL, THli•~1t:y d1t~cri1rria
indudl." an rxrdlt-nt ·undrr~r-.,,111;,1<• ~1.11!.- puint .1\1·1.1~1·: ,-~n-llrnl h-nrr>- 1.C n,·..111mcndatic,n. hii,:h snrn:s on st:111rbnli,nl 1r-..1s Jil,;,· du· {;r;ul11.11r Rcn,nl f.~11niu.11ii,n;
and pcn;un;i) imt·n·ic"·s al,m,,1 wholly r11mh1u1·1l I,~- mirl,Ue-d:L,.., u:hut" f;u 11!1~

C~",. 1.,:••1.., d.r.\...-. .. .-n. l"ut-.;..c1,1.al '\ --••·.. or, J, ..

..1,· a,,;.•. •~
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mcrnl~rs. 11 does not take a great deal ur imagin;nion to e<indudc that the a\·cr,ti;t·
minority student found it next lu impossible to wmpcte. As in other pmfcssions. the

nu01ber of minorit)' students found in cliniral psp:holo.~y training prngr;uns hc-forc
1970 was miniscule, :md the number of minority st~dtnts in the profossion \\"as un•
derrcprcscntativc, llmtparccl to the numhcr in the pupulation a, large.
\Ve arc com·inced that the ln~tiLutc faeultr ,it Adelphi has 1111:1 this issue with a
rea.-.onable, rcsponsililc, and progressive appmarh that might p,wc the- war for newer
and more innovati\·c solutions. Thi- f,.r-a!!•v drfine(l ,i minorit\· l·andtdaic as an}' minority person whose educ.it ion was contammatcu and/or abridged hr the de jurc and/or
de facto segregation policies of American education. U5ing this definition, the most
obvious candida1cs given spct·ial cnnsidcra1ion for admission Wf're American bl;u·ks,
Hispanics, Indians, and so forth. Those minority s1urlcnts who were roul.itcd in Africa
and South Amcrira, for example, were climin:uctl from special mmidrratinn, and their
applications were considered along with 1hnse of foreigq candidates. The farnhr's
definition of a minority candidate also did not give any consideration to the penalties
suffered by all Americans due tu the policies of discrimination and segregation against
some. Having so decider!, we further agrcro that n:dudng the numher r,f white applicants was inappropriate and truly unfair.
.
~fany, if not most, clinic·al psychologisls mntributc sc-veral hnurs of their time lo
help, scn-c, or in $OCllc way prm·idr relief to the needy and the pt•or. The Adelphi
faculty agreed to <"ommit ;1rlditi11nal time to train new clinicians anrl to provide more
opportuni1ies for minoril)· ranclirlatcs-whc:n traicu-d--to wurk in n>mmunity :.cn.·irc-.
yc-t m,t penalize anyone in lhe regular t.indid.itc puol. This was al·hiC1.·ccl in the following manner.
Prior 10 the derision to imn·.,sc minoritr cnrullmc-nt, the avc-ragl' da~s ;idmiut·d tu
doctoral candidaty at the Institute ran~c<I fw:n 10 .14 e;u·h }T.ir. Tu .11-rnmmmla:t·
the increase in the nucring das" size. the: f;1rulir, hy nmscnsu~.mmmiuc-rl llicmsi-ln·s
to teach larger dassrs anrl incrcac;e their time and energies in supcrvisury • .irl\'isnry,
.ind additional overall focuhy rL-sponsibilitics.
I\linority ramlidatc :t(lpli1-ams were cxamirml in a separate review diat mtL'lidcrccl.
r.t,\K.TL.0-: FL>;IIER. r.-..-~;,,..,J hi$ J'l,h/mm N,·u• };,r;. I 'ni,~·nti\' in l?i7. I/,· ,,./,.,·,l'••·:,tfi; run,,,l
n C:rrtifimtr in 1',~·,·l,,.,rnnlyns rm,!,; C,•rlifimr,· 111 I :m11/• l'.,Jd1,.,m<1!_,..,, .fmr,1 t/11• buhlttf,•,.f
.~,/1'allt·erl l',1-rh,,/,~,:1cril Stu,/i,·, lll .-ld,·lf,l,i l i11i:-, nlly. I/,· lun l~·,·rz ,111 ,,,..,,-,111,· /mif•·•v•t ,rt
the J,utiltd,· ,;f.-l,fct111,c,/ J'.wfi.,f,~i:imf .'i/Ju/i,-,. 11,,,/"" /)1/1/.,,,,,,,,. 111 f."lmtm! l',-;,/r ..ful!:y. lb,
irltcrrslr ind1~rlr' in,/it•irl1mfc111,l_i:.,.11/• /l•l".-1111/!1, ,11; v mr,f /".wl,.,/,,i:,.·d ,·;·,,f,,,,:,,.,,.
GF•.n1u;r.!.11l1C:Kt;K iJ I'n1f.·w,r,,J /',yd;,,[,._~'),· m,,I .·h,1•fr:11t /J,w1 •:f rl,,· /,,-tit:,t,•.,f A,1:-,m,,·,/
l'lJdmlng1cal St1t•lt,·, al Arl,·IJ,l1i l 'mt•.-r,;ly. JJ. t•.•• h•t•r•m111/r• m C/11,,. ,:! 1:,1,·l,,'.f"::~- a/":•!
prr)Jtl<-1111/1l,e ..,·,u• )i,,-k S1t,1,· l•.,y.r'14t1/1~c1,·ttl A.-, •c :,rti.~11 .111,d fl 111,·11:l... ·r -.f ..\. ::· )._.,,. "'//,.,.,,~~
J•r l','J,-h,,l"_~-- JI,· i, o,11,·11rl_r C:J,,11r,,J1/i,· ,\·r;:1..::,,.' _.1,1,.,.,.,r l~m,·f £., 11••- .-I/~. I <.ll.1.\ll'l .\
JJtojrz1... JI,, ,,,t...r.·,h l11,·lt1,l1· /11••/.·"'"'''"I lr111•u~1::. J,,.,.,· ,..r,,·,,·.,;•r•/ •t/•!•'1•'•! ,. --.11. I,.
1
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I
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whcrc\·er and whcnC\·er possible, criteria heyund the potentially prejudicial 5landard
eduratiunal information, thus minimi,,fog the weight of standard e<lumtioaal measures.
Over time, the committee on admissions tn the Institute med minority student advi~
and recommendations to help the faculty refine and redefine criteria for the sdeaiun
•
of '1ualificd minority candidates..

The approarh 1akcn in the sckrtinn rl minorit)' ci.ndidarcs pl.tees greater wci.~ht
on intr.rvir.w ;m,I cY.r..-rirn,:r. an•! lr-;v:r •.·.r.i~hr ,,11 'l•J:\ntit.sti•.,: inrfi,t:'i. Thi, i-. a:\
.anr.roi,t t•, ~l<:<t ..,:,:-!.-r,:-, i,,r r,,:,::,:i;:( ;,r,d "' mir,i:r,izc (ri:eri;. that rru.y t..c: c<>ti&,ur.cic:d
by dist unions in ec!t1tational and langtl.!ge expc-ricnccs. Ordinarily students are selected for interviews on the basis of excellence of paper credentials. \Vith minority
stud1."J1ts this same criterion is employed; but excellence is judged more on the li.uis
of letters of rcrnmml"ndation, cxpcriem:e, personal statement, and grades lhan it is un
GrJduate Record scores. Consultation with minority graduate students i-. u-.cd :is
an aid in making this dcterminatic,a. Tnr. intt"n:iew-a group procedure-is idcntietl
for all applicants. Scln1ion is determined by the. \"Ole or the faculty and some cunn:mcd
s1udcnL'i, with voters free tn use: wba:e.er criteria ther Stt as suitable. Minority .tpplicants are c~nsidered in a sep,trate pool for the added places in the cnrcring c.-bss.
currcrll minority smdcnts make rccommenda1i11ns. and the ,..oters seem tc, \"cigb i11tcrl'iew data quite he,n·ilyin rc:.iching their clmires. \Ve mu.,;t empl,asizc that wcdo
not view this ~-vstcrn as one lhat lowers srandanls for snmc c:1nd1tf,u:s.. bur one 1n;11 ,,.._
$filforcnrial <:tan••.ac!I-. ii'"" :itteOll!l...ID tlra! wiJb il ..;,w,•m•• ,n wrm·n ,..-i«tion n-11cri:t
may na\·e a111,:rcnu.i1 \'a1tc1t1v •or seo.,1,lle ~roups. This approach allows us tCJ use
standards that WC lccl arc.most v;1lld and appi,·them in a fiexihle manner.
In the absence or an1 form,d \'aliclit1 data, the criteria for d,is prorcdurc- must be
the fate nf 1hr stuclt·nti after ll1ry cmcr 1he program. 111c ;i11ri1i,in rate nf appmxi,01alcl\' 5% is nnt mm·h higher than th:11 uf our usu;,I ~1111fmts. The £cw :snuk-nL-. wlm
have ncl·n gr;iclu,lll-cl loni; enough to l,c eligible to l,1kr lin:n.siug c-x.,min.·1tiu11s lta\-cnol expcricm·cd anr problems. In the program the minority l-:mclid,ncs• araclcmic
prngress has heen satisfactor>·• anrl we ha\'C nul found it nn;-es.,;.,ry to initiate an1· remedial ur mmpt·nsatory pmgram. In a fe~\" isula1nl imt;mrrs we mfun:d du~ at·,rrlnnK"
load o( rhc s1m!rn1 ;ind l'Xlcml,-,1 rl,c rnu,,-c 01 s11111v 111r ;m ,ulditinn;,J yc.--Jr. l lo\\'l'Tr•
most of the minority students take 1111: same roursc-s, at thcsunc rate. l'.ith 1hc sanu:~
sucrcss as all niher studcms.
1-'inanrial aid 1x,licil-s h;1\-C never lin:n "<-1 wi1I, rt1;:inl to e1hoir d1.,r.u1crisric~. Sc.mt.·
students h;1ve f1Cl'n suppnncd h)· t:XI\Tn;,J fuml, 1•;innarkL-d for minnrit1 stmlcnrs. !'illt·h
·as the Amcriran l'!Wrlmluf!ical A"-'lioa1ion's Xlinnrity Fdlm\,;hip Fund or the X:11ion.·tl
fdlnwshio Fu114 I lrrw~cr, all rlcp:irtmemal lumfs . whether thr,r ~,uri-r 1,; r:tll"m.,I,.
such as National lns1i:utr of l.\fr111;1l l leahh fdlow,hi1,.;, ,.,. in1t.Tnal, sud, a-. a~istanLshiIL'i --arc given ,u·irtlr affrmlim; to ncc,I. Often minuri1r ~,udents will q,1.1(ify11n this rritrrinn; hut in tho,;r ran.- in,·ann·, whc·n· ;i mi:1uri1y stm!rut ram11,: ,?rmonSlmte si~nilic-;1111 m·t,I. nu ;,id i" ,l\,·,url,·rl. Fin.11Ki:1I sup1x,n i.. i111nuf.-.[ ln ;~"-..r n,·.-.~,:
studr111s rather th:in tn n:n-ui1 or r,·-.·;inl ;u-a,lnni,·;11l)· mc-ri11,rit>u-. ~tudcnt..., ,-im·r\Clth

.
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our highly selective: admissions proccc!ures all students are C<,nsidcrc:d acadcmii:.illy
"''"'ritorious.
When lhc program was initially instituted, there was a dcfidt in qualified minority
applirants lo fill the places we wished Lo set astdc. We attributed this deficit 10 a
Jc:an:1cd helplessness on the pan ur polcn1fat applic:uus, whose c::xpcricncc m.·cr the.- )'mrs
h:id Jed them to expect rcjc:cti<>n and therefore n<>t to attempt to auain pusiti()ns thai
appeared lo be closed to them.
We have undertaken a vigorous recruiting campaign, making our polities known

,

.•
!
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through spci:ches to umlergraduatc psychology duhs, comac:s with minority ps}·chological associations, and informal contai:t'> by current minority students and, now·,
graduates of the program. Our recruitment efforts h;ll'e proved that ,he pool or pol~tial applicants is much larger than had been suspected, and we now have a surplus
of qualified applicants each year.
Since this new policy was implemented in 1971, approximately fi,c black and two
Hispanic students have bl"cn admitted to the lnstiluic each year. During this time
we have graduated 11 blark and Hispanic psychologists with Donor of Philosophy
degrees, and eight black and Hispanic students arc pn:scmly mmplcting thcsi~ requirements and will shortly be graduated as clinical ps}-chnlogists. Some of these

BUSINESS CAREER FTIIWH P.l~
MINORITY UN[)f:RGRADIJA'tE STUDENTS

students are working in settings like Belle,·uc: Hospit.11, New York :,.:le<fa,tl Coll(1;c,
-McLean Hospital, North Shore Hospital, Postgr.tduatc Center, and l:l.1e1ropoli1an
Hospital.
_ Theoutstandinlr conromitanl puim to he <"nmhasizcd i_il.har ruinrninority candidatL'S
·have conlmuca to oe ari:epted as he.tore. Wnn mi: mtroduction of inncwative c.-mploymcnt ol chnical pS)'Ch111og1sts m municipal, L-ounty, and stale agcnL-ies, we al<;<>
have been able to increase the white s1udc111 cnmllnwnt from 10 to 14 r.mdidates t·a,-h
ycanoan average of 18 e.irh >·e:ir. The 1uwl cfa~s ~izc is now apprnxim:udy 25 students each year.
A complete solution? No! An .ittempt to move in a posili\l", affirm..,til·e dircnion
to right a history of wrong? Surely. [),. 1u,t ,·l1111ir1t1lt' /1!,m·s 11.f u./tif,•I 1,, an-,.,111,i,.,f,,t•·
mint1rilies. /rislead, c,J1,•n 11/1 more 11p/mrhmili~·i for 111i1111riti,·.1. using apprupri;ttc
selection criteria tu make room for a new. unu~u;1I, and often gif1t"d- kiml student.
Evrryone nccds 10 cc,operatc!
·

or

\\'ho cm say whether Hakke or anr othc-r ranrlidatc is more or lt·s, l"ntitkd 10 .i
gr.tduatc professional educ;1tion? It is ohvinm, 1h;11 the c-ritc-ria us1•cl ,·xdusin·l}· in
the pasl were discriminawry ;inrl arc m,1 suitahlc for .1ll applirams. lnnm-;uion is
nttdcd lo dc:cn:;1:sc those prtjudicial dcdsinns based cm an-haic ;ind dis1·riminat11ry
practices that affect CVCl)'One.

Hev York UnivPrs ity

Gradtmte School of Business A,lmini:-;trntion
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HISTORY
increasing demand for minority r.:ana;::;ers and profes-

In 1977 and 1978, Citihank hPlc! a conference 1.n
At:lanta, Georgia, <les igned to incrcr1se the awareness of

Black students about careers in business.

AI ong with

Cit:ibank, these confcrenc<!s were joi;1tly hosted by

Morehouse College, the Council for Graduate Study in
Management Education (COGME), .and the Consortium for
Graduate Study in Man:igement (r.ons0:-tiull'I).

These

conferences were called The Business Career Forum fnr

To achieve this goAl there :-:iust be a cor~e-

sponding growth in the supply of 1'iir:ority people inter-

ested in and prepared for these ne,: o;,portunities.

The Forum was brought to f!cw Yorlc City in 1979 and

198.0 and its focus was altered ~o encompass a multi-culNew York £!niversity Graduate School of

Business Administration was invited to co-host and

'arlr.iinister the program.

Forty-thn.. ,, col le?,es anct

universities have hetm invitecl to p-"trticipate over the
past two years.

llhile

the possibilities fo1- a career in husiness have er.panned,,

the choice of business is not vict-:c.-i, hy 1:iany r.iinori ty
students, to be ns rie~irahle nn option as other professions such as law or medicine.

Nany have negative atti-

tudes or know very little ahout ~ppo:::-tunittes for careers

in management.

Rlack Stunents.

tural audience.

sionals.

Furthermore, there are relatively few

role models for 1ninorities in the rusines.$ community.

THE.PURPOSES/OBJECTIVES OF THE F.CRUM
The Forum is designed :is an ed1!cat:ional effort: t:o

increase awareness among Black ancf Hispanic undergr11cfoate
students about the wide variety of cc1reer options availnhle in the business and corpC>ratP cn==t!?unit:ies.

It

stresses the valm~ of pursuing a rtac;ter' s of Business

THE NEED FOR THE FORUM

Administration ilegree as a vehic 1 I! ~or upwnrd oohi 1 i ty i:n

As a result o[ chnngi.ng ;!t"tir11dp~; :ind ::pun··.,J t,y

e'}ual employt!lent 1£-gislati.-n, corpnr-,1titll1s nre :;hn:-:,J•:

16

the business environ1:umt.

Rcco,~n i zia-~ the cclucation:11

henefits derive•<l frnm tht> fnur-yr•,;r -~l•J•.ree> the- Form11
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CAREER MOBILITY FOR REGISTERED NURSES

i!
l

l

For those nurses with diplomas or associate degrees wishing to pursue
study at the baccalaureate level, there are a variety of programs available.
Oi the 44 baccalaureate programs in nursi..~g in New York State, forty-three (43}

accept associate degree and diploma registered nurses with some advanced credit
for previous work.

There are eleven {11) programs designed specifically to

meet the unique needs of these nurses.

They are:

College of Staten Island
Daemen College
Elmira College
IDng Island University,

c.w.

Post

Medgar Evers College
Mercy College
Nazareth College
Pace University, Pace Plaza
SONY

College at New Paltz

SONY College of Technology at Utica/Rome

York College
In addition, the Regents College,without offering a traditional education

program, permits nurses to validate knowledge and competencies acquired in their
diploma or associate degree programs through testing and transfer of credit.
This program permits self-pacing and flexibility for those nurses unable to participate in a formal educational program or setting.
Al.most all programs now provide opportunities for nurses to pursue these

educational options on a part-tine basis.

EC.leg
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1:30 p.m. Meeting with Assemblywoman Cynthia Jenkins:

Ms. Jenkins, a known supporter of the Entry Into Practice Bill,
provided the group with suggestions for moving the bill and
offered her help with the Black and Puerto Rican Caucus which
is to meet on May

MINORITY FOCUS ON ENTRY INTO PRACTICE
Sign of the Tree Restaurant
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York

VI. 2:00 p.m. Meeting with Norman McConney, Executive Director,
Office of Deputy Speaker Arthur Eve:

April 28, 1987

Mr. Mcconney reiterated his objections to the bill on the
grounds that it would deny many minorities access into nursing
(by eliminating the LPN career). His position seemed to
become less entrenched as the meeting proceeded when he
suggested that the bill must be accompanied with assurance
that opportunities for minorities would be maintained and
supported.

9:00 a~m. - 5:00 p.m.

Minutes

Attending: Juanita Hunter, President-elect, NYSNA, presiding,
Georgia Burnett, Wanda Hackney, Delores Long, Kathleen
Sward and Kattie Washington
Unable to Attend: Pearl Bailey, Harriet Brathwaite, Lolita
Compas, Miriam Gonzalez, Maggie Jacobs, Daphne Nelson,
Dorothy Ramsey

VII. 2:30 p.m. Meeting with Assemblyman Sullivan:

This extra 2:30 meeting was arranged in response to a suggestion by Assemblywomen Jenkins. Mr. Sullivan was gracious but
persisted that the bill must provide another track for professional nursing which would allow an individual without the
academic preparation to become a professional nurse by passing
"a very stiff exam•.

I. call to Order and Welcome:
Dr. Hunter began the meeting at 9: 3 0 and welcomed those who
were in attendance. She explained that even though several
of those invited were unable to attend, the work of the group
had to proceed since there were only two months remaining in
the 1987 Legislative Session.
I I . Development of

Into Practice:

VIII, 4:00 Meeting with Assemblywoman Helen Marshall:
Ms. Marshall's appointment did not take place until 4:40 p.m.
She voiced her long standing objections to the bill that
minority access into nursing would be limited. She seemed
much more willing to listen to the arguments, however, than
in the past.

a Minority Focus Position Statement on Entry

Dr. Hunter explained that the morning's task was to develop a
position statement on behalf of the Group that could be distributed to Legislators and serve to counter the published
position of the National Black Nurses Association. Working
from a draft statement a revised statement was developed which
will be distributed to those present as Draft i2.

IX. 5:30 Meeting of the Higher Education Co-ittee:
Georgia Burnett and Wanda Hackney were able to stay for the
committee meeting and caught Assemblyman Roger Green afterwards. He expressed the commonly expressed concern about
minority access.

I I I . Orientation to Afternoon Activities:

During lunch Dr. Hunter asked staff to review the afternoon
appointment schedule.

No plans were set for the next meeting at this tiae.

IV. 1:88 p.m. Meeting with John Latham, Consul to Assemblywoman
Geraldine Daniels:

Although Ms. Daniels continues to be on illness leave, she
maintains her membership on the Assembly Higher Education
Committee. She is a sponsor of the Exempt_Clause
Repeal Bill, but Mr. Latham seemed to confuse it with the
Entry Into Practice Bill.

Juanita Hunter, Chairman
/cl

4/30/87
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ISSUES/CONCEBBS IDElffiPIBD BY PAR'HCIPANTS Kr THE

Proposed Agenda

D11U!1l!Jf1111:R Ba 1985 NEETING RE "IIINORiff FOCUS 011 ENTRY INTO PHAC'PICE"

October 9~ 1986
Dr. Juanita Hunter, Chairperson

1.

BllA Position

9:00

Beed for data
Reciprocity? option for grandfathering, none in some states
Accessibility
Differentiation of Scopes of Practice
Career mobility

AM - 9:15

AM

Coffee and Refreshments

9:15 AM - 9:30 AM

Introductions

9: 30 AM - 9: 45 AM

Review of Minority Focus Workshop of December 6, 1985

9:45

Development of agenda and strategies to
Influence Entry into Practice and Minority
Access Legislation for discussion with Assemblyman
Eve and staff

AM - 11:00 AM

2.

Hispanic Nurses Need Hore Data

3.

Capital District Minority Access Project

11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

Emphasis on associate degree

12:30 PM - 2:00 PM

Meet with Assemblyman Eve and Staff
Lunch - Informal Discussion With Assemblyman

Eve and Staff

llYSIIA contact Regents re recODDDendations
4.

a.

Get to high school.

b.

What

c.

Hov can HYSRA be more involved?

Objectives andlPlans for the 1987 legislative
Session)
,

are regional communities in NYS doing?

-. }P

r.fa-~ gf
· · ..,,~

-

,,. .,,..-

I

/. J ;,-_,i;_,_ --i.: ,, )~, ,. -

f-r·

S. Ability to transfer from ADB to BSN to encourage continuation
6.

Is ADR program a terminal degree?

7.

High school counseling

8.

Preparation of students is poor at elementary and high school level

9.

How

Some are designed to be terminal.

to convince RNs in system to further education

Legislators (convincing strategies)

11. Funding
12.

Bow do we get to constituents to convince legislators?

13.

How to arrive at unity

14.

Lack of availability of programs with convenient.hours.

h.,f.f- b.4·~~-t.o

..-1 ..

Encourage nursing service part:lcipation in requesting hiring of
baccalaureate nursee

16.

Self isolation of nurses

17. ~•es' self iage
12-6•85

""u,,i..

1Discussion of the Meeting. '";et Specific/! ri y(

2:00 PM - 4:00 PM

NYSlfA Impact on State Minority Access Program
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PARTICIPANTS
October 9, 1986
Dr. Pearl Bailey
Director, Department of Nursing
York College
Jamacia, New York 11451
(718) 969-4476
NYSNA, 1986 Nursing Education Awardee
Member: New York State Board for Nurs1ng

Ms. Harriet Braithwaite
Chief of Service, Crisis Housing
Creedmoor Psychiatric Center
Queens, New York 11427
(718) 464-7500 - Extension 6006
Ms. Lolita Compas
Clinical Instructor, Education
Cabrini Medical Center
227 East 19th Street
New York, New York 10003
(212) 725-6227
•
Chairman, NYSNA Council on Human Rights
Ms. Miriam Gonzalez
Obstetrics Conference Nurse
Nursing Care Coordinator
Bellevue Hospital
27th Street and First Avenue
New York, New York 10016
(212) 561-3965
Ms. Wanda Hackney
Staff Nurse
Erie County Medical Center
462 Grider Street
Buffalo, New York 14215
(716) 898-3458
NYSNA Council on Legislation
Dr. Juanita Hunter
Clinical ~ssistant Professor
SUNY Buffalo
3435 Main Street
Buffalo, New York 14214
(716) 831-3842
NYSNA President-elect
ANA - IR111ediate Past Chairperson, Cabinet on Human Rights

Ms. Maggie Jacobs
Nursing Care Coordinator .
Kings County Hospital Center
451 Clarkson Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11203
(718) 735-3723
Secretary, NYSNA Board of Directors
Ms. Daphne Nelson
Assistant Director, Nursing
University Hospital
SUNY at Stony Brook
Stony Brook, New York 11794
(516) 444-2868
NYSNA Nominating Corrmittee
Dr. Dorothy Ramsey
Professor/Coordinator of Affirmative Action
Adelphi University
South Avenue
Garden City, New York 11530
(516) 294-8700 - Extension 7406 or 7437
NYSNA Council on Human Rights
Dr. Kathleen Sward·
Professor and Director
Nursing Education
Elmira College
Elmira, New York 14901
Ms. Kattie Washington
Head Nurse Respiratory ICU
New York City Hospital Center at Elmhurst
79-01 Broadway
Elmhurst, New York 11373
(718) 830-1186
NYSNA STAFF

Dr. Elizabeth Carter
Deputy Di rector
Ms. Jessie Colin
Associate Director, Economic and General Welfare Program
Dr. Jane Fielding
Director, Planning and Research
Ms. Janet Mance
Director, Legislative Program
.EC/JPM/jml
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